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Abstract 
 

 Dimensional size reduction has been the cornerstone of the exponential improvement in 

silicon based logic devices for decades. However, fundamental limits in the device physics were 

reached ~2003, halting further reductions in clock speed without significant penalties in power 

consumption. This has motivated the research into next generation transistors and switching 

devices to reinstate the scaling laws for clock speed. This dissertation aims to support the scaling 

of devices that are based on ferroelectricity and piezoelectricity and to provide a roadmap for the 

corresponding materials performance.  

First, a scalable growth process to obtain highly {001}-oriented lead magnesium niobate 

– lead titanate (PMN-PT) thin films was developed, motivated by the high piezoelectric 

responses observed in bulk single crystals. It was found that deposition of a 2-3 nm thick PbO 

buffer layer on {111} Pt thin film bottom electrodes, prior to chemical solution deposition of 

PMN-PT reduces the driving force for Pb diffusion from the PMN-PT to the bottom electrode, 

and facilitates nucleation of {001}-oriented perovskite grains. Energy dispersive spectroscopy 

demonstrated that up to 10% of the Pb from a PMN-PT precursor solution may diffuse into the 

bottom electrode. PMN-PT grains with a mixed {101}/{111} orientation in a matrix of Pb-

deficient pyrochlore phase were then promoted near the interface. When this is prevented, phase 

pure films with {001} orientation with Lotgering factors of 0.98-1.0, can be achieved. The 

resulting films of only 300 nm in thickness exhibit longitudinal effective d33,f coefficients of ~90 

pm/V and strain values of ~1% prior to breakdown.  
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300 nm thick epitaxial and polycrystalline lead magnesium niobate – lead titanate 

(70PMN-30PT) blanket thin films were studied for the relative contributions to property 

thickness dependence from interfacial and grain boundary low permittivity layers. Epitaxial 

PMN-PT films were grown on SrRuO3 /(001)SrTiO3, while polycrystalline films with {001}-

Lotgering factors >0.96 were grown on Pt/TiO2/SiO2/Si substrates via chemical solution 

deposition. It was found that both film types exhibited similar, thickness-independent high-field 

εr of ~300 with highly crystalline electrode/dielectric interfaces. The dielectric data suggest that 

irreversible domain wall motion is the major contributor to the overall dielectric response and its 

thickness dependence. In epitaxial films the irreversible Rayleigh coefficients reduced 85% upon 

decreasing thickness from 350 to 100 nm. Tmax was the only measured small signal quantity 

which was more thickness dependent in polycrystalline than epitaxial films. This was attributed 

to the relaxor nature present in the films, potentially stabilized by defect concentrations, and/or 

chemical inhomogeneity. The effective interfacial layers are found to contribute to the measured 

thickness dependence in d33,f measured by X-ray diffraction. Finally, high field piezoelectric 

characterization revealed a field-induced rhombohedral to tetragonal phase transition in epitaxial 

films. 

While the mechanisms causing thickness dependence are mostly understood, the 

functional properties of blanket PMN-PT films remain about an order of magnitude lower than 

what is achieved in constraint-free bulk single crystals. These property reductions are attributed 

to substrate clamping, and the process of declamping via lateral subdivision was studied in 300-

350 nm thick, {001} oriented 70PMN-30PT films on Si substrates. In the clamped state, the 

films exhibit relative permittivity near 1500 and loss tangents of approximately 0.01. The films 
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showed slim hysteresis loops with remanent polarizations of about 8 μC/cm2 and breakdown 

fields over 1500 kV/cm. Using optical and electron beam lithography combined with reactive ion 

etching, the PMN-PT films were systematically patterned down to lateral feature sizes of 200 nm 

in spatial scale with nearly vertical sidewalls. Upon lateral scaling, which produced partially 

declamped films, there was an increase in both small and large signal dielectric properties, 

including a doubling of the relative permittivity in structures with width-to-thickness aspect 

ratios of 0.7.  In addition, declamping resulted in a counterclockwise rotation of the hysteresis 

loops, increasing the remanent polarization to 13.5 μC/cm2.  Rayleigh analysis, Preisach 

modeling, and the relative permittivity as a function of temperature also indicated changes in the 

domain wall motion and intrinsic response of the laterally scaled PMN-PT. 

The longitudinal piezoelectric coefficient, d33,f, was interrogated as a function of position 

across the patterned structures by finite element modeling, piezoresponse force microscopy, and 

nanoprobe synchrotron X-ray diffraction. It was found that d33,f increased from the clamped 

value of 40-50 pm/V to ~160 pm/V at the free sidewall under 200 kV/cm excitation. The 

sidewalls partially declamped the piezoelectric response 500-600 nm into the patterned structure, 

raising the piezoelectric response at the center of features with lateral dimensions less than 1 μm 

(3:1 width to thickness aspect ratio). The normalized data from all three characterization 

techniques are in excellent agreement, with quantitative differences providing insight to the field 

dependence of the piezoelectric coefficient and its declamping behavior.  
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  Chapter 1
 

Introduction and Thesis Organization 
 

The development of piezoelectric and ferroelectric materials has enabled and transformed 

numerous technologies. Spurred on by the need for high permittivity capacitors during World 

War II, discoveries in ferroelectricity boomed in the mid 1900’s with key advances in barium 

titanate (BaTiO3) and lead zirconate titanate (Pb(Zr1-xTix)O3, or PZT).1 Ferroelectrics with large  

piezoelectric constants were employed in medical ultrasound, sonar, and numerous other devices 

including sensors, actuators, rf filters, valves, switches, and other electromechanical systems.1–7  

During the Digital Age, revolutions in computing were made possible by the scaling 

down in size and increases in performance of first bipolar transistors and then the present 

technology, the complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) transistor.8 The transistor is 

employed to execute logic operations with additional applications in data storage and voltage 

amplification. The semiconductor industry was advanced in part based on meeting Gordon E. 

Moore’s prediction of scaling, which stated in 1975 that the transistor density on integrated 

circuit chips would double every two years.9 With the dimensional scaling of transistors came a 

logarithmic increase of clock speed as well due to Dennard scaling.10 Moore’s law of scaling, as 

it came to be known, was followed for several decades but Dennard scaling has stalled since 

~2003,11 as is shown in Figure 1-1. 
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Figure 1-1: The scaling of CMOS transistor gate size (red), clock speed (green), and drive voltage (blue) as a 
function of time since ~1970 to 2016. The filled in data points are the actual achieved scaling, while the open data 
points are the predictions from the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors 2001 report, published 
just two years prior to the stall in Dennard Scaling, responsible for the differences in achieved and predicted clock 
speed and power scaling. 

In 2015, after a decade of clock speeds saturated at ~ 2 GHz, Moore stated that he 

expected his namesake “law” to end within a decade or so.9 Recently, Intel Corporation reported 

that the major chip producer would be slowing the pace of scaling.12 The saturated clock speed is 

a result of the inability to further reduce drive voltage in the device without incurring significant 

penalties in Joule heating, stemming from a fundamental limit in the device architecture that 

marks the end of classic Dennard scaling.11 The end of Moore’s law itself, which generates fewer 

rewards in performance than in the past, has been predicted numerous times , but the roadblocks 

were circumvented through innovative engineering.8 The challenges facing the CMOS industry 

in the coming decade of dimensional scaling, however, are approaching the physical limits of 

electronic tunneling.13 Thus, industry is exploring a range of potential alternative transistor 

technologies to enable for a more dramatic change than size reduction of the planar CMOS 

transistor- and piezoelectric materials are a part of a proposed solution.14 
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Numerous approaches to circumventing the CMOS voltage scaling bottleneck have been 

proposed, including tunnel transistors,15–18 FinFETs,19–21 and carbon nanotube transistors.22–24 

Among these is the piezoelectronic transistor (PET)- a fast, low power, transistor-type switching 

device in which piezoelectric and piezoresistive materials are employed in a stacked sandwich 

structure within a stiff shell, such as SixNy, depicted schematically in Figure 1-2.25 With voltage 

applied across the common and gate electrodes, piezoelectric actuation leads to pressure on the 

piezoresistor, inducing a continuous insulator-to-metal transition in the electrical conductivity of 

the piezoresistive. With this transition, current can flow from the common to the sense electrode, 

turning the switch on from the normally off state. The result is an electrical switch that can be 

combined to produce all of the major logic functions implemented in CMOS.26–28  

 

Figure 1-2: Schematic of the piezoelectronic transistor with piezoelectric component of height h and width w. 
Adapted from Copel et al.29 

There are several materials considerations required of the PET to enable switching speeds 

and power levels that compete with those of modern CMOS electronics. The piezoresistive 

component, for example should exhibit a change in resistivity of several orders of magnitude to 

yield high Ion/Ioff ratios at low pressure.29 For the piezoelectric, a high d33 piezoelectric 
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coefficient, that is stable at high strain, is required to provide the maximum stress to the 

piezoresistor for a given applied electric field. The difference in contact surface area of the 

piezoelectric and piezoresistor assist in this matter, via the so-called hammer and nail effect, to 

step up the pressure applied to the piezoresistor from a given force stemming from the 

piezoelectric strain (as pressure is equal to force/area). Large strain in the piezoresistor (6%) is 

accommodated by fabricating the piezoelectric (straining ~0.6%) to be ~10x thicker than the 

piezoresistor. In order to achieve power savings with respect to CMOS, the bulk, unclamped 

piezoelectric properties are needed.26 The challenge is that the materials properties of continuous 

blanket thin films are often significantly reduced by phenomenon known as substrate clamping.  

The suppressed piezoelectric response measured in thin films is referred to as d33,f., where 

the “f” signifies the biaxial constraints present in thin films. Approaches to declamp the 

piezoelectric response have been implemented to increase the thin film piezoelectric coefficient. 

In these cases, the effective, partially declamped response is referred to as d33, eff. For a 

completely released film, d33, eff approaches d33, while a fully clamped film has d33, eff = d33, f. 

Declamping can be achieved via substrate undercut,30–32 thin film transfer to more compliant 

substrates,33,34 and microfabrication of island structures with free sidewalls.35–37 Chapter 5 

discusses the evolution of dielectric, ferroelectric, and piezoelectric behavior of 

Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 (PMN-PT) near the morphotropic phase boundary composition, at 

70PMN-30PT, upon declamping via lateral scaling of the blanket film. PMN-PT responds 

strongly to declamping due to its elastic moduli; effective declamping should allow films to 

achieve large piezoelectric coefficients comparable to those of bulk single crystals. The 

developed synthesis and orientation control for maximized piezoelectric response in 70PMN-

30PT thin films is discussed in Chapter 3.   
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The clock speed of the PET, or any piezoelectric switching device, is determined by the 

time required for acoustic transduction through the thickness of piezoelectric. Therefore, the 

thinner the piezoelectric, the higher the clock speeds. The thickness dependence of the functional 

properties in ferroelectrics and piezoelectric systems such as BaTiO3 and PZT has been studied 

for several decades. Ultimately, this thesis extends these studies to PMN-PT. 

Thickness scaling research of ferroelectrics has been largely motivated by the 

development of ferroelectric random access memory, or FeRAM, which employs ferroelectrics 

in information storage applications.38 PZT and strontium barium titanate (SrxBa1-xTiO3) thin 

films have been the main materials of interest for FeRAM applications, due to the high remanent 

polarizations that differentiate the “0” and “1” memory states.39,40 Improvement in FeRAM 

technology from a materials perspective has mainly come from reduced switching voltages, 

increased die density, and improved fatigue characteristics with better control of stoichiometry in 

thin films.38,41–43  

The thickness dependence of functional properties like the piezoelectric response in 

relaxor-based ferroelectrics is less well studied, especially in the sub-400 nm regime. These 

materials exhibit higher relative permittivity at a given thickness than PZT films, for example, 

but use of relaxor-ferroelectrics in many applications is waiting for strongly understood thickness 

dependence. Additional factors such as changes in the Curie temperature, relaxor characteristics, 

and phase stability as a function of thickness must be explored. Chapter 4 of this thesis presents 

the thickness dependence of the dielectric, ferroelectric, and piezoelectric properties of 70PMN-

30PT thin films from 100 to 350 nm in thickness. 
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Realizing the promises of reduced operating voltages and increasing clock speed in logic 

operations from the piezoelectronic transistor requires a deeper understanding of the controlling 

mechanisms of declamping and thickness dependence in high strain piezoelectric films. This 

would enable scaling laws to be developed for this post-CMOS switch (the piezoelectronic 

transistor). This thesis aims to support that pursuit and advance the current understanding of 

PMN-PT thin film processing and behavior. Recommendations for future work in the 

dimensional scaling and declamping of ferroelectric thin films are made in Chapter 6.  

The background section discusses PMN-PT as a material of choice in detail, along with 

the details of the considerations taken in materials processing and characterization in this work. 
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  Chapter 2
 

Background 
 

2.1 Lead magnesium niobate-lead titanate 

Lead magnesium niobate (Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3), or PMN, is a relaxor ferroelectric with a 

macroscopic cubic structure for the perovskite phase at room temperature.44 As a result, PMN is 

symmetry forbidden to exhibit any macroscopic polarization. However, it has been demonstrated 

via transmission electron diffraction,45 neutron diffraction,46 and optic index of refraction47 

experiments that the chemical ordering of Mg2+ and Nb5+ in PMN supports the formation of 

polar regions within the lattice. These regions are of nanometer dimension45 and are therefore 

called polar nanoregions (PNRs). PNRs develop below the Burns temperature, Td (~350 °C in 

pure PMN).47,48 The large difference in valence of the B-site cations and high polarizability of 

the PMN lattice contributes to the anomalously high dielectric permittivity >12,000 at room 

temperature and 100 Hz in bulk ceramic form, as shown in Figure 2-149. Relaxor ferroelectric 

systems show broad frequency dispersion in the dielectric permittivity, as is seen in Figure 2-1. 

The dielectric response of relaxors deviates from the Curie–Weiss law (which states that ε’ = 

C/(T − Θ), where C is the Curie–Weiss constant and Θ is the Curie constant).50 Rather, the 

dielectric constant of PMN follows a modified Curie-Weiss law approximated by 1/(T-Tmax)2 in 

the vicinity of Tmax, the temperature at which εr is at its maximum.51 The dielectric dispersion is 

lost above Tmax. 
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The cause of the dielectric dispersion is still not fully understood. However, one potential 

explanation for the frequency dependence is from the size variation in polar regions. At low 

frequencies, the boundaries of most polar regions can respond to an applied AC-field. As 

frequency is increased, however, the larger domains with lower resonant frequencies cannot keep 

up with the applied field, and as a result, this contribution is lost.52,53 

 

Figure 2-1: Temperature dependence of the relative permittivity and loss tangent of ~0.5 mm thick PMN bulk 
ceramic.49 

In normal ferroelectrics, Tmax occurs at the Curie temperature, below which the material 

exhibits a stable, spontaneous polarization that is reorientable between crystallographically 

equivalent states with applied electric field. In PMN relaxors, however, the material maintains an 

average cubic structure down to 5 K in zero field in PMN, to temperatures well below Tmax.54–56  

A proper ferroelectric transition temperature can be introduced to the PMN system with 

addition of some B-site substitutional elements. Addition of ~10 vol. % Ti to PMN, for example, 

raises Tmax to room temperature and stabilizes the rhombohedral phase with polarization along 

<111> upon cooling.57 Further addition of Ti yields a narrow monoclinic phase (MA type), 
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serving as a “structural bridge”58 from the rhombohedral to tetragonal phase. Some authors 

report a second, MC, monoclinic phase which exists in the Ti composition range of ~37-47% 

prior to stabilization of the tetragonal phase.59 From the monoclinic phase, additional Ti content 

stabilizes the tetragonal P4mm perovskite structure (analogous to that of PbTiO3) below TC.59,60 

Furthermore, the rhombohedral to tetragonal phase transition on increasing Ti content is nearly 

temperature independent, making it a morphotropic phase boundary (MPB), as seen in the PMN-

PT phase diagram in Figure 2-2.61 

 

Figure 2-2: (1-x)Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-xPbTiO3 phase diagram, adapted from Shrout et al.,62  Ye et al.,61 and Choi et 
al.63 

Ferroelectric compositions near a MPB offer considerably enhanced functional 

properties, as the relative energy barriers separating allowed polarization states are lowered, 

allowing for improved dipole alignment to a given applied field.64 Typically, the polarizability 

rises as well.64,65  The most widely utilized MPB composition for commercial piezoelectric 

applications is Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3 (or 52/48 PZT). Figure 2-3 depicts the enhancement of d33 as a 
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function of PbTiO3 composition for end members of PbZrO3 and the relaxor PMN.64,66 The 

piezoelectric coefficient d33 as a function of PbTiO3 in PMN exhibits two local maxima near the 

MPB composition from the R → M and M → T transitions. Further PbTiO3 addition yields the 

M→T transition and a second (lesser) d33 maximum66.  

 

Figure 2-3: The piezoelectric coefficient, d33, as a function of PbTiO3 content in PbZrO3 (from Jaffe et al.64) and 
Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 (from Li et al.66). 

Domain engineering and crystal orientation can further enhance functional properties in 

70PMN-30PT. For example, the dipole in a rhombohedral 70PMN-30PT unit cell lies along the 

<111> direction. An ideal single crystal oriented with [001] out-of-plane has four energetically 

degenerate polarization states with “up” component, and four degenerate polarization states with 

a “down” component. Application of an electric field along the [001] poling direction can switch 

downward pointing polarizations upward to align to the field and increase the magnitude of the 

polarization in already aligned domains. The resulting domain structure is referred to as a 4R 

engineered domain configuration and gives rise to property enhancement related to the collective 

rotation of the four polar states. This behavior is called “polarization rotation” and is postulated 
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as one of the main mechanisms contributing to the anomalously large piezoelectric response of 

PMN-PT and similar relaxor-ferroelectrics.60,67 The “rotation” mechanism itself is interpreted in 

a number of ways in the literature, involving stable intermediate,61,68 metastable,69–72 or 

“adaptive”73,74 monoclinic phase formation as a pathway for <111>PC → <001> aligned 

polarization. Due to the low energy barriers separating polar phases near the MPB, first principle 

calculations predict,32 and experiment shows, 29 that the <111> polarization can transition fully to 

align along the <001> direction with adequate field along that direction with the lowest energy 

pathway of rotation being within the {110} planes.67 A schematic representation of the 

polarization rotation mechanism is presented with the experimentally obtained strain vs. field 

data for a 0.92Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3-0.08PbTiO3, by Park et al.60 are shown in Figure 2-4.  

        

Figure 2-4:  The electric field induced strain of a 0.92Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3-0.08PbTiO3 crystal, reported by Park et al.60 
The regions marked 1 through 3 are correlated with the schematic of the polarization direction as a function of field 
in an {001} oriented unit cell. In region 1, the rhombohedral exhibits increased displacement along <111>. In region 
2, due to the relatively flat nature of the free energy profile separating rhombohedral and tetragonal phases,75 the 
<111> polarization rotates along the (110) plane towards the [001] direction, giving the largest slope in strain vs. 
field, or d33. Finally, in region 3, the tetragonal phase is induced. 
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2.2 Substrate clamping 

The anomalously high piezoelectric coefficient and dielectric permittivity offered by 

relaxor-ferroelectric crystals and textured ceramics are appealing to applications requiring thin 

film geometries as well as those bulk devices discussed above. Numerous processing techniques 

have been developed to grow such complex oxides in film form with crystallinity varying from 

epitaxial to polycrystalline, in tensile and compressive stress states, and with random or 

crystallographically aligned orientation.76,77 In all cases, the magnitudes of the functional 

properties reduce about an order of magnitude as compared to bulk single crystal values. This 

reduction is due to a phenomenon known as substrate clamping.78 Consider the simple case of a 

thin piezoelectric film grown on a Si substrate with a bottom Pt electrode with top electrodes 

sputtered onto the top film surface of the film (Figure 2-5: Schematic piezoelectric actuation of 

material beneath an isolated top Pt electrode. The frustrated lateral contration due to bonds with 

the substrate and unactuated material limits the out-of-plane response.Figure 2-5). For a voltage 

applied across the film thickness, the piezoelectrically-induced strain scales with the material’s 

d33 coefficient. In perovskite materials such as PMN-PT, as the film expands out-of-plane, it 

contracts in-plane due to the d31 coefficient.  Because the blanket film is bonded to the 

underlying substrate, the lateral contraction is frustrated, thereby reducing the out-of-plane strain 

and the effective d33 coefficient, or d33, eff. Additionally, the actuated material under the top 

electrode (typically deposited as an isolated array) is bonded to non-actuated material, further 

restricting its lateral contraction.  
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Figure 2-5: Schematic piezoelectric actuation of material beneath an isolated top Pt electrode. The frustrated lateral 
contration due to bonds with the substrate and unactuated material limits the out-of-plane response. 

The “substrate clamping” nomenclature was carried over from bulk studies on the 

piezoelectric coefficients of materials in zero-strain, or clamped, systems to describe the 

reduction in properties observed in thin films.79,80  In 1994, Lefki and Dormans published a 

method to predict the effective clamped piezoelectric coefficient (d33,f) of thin films from the 

unclamped d33 value, the mechanical compliances of the piezoelectric films (s13, s12, and s11), the 

transverse piezoelectric coefficient (d31), as shown in Equation 2-1, under the assumption of zero 

in-plane strain.79  

                                                                                   𝒅𝟑𝟑,𝒇 = 𝒅𝟑𝟑 −
𝟐𝒅𝟑𝟏𝒔𝟏𝟑

𝑬

𝒔𝟏𝟏
𝑬 +𝒔𝟏𝟐

𝑬                                                       Equation 2-1                             

In addition to substrate clamping, other mechanisms can also reduce the functional 

properties of thin films. For example, in 52/48 PZT ceramics about 70%81–83 of the relative 

permittivity comes from extrinsic contributions (primarily domain wall motion). Domain wall 

motion, especially of non-180° domain walls84,85 is often strongly clamped in thin films. 

Furthermore, given the ferroelastic nature of many ferroelectrics, Theis and Schlom 

demonstrated that bonding of the film and substrate may elastically reduce domain wall motion 

in highly crystalline, epitaxial films as well.86 They showed that if the piezoelectric film is 

sufficiently thin and of high crystalline quality, well-defined strain values can be imposed on the 
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film with magnitudes and sign determined by the difference in lattice parameter of the film and 

substrate. The difference in lattice parameter is an important factor in determining the maximum 

critical thickness to which the film may be grown before stress relieving dislocations form 

through the thickness of the lattice.77 Such films are typically grown via techniques such as 

molecular beam epitaxy and pulsed laser deposition.76  

Highly scalable growth techniques, such as sputtering and chemical solution deposition, 

are likely to have a higher concentration of defects such as dislocations which relieve lattice 

stress.   Moreover, they are often used to grow thicker relaxed films.  In relaxed films, the 

stresses that develop from thermal expansion mismatch with the underlying substrate are more 

important than growth stresses. As materials cool, they strain a given amount determined by the 

coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), or α. If the CTE of the substrate is difference from the 

film, as is seen in Figure 2-6, stress accumulates in the film until the Curie temperature is 

reached, where domain formation partially alleviates further stress development.87,88 Thermal 

strain, ξ, in the film is given by Equation 2-2, where α is the thermal expansion coefficient, 

Tcrystallization is the highest temperature reached in the RTA during crystallization, and TC is the 

Curie temperature. From this, Figure 2-7 depicts the calculated strain incurred in a (1-x)PMN-

xPT film as a function of PT content, changing TC. From the modulus of PMN-PT89 it can be 

expected that a film on Si would be under ~500 MPa tensile stress. Tensile stress reduces the 

out-of-plane polarizability, resulting in a higher population  of a-domains in tetragonal materials 

and reduced polarization in rhombohedral perovskites.90 Compressive stresses, on the other hand, 

can yield more square polarization-electric field hysteresis loops with increased spontaneous out-

of-plane polarization90 which may be expected for a PMN-PT film grown on SrTiO3.  
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Figure 2-6: Thermal expansion coefficient for PMN-PT films and MgO, SrTiO3, and Si substrates as a function of 
temperature. 91,92 

ξ = ∫ [αsub(𝑇) − 𝛼𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚(𝑇)
𝑇𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑇𝐶
]  𝑑𝑇                        Equation 2-2 

 

Figure 2-7: Calculated in-plane strain values due to thermal expansion mismatch for PMN-PT grown on various 
substrates as a function of PbTiO3 content, which vary in TC and therefore the temperature range over which strain is 
accumulated. 

2.3 Declamping 

From Equation 2-1 it can be seen that a material that has high piezoelectric responses and 

is highly compliant is more sensitive to clamping, and hence more responsive when declamped. 

Several methodologies have been developed to declamp thin films, serving to increase both 
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intrinsic and extrinsic contributions to the functional properties. Undercutting the substrate to 

form cantilevers or diaphragms is one means of reducing the constraints imposed by the substrate 

and partially declamping the film. The material property enhancements are dependent on the 

volume of substrate which is removed and whether the continuous diaphragm structure is broken 

to remove the global stress state of a film.30,32 While substrate undercut can yield structure 

geometries well suited for some applications, the rigidity of the active part of the device is 

mostly lost. For applications where out-of-plane stiffness is necessary, a separate method of in-

plane patterning can be utilized. This process yields isolated features with free sidewalls which 

both reduces the stress imposed by the substrate and partially relieves clamping effects.36,93,94 

         

Figure 2-8: Schematics of partially declamped structures via substrate removal. On the left, a microfabricated 
diaphragm structure with substrate undercut in an isolated region beneath the film. On the right, a cantilever 
structure exhibiting bending from global stresses within film. 

 

Figure 2-9: Schematic depicting a patterned island structure from a continuous piezoelectric film. With free 
sidewalls, the material is partially declamped, yielding enhanced properties while maintaining structural rigidity. In 
the limit of the thickness to width ratio going to zero, the material will attain single crystal responses. 
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2.4 Thin film patterning 

Selective subtractive lateral subdivision of blanket films can be carried out via etching 

processes. Patterning to define the etching pattern is often done via lithography.  In this process, 

a blanket film is spin coated with a photoresist layer. Depending on the polarity of the 

photoresist, high energy photons or electrons can either initiate crosslinking of the polymer 

chains (negative photoresist) or break the bonds that originally crosslinked the polymer chains 

(positive photoresist).95 The light exposure can be done using a mask which covers desired areas 

of the photoresist during exposure. For lithography at feature resolution less than approximately 

500 nm, an electron beam can be used to expose specific areas of the photoresist in a process 

called e-beam lithography. Following exposure, the photoresist-coated sample is submerged in a 

developing bath, typically a base or solvent, in which the non-crosslinked areas of the photoresist 

are soluble and wash off of the sample surface. The result is a film surface with selectively 

defined regions of polymer coating. 

With the desired feature shapes covered with a lithographically defined mask, the 

film/substrate sample can be etched by either wet or dry processes. Wet chemical etch processes 

are isotopic in nature, etching any exposed material equally in all directions.95 Similarly, there 

are numerous dry etching techniques to control etching directionality, repeatability, and pattern 

fidelity. 95–97 

It is instructive to consider a simple chamber setup, like the capacitively coupled plasma 

(CCP) system shown schematically in Figure 2-10. The CCP geometry is commonly used for 

plasma processing of thin films and was one of the geometries employed in this thesis. It is 

comprised of a gas inlet, a gas/byproduct outlet, a substrate holder, and electrodes to apply a bias 
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at a desired frequency. The position and size of the electrodes is the key differentiating factor of 

the various etch chambers.98 As seen in Figure 2-10, for a CCP system the substrate is placed on 

the drive electrode, with the ground positioned above it. To begin the etch process, gas is 

introduced into the chamber and an RF field is applied to the electrodes. In most etch systems the 

frequency is regulated to be 13.56 MHz.99 In this frequency range, free electrons respond to the 

oscillating field, leading to collisions with gaseous species and ionization events. The heavier 

ions and molecules, however, are influenced very little by the AC field.100 The applied bias to 

strike a plasma from a given gas chemistry should be greater than the breakdown potential of that 

gas, noting that VRF-breakdown < VDC-breakdown.101 In ionization processes, more electrons are 

generated, creating an electron cascade to sustain the plasma at lower energy levels than are 

needed to initially form it.101,102 To ensure maximum power transfer from the generator to the 

plasma, an external variable capacitor matches the input plasma impedance to the generator 

output impedance.98,102 This impedance matching sets the net charge flow to both electrodes to 

zero per RF cycle. Because the drive electrode is much smaller in physical dimension, this zero 

current condition requires a negative charge be built up at the drive electrode.98 This results in 

the DC offset of the drive electrode, which holds the target sample, from the potential of the 

plasma (VP) which accelerates the positively charged ions from the plasma towards the sample 

surface to increase the etch rate and sidewall angle.95,98,102,103  
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Figure 2-10: Schematic of a CCP system with time averaged and potential values for an RF reactor with different 
electrode sizes. Adapted from figures in Ref [102] and [98]. 

The chamber parameters dictate the way in which the reactive species interact with the 

sample surface. These interactions can be chemical or physical in nature, and are often a 

combination of both.101 Physical etch processes remove matter from the sample via 

bombardment from the ions and radicals with high kinetic energy, ejecting atoms from the target. 

These processes are sensitive to the bond strengths and atomic structure in the sample rather than 

the enthalpy of formation of a given volatile sample/ion byproduct.95,101 In contrast, chemical 

etching, which is based on the reactivity of the constituent atoms and radicals within the sample 

and the plasma, is highly selective.96 If regions exposed to the plasma differ in composition they 

will etch at very different rates. This is desirable for stopping an etch process at a given layer in a 

stack, for example. One drawback of chemical etching, however, is that it occurs isotropically, 

limiting pattern fidelity. For this reason, ions and radicals are often accelerated towards the 

target, imparting a physical bombardment component to their interactions with the sample 

surface. 
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Limitations of CCP systems are linked to the relatively low particle density within their 

plasmas and high operating pressures.99 The particle density is directly related to the ion energy 

through the RF power, making it difficult to decouple the chemical and physical components of 

the etch. Additionally, the chamber pressure must be above ~5 mTorr to sustain a plasma. 

Operation at higher operating pressures reduces the energy of incoming ions and broadens the 

impingement angle on the film surface due to increased occurrence of collisions, making vertical 

sidewalls very difficult to obtain.  

Inductively coupled plasma (ICP) systems offer a different method of plasma processing 

which enables lower operating pressures, increased particle density and uniformity, and 

additional means of controlling ion bombardment with a substrate bias in kHz regime operating 

separate from the plasma bias.  In an ICP system, gas is flowed into the chamber and an RF 

voltage is applied to a coil electrode above the substrate in either a cylindrical or planar 

geometry, as shown in Figure 2-11. The plasma is initiated and the ion-producing electrons are 

coupled with the induced magnetic field, improving plasma density and uniformity.95  

Improved control over plasma density, uniformity, and ion energy has facilitated the 

development of more advanced RIE patterning techniques, such as sidewall passivation, to 

further improve sidewall angles and selectivity. Sidewall passivation entails use of specific gas 

chemistries that will form a protective polymer-type coating to protect against isotropic etching 

via chemical processes. The passivation chemistry is typically fed intermittently to the chamber 

between etching steps and is removed by ion bombardment and oxygen ashing at the bottom of 

the etch trench.104  
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Figure 2-11: Schematic cross-sections of a cylindrical coil (left) and planar coil (right) ICP systems. Adapted from 
Ref. [102]. 

ICP systems and modern CCP systems also enable the tuning of the relative physical and 

chemical components of an etch process. The increased vertical directionality of the reactive 

species increases the sidewall angles in the patterned features.96,102 This is important for several 

technologies including FeRAM, which requires more vertical sidewalls to reduce pitch from one 

capacitor to another, hence increasing storage density. Additionally, etch rate is increased while 

maintaining selectivity. The trade-offs of sidewall angle, selectivity, etch rate, and sidewall 

damage are determined by the chamber configuration and process parameters.  

The above discussion of etching processes describes the ideal case of removing material 

from a target in a stoichiometric and controllable fashion. Furthermore, many of the conclusions 

about ion energy, plasma characteristics, reactions and selectivity stem from microfabrication 

literature focusing on Si and Si related materials.95,105 There are well known chemistries and 

processes which yield vertical sidewalls with exceptionally high aspect ratios for Si.  

Complications develop, however, for the patterning of complex oxides, for which 

degradation in crystallinity or stoichiometry affects the functional responses of the material.105,106  

The implications of the point defects and amorphous material which can be generated via 
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patterning processes are discussed in detail in Chapter 5 of this thesis. The domain wall motion 

through a ferroelectric lattice can be reversible or irreversible in nature.64 The nature and extent 

of the domain wall motion is heavily influenced by the crystallographic terrain through which the 

domain wall traverses. Defects in the lattice can pin a domain wall, thereby limiting the field 

induced polarization or strain.107 If significant populations of defects form during patterning, the 

functional properties would be expected to degrade, rather than improve due to declamping, on 

lateral scaling.108   

2.5 Size effects 

(Parts of this section appear in J. F. Ihlefeld, D. T. Harris, R. Keech, J. L. Jones, J.-P. Maria, S. 

Trolier-McKinstry, “Scaling Effects in Perovskite Ferroelectrics: Fundamental Limits and 

Process-Structure-Property Relations,” Journal of the American Ceramic Society, 2016) 

The dimensionality of ferroelectrics is relevant in a much broader scope than solely the 

transition from bulk ceramic to thin film and the accompanying reduction in properties known as 

substrate clamping. For any given material geometry, from free bulk materials to dimensionally 

confined films, wires, and nanodots, size effects can be observed. Indeed, ferroelectricity is a 

collective phonon mediated phenomenon, requiring at least 3 unit cells of thickness for 

stability.109,110 From this fundamental size limit, reductions in ferroelectric distortions are 

observed in materials with dimensions in the tens of nanometers length scale.111 In addition to 

these intrinsic size effects, however, is the size dependence of properties observed at the tens of 

nanometers through tens of microns length scales. These effects are not inherent to the 

ferroelectric stability, but are rather induced by changes in factors such as domain wall 

configuration, domain wall mobility, and defects as a function of sample thickness or grain size. 
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For example, Figure 2-12 depicts changes in d33 of MPB composition PZT ceramics and thin 

films as a function of grain size. In addition to the large change in d33 due to substrate clamping, 

both the film and bulk ceramic exhibit grain size dependence in d33. Grain size has similarly been 

reported to influence the properties in relaxor-based ferroelectrics including pure and La-

modified PMN-PT.112–114 

 

Figure 2-12: Grain size dependence of the d33 piezoelectric coefficient of bulk and thin film PZT at the MPB 
composition of 52/48. Both material geometries exhibit grain size dependence in addition to a factor of ~4x factor 
change upon confining PZT in thin film form. Bulk Nb-doped PZT data are from Randall et al.,115 while the thin 
film data come from Bastani et al. (spheres)116 and Xu et al. (square).84  

The grain size dependence observed in various ferroelectric materials, such as PZT115 and 

BaTiO3,117,118 has been found to induce changes in domain configuration.119–121 Many studies on 

the grain size dependence of BaTiO3 ceramics, for example, elucidate the mechanisms at play 

upon grain size scaling.117,119–122 Typically, for dense BaTiO3, the room temperature relative 

permittivity essentially saturates at ~1700 with grain sizes > 10 μm.117  The relative permittivity 

increases with decreasing grain size until a peak is observed for a grain size of about 1 μm, as 

seen in Figure 2-13. As the grain size changes, so does the domain size, as noted by Kinoshita122 

and Arlt.117 In particular, Arlt reported that the domain size ∝ (grain size)1/2.117 Cao and Randall 
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et al. found the same dependence in PZT ceramics.115,123 With that, it follows that reduced grain 

sizes yield increased potential for extrinsic contributions to functional properties.117,124 Wada et 

al. further supported that domain size is the controlling mechanism of the property enhancement 

by measuring increased permittivity and piezoelectric coefficients in poled BaTiO3 single 

crystals with decreasing domain size.125   

 

Figure 2-13: Relative permittivity as a function of average grain size at room temperature for various reported 
BaTiO3 ceramics and thin films (Adapted from Ihlefeld et al.127 with additional data from Arlt et al.117, Frey et al.126,  
Ihlefeld et al.128, Parker et al.129, and Waser130.) 

For the reasons given above, it may seem surprising that the relative permittivity then 

reduces with grain size reduction below 1 μm. There are several explanations for this, however. 

It was recently shown by in-situ, high-energy x-ray diffraction that reduction of the grain size 

below 1 μm actually lowers the mobility and/or the density of  90° domain walls, and hence 

extrinsic contributions to the functional properties.131,132 Moreover, submicron grains in BaTiO3 

ceramics exhibit reduced unit cell tetragonality117 as well as decreased complexity of domain 

structures and their stable variants.123,133,134 In this case, because domain walls move collectively, 

limited twin configurations in a given grain could clamp the movement of domain walls in 

adjacent grains. Domain wall displacement and nucleation of new domains become more 

Reference BaTiO3 
Morphology 

Arlt et al. 117 Ceramic 
Frey  et al.126 Ceramic 

Ihlefeld  et al. 127 (BaTiO3 with 
barium borate) 

Thin film 

Ihlefeld  et al.128 Thin Film 
Parker  et al.129 Thin film 

Waser 130 Ceramic 
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difficult under application of electric fields as grain size is reduced towards the dimension of a 

single domain.131,135–137  

These results point to the significance grain boundaries can have in pinning domain walls 

from moving through a crystal lattice in response to an electric field or mechanical force. Grain 

boundaries, by definition, are regions which separate two distinctly different crystal orientations 

or structures. There is a finite width, therefore, of material which may not be ferroelectric or 

crystalline at all. The role of grain boundaries can be described, at least in part, by a “brick-wall” 

model. For a diphasic microstructure of high permittivity (εr ≈ 4600) grains with thin low 

permittivity (εr ≈130) grain boundaries, the grain boundaries account for reduced permittivity via 

a dilution effect in ceramics with grains sizes down to 40 nm in bulk BaTiO3.
126  

Figure 2-12 shows that grain size dependence persists in thin films as well. This grain 

size dependence has been coupled to film thickness in numerous materials, with thinner films 

having smaller grains. The discussion of grain size dependence in films follows that of bulk 

ceramics in that the domain configuration is strongly dependent on grain size. In films however, 

the grain size tends to be only in the 50-250 nm length scale. In this regime, the domain wall 

pinning characteristics of the grain boundary have significant influence over the global response. 

Several groups have employed piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) to quantify changes in 

piezoelectric coefficients near grain boundaries with controlled misorientation to one another. 

PFM data recorded across a 24° crystallographic tilt about [001] in bismuth ferrite demonstrated 

that grain boundaries can attract nearby domain walls and restrict the growth of the energetically 

preferred polarization direction.138 Local electric and strain fields at grain boundaries were also 

reported to control the local domain structure and domain wall mobility in PZT thin films. In this 
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case, it was demonstrated that the magnitude of the domain wall contributions to the 

piezoelectric properties is a function of the tilt and twist angles between the adjacent grains.  

Small angle grain boundaries (~10° for PbZr0.52Ti0.48O3) provide local fields which can be 

significantly smaller than the drive field.  As a result, the domain structure can readily be 

changed, and local enhancement of irreversible motion of domain walls can be observed.  In 

contrast, larger grain boundary angles act as stronger pinning sites.139 The spatial extent of a 

grain boundary on the pinning of domain walls is a complex function of the ferroelectric 

distortion, domain variants and the strain energy in a given material. Reduction in the 

piezoelectric activity with respect to the grain average from 24° tilt grain boundary in PZT, for 

example, was observed ~800 ±70 nm away from the boundary itself in tetragonal 45/55 PZT and 

only half that distance (450 ± 30 nm) for MPB composition 52/48 PZT.140 This is likely to be 

due to the fact that the more complex domain structure possible at the morphotropic phase 

boundary means that local stresses and fields can be accommodated in a smaller volume.141,142 

The large length scale associated with the grain boundary influence explains why size effects are 

frequently observed at length scales that are orders of magnitude larger than those associated 

with loss of ferroelectricity.  The discussion of size effects in thin films requires the added 

consideration of film thickness. Indeed, the grain size typically reduces with decreasing thickness 

in films, making this aspect of the pinning density a function of thickness. Reductions in the 

dimensionality of grain size or thickness have shown to reduce peak properties near transition 

temperatures in ferroelectric materials and broaden the shape of the peak as well.115,143–146 

Additionally, as thickness decreases, there is change in the ratio of atoms at/near 

interfaces as compared to bulk ceramics. Part of the property suppression at these thicknesses 

comes from surface layers of finite thickness which exhibit different responses from the bulk of 
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the film. To show that it’s not the absolute surface/bulk ratio dominating the property 

suppression in films of hundreds of nanometers in thickness, Chang et al. thinned SrTiO3 and 

BaTiO3 single crystals to 300 nm and deposited Pt electrodes. The thinned BaTiO3 crystals 

exhibited relative permittivity behavior as a function of temperature which matched the bulk 

crystal.147 Similar results were observed in thinned BaTiO3 crystals of only 75 nm thickness.148 

The thinned SrTiO3 crystals of Chang’s work, however, did show suppressed εr from what is 

observed in thicker crystals. The difference between the two cases is attributed to the specific 

nature of the electrode/ferroelectric bonding and electronic properties which have increased 

significance at reduced thicknesses.147,149 These results demonstrate that bulk like responses can 

be engineered through careful sample preparation. Films grown from more scalable techniques 

often possess interface layers of higher defect densities. The result is a series capacitor structure 

of dead layers and crystalline layers of high response which decreases the global response.  

To facilitate strongly scaled devices, the significance of thickness dependent properties 

should be well understood, predictable, repeatable, and minimized. PZT films have been utilized 

in piezoelectric MEMS systems for decades and their thickness dependence is fairly 

predictable,116,150–153 although the underlying mechanisms are debated in the literature. The 

functionality of some piezoelectric MEMS systems and FeRAM applications would benefit from 

reduced operating voltages, increased device capacitance, and decreased switching speeds all 

while maintaining high relative permittivity, remanent polarization, or piezoelectric coefficients. 

Thickness scaling of the ferroelectric or substitution of the more commonly used PZT for PMN-

PT could enable these design goals. Such a transition, however, requires the thickness scaling 

mechanisms of the relaxor-ferroelectric system be well understood.  
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  Chapter 3
 

Synthesis and Characterization of {001}-Oriented 70/30 Lead 
Magnesium Niobate-Lead Titanate Thin Films 

 
 

3.1 Introduction 

Domain engineered {001} oriented lead magnesium niobate – lead titanate, or PMN-PT, 

single crystals154 and textured ceramics155–159 near the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) 

composition are of interest for high-strain actuators.60,160,161 {001} oriented materials on the 

rhombohedral side of the MPB exhibit anomalously high piezoelectric coefficients and provide 

high coupling coefficients due to a polarization rotation mechanism.60,67 In the same way, there is 

a growing need for high strain piezoelectrics for microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) in 

highly scaled thin film and nanowire devices.25,162 Growth of  perovskite phase-pure, {001} 

oriented PMN-PT on silicon substrates, however, can be challenging due to the nucleation and 

growth on dissimilar bottom electrodes.25,163 Additionally, the widely observed parasitic 

pyrochlore phases drastically reduce the functionality of PMN-PT films.164,165 Therefore, a 

repeatable and highly scalable processing procedure is needed for phase-pure perovskite, {001}-

oriented PMN-PT thin films. In this work, chemical solution deposition (CSD) was employed as 

a growth technique for PMN-PT films on platinized Si wafers and the role of Pb content in 

orientation control was studied. 

During the crystallization of Pb-based ferroelectric films, it is important to maintain high 

crystallinity without inducing excessive tensile stresses which degrade the switchable 

polarization, piezoelectric, and pyroelectric responses,78,166 as well as potentially causing 
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cracks.165,167 The local physical and chemical environment present during the nucleation of 

perovskite nuclei is a key to the determination of the crystallographic orientation of the lattice. 

For example, Muralt et al. showed that increased bottom electrode surface roughness results in 

the formation of randomly oriented grains from a process that would otherwise produce strongly 

{111} textured lead zirconate titanate (PZT) films.168 Textured films, such as those shown in 

Muralt’s work, are typically grown on a seed layer which lowers the nucleation energy 

associated with a given crystallographic orientation. For example, {111} oriented PbTiO3 seed 

layers template the growth of {111} oriented PZT films.  Such template layers enable reduced 

perovskite PZT nucleation temperature and thereby reduce tensile stresses associated with 

thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between the film and the substrate and increase the 

polarization response.169,170 Additionally, rutile TiO2 seed layers can also yield strongly {111} 

textured PbTiO3 and PZT.168,171  

There are numerous previous reports on approaches to grow {001}-oriented perovskite 

ferroelectric films, with varying ability to avoid off-textured material.165,172–177 Lead-based 

perovskite thin films with strong {001} orientation have been grown on {001}-oriented PbTiO3 

seed layers batched with significant levels of excess Pb.168,178–180 Bi-layer {001} seeds of 

PbTiO3/PbO165 and PZT/PbO181 have also produced strongly {001}-oriented PMN-PT thin films 

with Lotgering factors of 0.94-0.97. However, buffer layers can be detrimental in some 

technologies. The relatively lower permittivity of PbTiO3 or PZT seed layers electrically in series 

with PMN-PT causes a voltage drop across the seed layer, reducing the net piezoelectric 

coefficient. Such seed layers are particularly problematic in applications where sub-100 nm thick 

ferroelectric layers are required for reduced coercive voltages (piezoelectric transistor25 and 

ferroelectric memory38).  
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It is clear that local Pb stoichiometry is a significant factor in determining the most 

favorable nuclei orientation in Pb based thin film ferroelectrics. The common technique of 

batching precursor chemical solutions with excess Pb can be effective for accommodating Pb 

loss to the atmosphere during high temperature crystallization.  However, it is hypothesized that 

a key role of seed layers is associated with reducing the driving force for Pb diffusion out of the 

ferroelectric film and into the bottom electrode, as is commonly reported to occur.182,183 The aim 

of this work is to demonstrate the growth of highly {001}-oriented PMN-PT films by 

management of Pb content, circumventing the need for a seed layer of another perovskite 

material. 

3.2 Experimental procedure 

To study the role of Pb content on orientation and microstructure of 70PMN-30PT films, 

separate solutions of 10 mol%, 15 mol%, and a 20mol% excess Pb were prepared. The solution 

preparation process began by dissolving magnesium ethoxide (98% pure) powder into a volume 

of 2-MOE that was ½ the volume of the target final solution. The mixture was stirred at 125 °C 

for 12 hours in a dry Ar atmosphere in a rotary evaporator system. Then, the remaining B-site 

cations of niobium ethoxide (99.95% pure) and titanium isopropoxide (97% pure) were added to 

the magnesium mixture with the addition of 2-MOE so that the volume of the B-site mixture was 

that of the final solution. The mixture was stirred for 6 hours at 120 °C in dry Ar. Lead acetate 

trihydrate (99.99% pure) was dissolved separately in 2-MOE at 120 °C for 30 minutes and 

subsequently vacuum distilled to a powder. The B-site cation solution was then added to the Pb 

powder with a volume of 2-MOE equal to the final solution volume. The mixture was stirred at 

120 °C for 3 hours in Ar atmosphere before partial vacuum distillation to reduce the total volume 

to 87.5% of the total target volume. 22.5 vol. % of the stabilizing chelating agent acetylacetone 
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was then added to the solution; this was subsequently mixed for 30 minutes at 100 °C under an 

Ar atmosphere. The resulting solution was 0.2 M 70Pb1+x(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-30PbTiO3. Figure 3-1 

and Table 3-1 depict the chemical solution preparation process and amounts of precursor 

material necessary for a 120 mL bath of 0.2 M 70PMN-30PT solution with 10% excess Pb. 

 

Figure 3-1: Chemical solution processing route for 0.4M 70PMN-30PT with 10% excess Pb. 

Table 3-1: Precursor chemicals and their respective weights used to prepare 120 mL of 0.2 M 70PMN-30PT solution 
with 10% excess Pb with respect to stoichiometry 

 
Pb II Acetate 
Trihydrate Mg Ethoxide Nb Ethoxide Ti Isopropoxide 

Molecular Wt. 
(g/mole) 379.34 114.43 318.21 293.05 

Molar Factor 1.1 0.7 ∗
1

3
 0.7 ∗

2

3
 0.3 

Moles 0.0264 0.0056 0.0112 0.0072 
Grams 10.015 0.64081 3.5640 2.1100 

The 70PMN-30PT solutions, varying in excess Pb content, were loaded into separate 

syringes equipped with a 0.1 m Whatman filter (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Pittsburgh, PA). 

Mg Ethoxide  

V* mL of 0.2 M 
70Pb

1.1
(Mg

1/3
Nb

2/3
)O

3
-30PbTiO

3
 

solution 

Pb acetate 
trihydrate 

Nb ethoxide and 
Ti iso-propoxide 

Reflux in 0.5V* mL 2-MOE at 125° 
C, 12 hours 

Combine, reflux in 
V* mL 2-MOE at 
120° C, 6 hours 

Dissolve in 0.5V* mL 2-
MOE at 120 °C for 30 

minutes 

Distillation to 
powder at 120 °C 
(~30-45 minutes) 

Combine and add V* 
mL 2-MOE 

Reflux 3 hours and distill to 
~0.85V* mL at 120 °C 

Add 0.115V* mL acetylacetone 
and 2-MOE to reach V* mL 

V* denotes desired final 
solution volume 
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A 150 nm Pt/30 nm Ti/1 μm SiO2/550 μm Si substrate, from Nova Electronic Materials (Flower 

Mound, TX), was centered on a vacuum spin chuck. The platinum on these substrates was {111} 

oriented. The solution was dispensed onto the substrate and spun at 3000 rpm for 45 seconds. 

During the spin process, the wafer is evenly coated (within 1-2%), excess solution is cast-off, 

and some of the solvent evaporates from the cast layer.184 Following spin casting, the films were 

dried at 250 °C for 1 minute and pyrolyzed at 425 °C for 5 minutes on hot plates in air. These 

pyrolysis conditions were determined to yield the most structurally collapsed amorphous layer 

prior to crystallization by contact profilometry, as seen in Figure 3-2, a prerequisite to achieve 

dense crystalline films.185 For second-step pyrolysis temperatures less than 425 °C, Figure 3-2 

also shows that the first pyrolysis, or drying step, has significant influence on the final 

amorphous film thickness. The first pyrolysis step should be at temperatures greater than 250 °C 

in these cases. As the second pyrolysis temperature is increased above 425 °C, the final collapsed 

film thickness converges to 1500-1750 Å for films with a first pyrolysis temperature of 225 °C 

or greater. In these PMN-PT films, it was found that using a pyrolysis temperature above 450 °C, 

although yielding the most dense films prior to crystallization, can also cause nucleation of low 

temperature or Ti-rich pyrochlore grains which disrupt orientation upon crystallization of the 

film.  
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Figure 3-2: Left: Thermogravimetric analysis of a PMN-PT powder derived from a drying a PMN-PT precursor 
solution at room temperature. Right: Film thickness following the second pyrolysis step as a function of the second 
pyrolysis temperature for films with varying initial pyrolysis temperatures.185

 

In addition to the solutions of varying Pb content deposited directly onto the Pt substrate, 

a film batched with 10mol% excess Pb was prepared on a PbO buffer layer. The buffer layer was 

2-3 nm thick PbO buffer layer, measured by contact profilometry (KLA-Tencor P16+, Milpitas, 

California) following a 250 °C/2 min. and 400 °C/10 min. pyrolysis sequence. Following the 

PbO pyrolysis, the 10 mol% excess Pb was deposited under the conditions described above.  

Crystallization of the PMN-PT was done layer-by-layer with the first layer crystallized at 

740 °C for 1 minute to nucleate the perovskite structure. Subsequent layers were crystallized at 

720 °C to minimize thermally induced stresses. Crystallization was performed in a rapid thermal 

annealing furnace with ramp rates of +50 °C/sec and -5 °C/s. The deposition, pyrolysis, and 

crystallization procedure was repeated to build up the desired thickness of 300 nm, and is 

summarized in Figure 3-3. 
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Figure 3-4: Process flow for PMN-PT thin film grown via chemical solution deposition. 

Following the growth of the PMN-PT films, the crystalline structure and volume 

fractions of relevant phases (accurate to a few volume percent) was investigated by X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) in a θ-2θ arrangement using a PANalytical Empyrean x-ray diffractometer 

(PANalytical B.V., Almelo, The Netherlands). Lotgering factors were used to approximate the 

degree of orientation of the films.186 An in-lens secondary electron detector in a field emission 

scanning electron microscope (Leo 1530 FESEM, Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Jena, 

Germany) was employed to compare the resulting microstructures. 100 nm thick platinum top 

electrodes were sputter deposited via a lift-off procedure for dielectric property characterization. 

The measurements were made at room temperature on 200 μm diameter Pt electrodes with a 

small 30 mVac signal at 1 kHz with an HP 4248A precision LCR meter (Agilent Technology, 

Palo Alto, CA). 

Dispense PMN-PT solution onto wafer using 0.1 μm filter 

Pyrolysis 1: 250 °C for 2 min 

Pyrolysis 2: 430 °C for 5 minutes 

Crystallization for 1 min in O2 

PMN-PT film 

Spin-coat: 3000 rpm for 40 sec 
Repeat to reach desired thickness 

PbO seed layer (for {001}-oriented films 
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The relative atomic composition of the films at the interfaces, which plays an important 

role in the texture development of nuclei, was investigated using a FEI Titan3 dual aberration 

corrected scanning/TEM (S/TEM) instrument operated at 200 kV. The TEM specimens were 

prepared by in situ milling and coupon lift-out procedure in a FEI Helios NanoLab DualBeam 

660 focused ion beam (FIB). Prior to milling, a thick protective amorphous carbon layer was 

deposited over the region of interest by electron beam deposition. The FIB-TEM membrane was 

fabricated with a starting milling voltage of 30 kV and then stepped down to 2 kV to minimize 

sidewall damage and thin the specimen to electron transparency. A SuperX Energy Dispersive 

Spectrometry (EDS) system, integrated with the TEM instrument, was employed for elemental 

mapping with EDS in STEM mode. This transmission electron microscopy work was performed 

in the Materials Characterization Laboratory at the Pennsylvania State University by Ke Wang. 

Top Pt electrodes were patterned for electrical characterization via a lift-off procedure. 

The lift-off procedure began with dynamic spin casting of SPR LOR5A photoresist with a final 

spin speed of 4000 rpm for 40 seconds and a bake time of 1 minute at 180 °C. On this layer, the 

positive photoresist SPR 3012 was spin deposited under the same conditions and baked for 1 

minute at 95 °C. A Karl Suss MABA6 contact aligner (SUSS MicroTec Inc. Sunnyvale, CA) 

was used to expose the photoresist coated wafer to a 365 nm Hg I-line lamp with an exposure 

power density of 8 mW/cm2 for 10 seconds. The resists were developed in CD-26 (Rohm and 

Haas Electronic Materials LLC, Marlborough, MA) for 1 minute, then the samples were DI 

water rinsed and blown dry with nitrogen. Platinum top electrodes were deposited via RF 

magnetron sputtering in a Kurt Lesker CMS-18 deposition system (Kurt J. Lesker Co., Clairton, 

PA) at room temperature to 100 nm in thickness. 
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Characterization of the ac-field and frequency dependence of the relative dielectric 

permittivity and loss tangent was performed using an HP 4248A precision LCR meter (Agilent 

Technology, Palo Alto, CA) at 1 kHz. The relative permittivity was calculated using Equation 3-

1: 

                                                                                        𝜀𝑟 =
𝐶𝑡

𝜀0𝐴
                                                                Equation 3-1 

C is the measured capacitance from the LCR meter (recorded with 30 mV ac signal at 1 kHz, 

unless otherwise noted), t is the PMN-PT film thickness, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, and 

A is the area of the top electrode. Contact to the bottom and top electrodes was achieved though 

point probes on a Cascade Microtech probe station (Cascade Microtech Inc., Beaverton, Oregon 

97008, USA) equipped with Penn State developed data acquisition software (GADD and Vision) 

to control temperature set points, ramp rate, and rest time. The stage area, contact probes, and 

microscope objective (for viewing contacts) were enclosed in an aluminum case which enabled 

the flow of nitrogen gas through the system to prevent H2O condensation at temperatures < 0 °C. 

Prior to a temperature dependent experiment, the stage, sample, and probes were heated to 150 

°C for 2 minutes to evaporate H2O and hydroxyl groups from the sample and tip surfaces to 

avoid data artifacts associated with H2O freezing, melting, and evaporation. The stage was then 

cooled and data were recorded upon heating. 

Polarization-electric field (P-E) hysteresis loops were measured using a multiferroic 

tester (Radiant Technology, Inc. Albuquerque, NM) with point probe contacts as described 

above. Minor and major loops were recorded in the frequency range of 20 Hz – 100 kHz. To 

ensure de-aging effects were not included in the reported data, five P-E loops were recorded in 
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sequence for a given set of measurement parameters with the 5th loop being reported (unless 

otherwise noted). 

Characterization of the direct piezoelectric coefficient, d33, eff, of the PMN-PT blanket 

films was performed using an aixACCT double-beam leaser interferometer (DBLI)  (aixACCT 

Systems, Aachen, Germany). If the substrate of the film being measured was not double-side 

polished as received from the vendor (Nova Electronics Materials, Flower Mound, TX), the 

substrate backside was polished prior to DBLI measurement. In this procedure, the PMN-PT film 

surface was first coated in a photoresist and dried for protection during polishing. The 

photoresist-coated side of the sample (the top surface) was adhered to an aluminum block using 

Crystalbond (SPI Supplies / Structure Probe, Inc., West Chester, PA, USA). The backside of the 

Si substrate was then polished using Al2O3 slurry in steps of 30 μm, 15 μm, and 9 μm particle 

size on a glass plate and then diamond polished with 9 μm, 6 μm, 3 μm, 2 μm, 1 μm, and 0.5 μm 

slurry. 

 Samples were loaded onto the piece part stage of the DBLI and the brought into the 

pathway of the laser and the system was calibrated using aixACCT software. Large signal 

piezoelectric strain measurements were made at 100-1000 Hz on electrodes with diameters 

approximately equal to the thickness of the substrate (550 μm), to avoid inflation of d33,f in 

accordance with the findings of Sivaramakrishnan et al.187 Small signal d33,f measurements were 

performed using an AC signal amplitude of  0.5-1 V at 1 kHz over a triangular voltage sweep at 

5 Hz to a maximum voltage amplitude of 5-15 V. 
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3.3 Results and discussion 

3.3.1 Effects of Pb content 

Figure 3-5 shows the x-ray diffraction patterns for PMN-PT films grown on Pt bottom 

electrodes from precursor solutions with 20%, 15%, and 10% excess Pb content as well as a 10% 

excess Pb solution deposited on a PbO buffer layer on Pt. Firstly, the perovskite volumes of the 

films are rhombohedral, with no visible peak splitting and d-spacing corresponding to the R3c 

space group of PMN-PT. This is in agreement with the structure predicted from the composition 

of the films. Several differences in phase and orientation are apparent as a function of Pb content 

in the grown films.  Table 3-2 summarizes the phases detected by XRD, the Lotgering factors, 

and the dielectric properties of various films. The pyrochlore {202} peak at 29.2° 2θ is sharpest 

and of greatest relative intensity for the PMN-PT film grown directly on Pt from a 10% excess 

solution. Increasing the excess Pb content to 15% still yields pyrochlore peaks, although it is 

smaller in intensity relative to that of the film grown from the 10% excess solution. When grown 

directly on Pt films, phase-pure perovskite was obtained only from a 20% excess Pb solution. 

However, implementation of the thin PbO buffer layer reduced the driving force for Pb diffusion 

from the PMN-PT into the bottom electrode and provided enough Pb to the lattice to yield 

perovskite pure films from only a 10% excess Pb solution. It should also be noted that no PbO 

peaks were detected, suggesting the PbO buffer layer was incorporated into the PMN-PT lattice 

and Pt bottom electrode. The correlation between lead excess and pyrochlore content 

demonstrate that the pyrochlore phase is favored by lead deficiency.188 
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Figure 3-5: X-ray diffraction patterns of ~300 nm thick PMN-PT thin films grown from precursor solutions varying 
in excess Pb content from 10-20%. Additionally, the pattern for a film grown from a 10% excess Pb solution on a 
PbO buffer layer is shown. 

Table 3-2: Summary of phases and crystalline orientations present in the chemical solution deposited PMN-PT thin 
films grown from varying excess Pb content solutions. 

Percent Excess Pb 20 mol% 15 mol% 10 mol% 10mol%  
+ PbO buffer 

Pyrochlore detectable by XRD? No Yes Yes No 

{001} Perovskite Lotgering Factor 0.56 0.65 -0.04 1 

Relative Permittivity 1510 ±30 1420 ±40 1360 ±30 1710 ±15 

Loss Tangent 0.013 ±0.002 0.022 ±0.003 0.028 ±0.003 0.008 ±0.001 

Films grown from solutions with 15 mol% and 20 mol% excess Pb exhibit positive {001} 

Lotgering factors with some misoriented material. The film grown from a 10 mol% excess Pb 

solution showed preferential {101} and {111} texture, at the expense of the {001} orientation, 

yielding a negative {001} Lotgering factor. In contrast, a PbO buffer layer with a PMN-PT 

solution of 10 mol% excess Pb yielded phase-pure perovskite films, {001} Lotgering factors of 

0.97-1.0, higher relative permittivity, and lower loss tangents. The significance of Pb 

stoichiometry to the dielectric properties is further noted in the reduced magnitude of εr in films 
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with Pb-deficient pyrochlore phase. Films with such secondary phases exhibit lower εr than those 

observed in perovskite phase pure films of lesser {001}-orientation. 

FESEM micrographs in Figure 3-6 show the microstructures of PMN-PT films grown 

from various precursor solutions. The film grown from a 10% excess Pb solution on a PbO 

buffer is dense and is comprised of grains that are 280 ± 20 nm in diameter. There is a small 

amount of surface pyrochlore visible on the film surface, likely caused by a slight Pb deficiency 

at the film surface upon reaching 300 nm in thickness via 12 crystallization steps, lessening the 

influence of the PbO buffer layer. Without the PbO buffer layer, the film grown from the 10% 

excess Pb solution developed a large volume fraction of pyrochlore grains between perovskite 

grains; the perovskite grain diameter increased to 440 ± 70 nm. Increased grain size with 

decreasing Pb content in the precursor solution implies that higher Pb content at a nucleation 

surface yields higher nucleation densities. Many pyrochlore grains are observed along perovskite 

grain boundaries and the Pb deficient phase occupies most of the triple point areas between 

perovskite grains in films grown directly on Pt from 10 mol% and 15 mol% excess Pb solutions. 

The 20 mol% excess Pb films exhibit high pore densities, rather than pyrochlore at the triple 

points. It is hypothesized that increased Pb volatilization from these regions of high surface area 

result in pore formation between the grains.  
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Figure 3-6: FESEM micrographs of ~300 nm thick PMN-PT film surfaces grown from precursor solutions with 
varying excess Pb content. Scale bar is 500 nm.  

From the XRD patterns and FESEM micrographs, it is evident that Pb rich nucleation 

layers result in both improved perovskite phase purity and {001} textured growth of PMN-PT 

films. This point is corroborated and further quantified via energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) 

measurements performed across the film/electrode interface. The EDS plots shown in Figure 3-7 

correspond to two films grown under the same processing conditions from a 10% excess Pb 

solution with and without a PbO buffer layer. The Ti content in the films is constant over the 

measured area, up to 12 nm away from the interface. Thus, differences in Pb content can be 

attributed to the presence of the PbO buffer, rather than error in EDS calibration.  
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Figure 3-7: The relative Pb (left axis), Pt (lower right axis), and Ti (upper right axis) concentration measured across 
the bottom electrode interface for PMN-PT films grown directly on Pt (dotted black curves) and with a PbO buffer 
layer (solid red curves) as measured by energy dispersive spectroscopy. 

From the EDS spectra, it is shown that the PbO buffer layer increases the local Pb content 

by 10%, providing a similar nucleation environment as is achieved with a 20% excess Pb 

solution without the buffer layer. This result suggests that as much as 10% of the local Pb 

content diffuses into the bottom electrode during crystallization. Additional features of interest in 

the EDS spectra are the shapes of the Pb profiles. The Pb content in the film without a buffer 

layer drops 5% within 1 nm of the interface with Pt, and rises 15% very near the interfacial 

region. This peak in Pb content at the interface further demonstrates the strong driving force for 

Pb diffusion into the Pt electrode, leaving behind a Pb deficient nucleation layer. This process 

likely also occurs in the films with a PbO buffer layer but the Pb diffusion is compensated by the 

excess Pb. As a result, the compositional gradients are broader in films with a PbO buffer, 

increasing the thickness of the interface, from ~3 to ~4.5 ±0.5 nm in this case. The precise 

thickness and properties of an interfacial layer is significant in determining the properties of the 

total capacitor,153 but could potentially be tuned by adjusting the buffer layer deposition 

conditions. 
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3.3.2 Functional properties of {001}-oriented PMN-PT thin films on Si substrates 

In the rhombohedral structure, which 70PMN-30PT assumes at room temperature, there 

are 8 degenerate domain variants with dipoles aligned along the <111> of a unit cell. Upon 

increasing temperature, the tetragonal phase is stabilized prior to the transition into the 

paraelectric phase at the Curie temperature (TC). At TC, the relative permittivity peaks sharply 

and there is little frequency dispersion in the dielectric.189  Well poled 70PMN-30PT single 

crystals62,190 and oriented ceramics156 with {001} parallel to the electric field exhibit a second, 

lesser peak in relative permittivity at the rhombohedral to tetragonal (R-T) transition 

temperature, TR-T, as well. However, structural imperfections including point defects, 

dislocations, grain boundaries, surface layers, and chemical heterogeneity can suppress the 

maximum relative permittivity, increase diffusivity of the εr peak, and yield a single maximum in 

relative permittivity.156,159,191–193,114,194 In these cases, TR-T is often not resolvable due to the 

transition occurring at slightly different temperatures throughout the material.159 Hence, Tmax 

develops as a convolution of both TR-T and TC.167,192,195 This is widely observed in thin films 

which often have higher relative densities of the defect-related factors listed above than bulk 

ceramics do.153,192,196  

Figure 3-8 shows the relative permittivity of unpoled 76PMN-26PT and 66PMN-34PT 

single crystals,189 and a 350 nm thick {001}-oriented 70PMN-30PT film as a function of 

frequency  over the temperature range of -55 °C to 200 °C. Tmax of the film occurs near 70 °C, 

which is slightly below the bulk TR-T.197 In addition to the convolution of TR-T and TC shifting 

Tmax, it’s possible that in-plane strain and chemical inhomogeneities within the PMN-PT film 

shifted the transition temperatures.192 TC has been reported to be modulated by lattice strain in 

numerous materials77 and Yokoyama et al. reported shifts in the PT composition of the MPB in 
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tensile stressed PMN-PT thin films grown on Si, which could, in principle, also lead to shifted 

transition temperatures.198 In that work, the mixed phase region around the MPB also broadened 

in PT composition for thin films.198 With potential shifts in phase stability as a function of 

composition in thin films, it follows that there may also be changes in the relaxor character of 

films from bulk ceramics. To this point, Zhang et al. demonstrated that the degree of relaxor 

character reduced sharply within a few weight percent of PbTiO3 near the MPB197 Therefore, in 

addition to the above mentioned defect-related factors which may increase diffusivity in thin 

films, there are also stress-related mechanisms that could produce increased relaxor character in 

thin films compared to bulk ceramics of similar composition.  

While the films do exhibit relaxor character in the dielectric behavior, ferroelectric 

switching and saturation is observed in the polarization-electric field lops exhibit (below). The 

frequency dispersion in relative permittivity is likely an indicator of relatively small domain 

sizes in the film with some size variation, and not a net paraelectric stat. Finally, the strong 

convergence of the permittivity data above Tmax is indicative of the low space charge and high 

crystal quality of the films.  
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Figure 3-8: Relative permittivity of a (a) blanket 350 nm thick 70PMN-30PT film on a platinized Si substrate, (b) 
unpoled 76PMN-24PT single crystal,189 and unpoled 66PMN-34PT single crystal189 as a function of temperature and 
frequency. 

Nested polarization-electric field (P-E) hysteresis loops measured on a 400 μm diameter 

top Pt electrode are shown in Figure 3-9 for fields up to 700 kV/cm. The slim and clockwise 

rotated nature of the P-E loops can be attributed to instability of the out-of-plane polarization due 

to the tensile stress imposed by the Si substrate. This P-E behavior is in agreement with data 

measured on similar films grown by various techniques.165,192,199 The remanent polarization and 

coercive fields are low, relative to PZT films of similar thickness and orientation,116  while the 

maximum polarization and maximum field excursion prior to breakdown (see also Figure 3-10) 

(a) 

(b) (c) 
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remain high. These characteristics make such PMN-PT blanket films attractive for low field 

switching applications and high field unipolar applications requiring large differences in on/off 

polarization states. Additionally, the slim nature of the P-E loop and high breakdown strength 

may be of interest for some energy storage applications. 200,201  

 

Figure 3-9: Polarization-electric field hysteresis loops with increasing field excursions recorded on a 300 nm thick 
70PMN-30PT film at room temperature on a 400 μm top Pt electrode at 1 kHz. 

 The electric field induced strain is shown in Figure 3-10 along with a high field P-E loop. 

The data were recorded at 1 kHz on an aixACCT double beam laser interferometer (AixACCT 

Systems, Aachen, Germany) on 600 μm top Pt electrodes to minimize measurement artifacts due 

to substrate strains.187 The 70PMN-30PT films breakdown at fields nearing 1500 kV/cm and 

exhibit high strains nearing 1% in 300 nm thick films prior to breakdown. By fitting the strain 

response to a linear slope, the clamped d33,f is determined to be ~90 ±15 pm/V. This linear fit 

method is in good agreement with the maximum d33,f reported from small signal strain 

measurements, shown in Figure 3-14. The strain loop exhibits little hysteresis out to fields 

nearing 1.5 MV/cm, making these films of interest especially for unipolar applications such as 

the piezoelectronic transistor.25,202  
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Figure 3-10: Large field polarization and strain hysteresis as a function of electric field in 300 nm thick 70PMN-
30PT film, measured at 1 kHz on a 600 μm top Pt electrode. 

 The P-E and strain loops are very slim, and appear similar in shape to those of some 

electrostrictive ceramics.60,203 Electrostriction relates strain to the square of applied electric field 

or polarization and can be expressed mathematically as shown in Equation 3-2:204 

                                                                                          𝑥𝑖𝑗      = 𝑄𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑃𝑘𝑃𝑙                                                         Equation 3-2 

                                                                                          𝑥𝑖𝑗      = 𝑀𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙𝐸𝑘𝐸𝑙                                                                 Equation 3-3 

where the strain (x) is related to the field induced polarization (P) by the electrostrictive 

coefficient, Q, or to the electric field (E) by the M coefficient. In the 33-mode, the effective film 

electrostrictive coefficient Q33,f can be taken as the slope of strain vs. P2,205 depicted in Figure 

3-11. Using this approach, it is found that Q33,f ≈ 5.2x10-2 m4/C2 for the blanket 300 nm thick 

70PMN-30PT films on platinized Si substrates, which is quite high for a clamped film and nearly 

matching the bulk Q33 of 5.5x10-2 m4/C2 measured along <001> in 72PMN-28PT crystals.206 

Interestingly, this electrostrictive response is much higher than one may expect based on relative 

permittivity in these films and the trend reported by Kholkin et al. in various thin film 

ferroelectrics, summarized in Figure 3-12.205   
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Figure 3-11: The field-induced strain vs. square of the polarization for 300 nm thick blanket 70PMN-30PT films on 
platinized Si substrates. The slope of the strain dependence on P2 gives the film electrostrictive coefficient, Qf, as 
~5.2x10-2 m4/C2. 
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Figure 3-12: The relative permittivity plotted as a function of electrostrictive coefficient, Q33,f, for the 70PMN-30PT 
films grown in this dissertation compared to other thin film compositions characterized by Kholkin et al.205 
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 While Qeff is high in these films, the overall strain is not solely attributed to 

electrostriction. It was found that the strain was more linear when plotted as a function of field, 

rather than E2, as shown in Figure 3-13. The ferroelectric nature of these films leads to the strain 

being dominated by the effective film piezoelectric coefficient. Figure 3-14 shows further 

characterization of the low field d33,f response in the 300 nm thick, 001-oriented 70PMN-30PT 

films. 
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Figure 3-13: Percent strain measured via double beam laser interferometry as a function of (a) the applied electric 
field and (b) the squared applied electric field to compare the linearity in the piezoelectric and electrostrictive 
behavior, respectively.  
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Figure 3-14: Electric field dependent relative permittivity and piezoelectric coefficient of 300 nm thick {001}-
oriented 70PMN-30PT, measured with 1 Vac at 1 kHz on a 600 μm top Pt electrode. 
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3.3.3 PMN-PT film deposition on large area substrates 

The process for growth of {001}-oriented films on platinized substrates was ramped up 

for deposition on 8” substrates to demonstrate utility and scalability for device production 

applications. Since niobium and titanium precursors used in the solutions are especially moisture 

sensitive, care must be taken to ensure deposition over the large area substrate is done efficiently 

to prevent hydrolysis and precipitation from solution. To assist in this goal, spin casting was 

performed in a humidity controlled cleanroom (relative humidity maintained < 20%). For 

deposition onto substrates with a diameter of 4” or less, solution would be dispensed to wet and 

coat the stationary substrate surface. The substrate was then ramped up to a spin speed of 3000 

rpm at a rate of 500 rpm/sec. The long time required for solution deposition and wetting of the 

solution on substrates larger than 4” in diameter, however, often resulted in solution hydrolysis 

and precipitation formation prior to the spinning procedure. The small precipitates that result 

cause comets to form in a spin-cast layer, reducing crystal orientation and yield in subsequently 

deposited top electrodes. In the cases of 6” and 8” substrates, the solution was dynamically 

dispensed onto a spinning wafer at 500 rpm for 10 seconds before ramping to the final spin 

casting speed.  

Following the spin process, the wafer was placed on a hot plate at 250 °C for 2 minutes 

as a drying step before being transferred to a hot plate set at 430 °C for 5 minutes for pyrolysis. 

With wafer sizes exceeding 4” in diameter, the thermal expansion coefficient of the wafer 

induced wafer flexure, causing the edges of the wafer to lose contact with the hotplate. In these 

cases, the pyrolysis time was extended to 8 minutes and light pressure was applied to a wafer 

edge with tweezers around the circumference of the wafer to ensure even heating and complete 
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pyrolysis. Films of similar crystal quality and functionality were prepared in this manner on 8” 

wafers from several vendors with varying Pt crystallinity and density. 

3.4 Conclusions 

It was found that Pb stoichiometry and diffusion at the Pt interfaces in chemical solution 

deposited PMN-PT films is critical to orientation and phase purity. 70PMN-30PT films were 

grown with excellent {001} texture without a crystalline seed layer of another material with a 

PbO buffer to account for Pb loss to the atmosphere and bottom electrode. At least 10% of the 

local Pb content can diffuse to the bottom electrode, changing the grain morphology and 

crystallinity of the film significantly. This approach minimizes formation of a series-capacitor 

structure that a second perovskite seed layer would introduce.  

The properties of the 300 nm {001}-oriented blanket films included dielectric 

permittivities of ~1650 with loss tangent < 1%, and high breakdown strengths enabling ~1% 

strain from the ~90 pm/V piezoelectric coefficient in clamped films. The P-E characteristics 

were heavily influenced by the tensile stress imposed by the Si substrate, as expected from 

elastic constants, and were rotated clockwise and slim in nature.  These results may be helpful in 

furthering the development of high strain piezoelectric films for highly scaled device 

applications and other unipolar or high permittivity based devices. 
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  Chapter 4
 

Thickness Dependent Domain Wall Reorientation in 70/30 Lead 
Magnesium Niobate-Lead Titanate Thin Films 

 

4.1 Introduction 

The anomalously high piezoelectric coefficients (d33 > 2000 pm/V),60,207 relative 

permittivity (εr > 8000 at room temperature),189,195 and electromechanical coupling factors (k33 > 

90%)60,208,209 observed in single crystal60 and textured ceramic155,157 relaxor-based ferroelectrics 

have afforded improvement in the functionality of sonar, ultrasound,210 and various other 

transduction devices.210–212 The high response in {001} oriented rhombohedral relaxor-based 

ferroelectric crystals has been attributed in part to the substantial polarizability of the lattice and 

polarization rotation.60,67 Implementation of relaxor-based ferroelectrics can yield similar 

improvement in functionality in thin film ferroelectrics,213 such as ferroelectric random access 

memories (FeRAM),41,214–216 ferroelectric field effect transistors (FeFET),217 dynamic random 

access memories (DRAM),39 and the piezoelectronic transistor (PET).27,163 These devices require 

reduced operating voltages, increased device capacitance, and decreased switching speeds all 

while maintaining high relative permittivity, remanent polarization, or piezoelectric coefficients. 

These design goals are, in principle, achievable via thickness reduction of the ferroelectric. 

However, it is widely reported that the functional properties of ferroelectric films are strongly 

thickness dependent, reducing concomitantly with film thickness.84,116,129,150,151,153,218–225  

Functional properties in ferroelectric materials are the sum of intrinsic and extrinsic 

contributions. Intrinsic contributions to ferroelectricity in perovskites originate from distortions 
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of the unit cell by cation displacement or oxygen octahedral rotation in response to an applied 

electric field or stress. Ab initio calculations predict some thickness dependence in the intrinsic 

contributions related to suppressed spontaneous polarization and broadened temperature 

dependence of functional properties with changes in the polarization order parameter developing 

near surfaces and interfaces.109,149,153,226–228 Although ferroelectricity has been observed in films 

with thicknesses of only 3 unit cells,109,110 partial suppression of ferroelectric displacements is 

experimentally observed to begin in PbTiO3 films below ~20 nm.111 Thus, the observed 

thickness dependence of the dielectric and piezoelectric properties of films at thicknesses in the 

hundreds of nanometers to several microns regime has been attributed largely to extrinsic effects 

– predominantly size-induced suppression in domain wall motion through the crystal lattice. 

Several studies have found such domain wall motion, along with potential variation in domain 

wall density as a function of film thickness, to be responsible for most of the property 

degradation in thinner films.116,150,223,224  

A third mechanism by which thickness dependence can be introduced to a system is 

through processing-related effects. Many growth techniques introduce defect densities much 

greater than would be thermodynamically predicted; these can play a major role in the formation 

of so-called “dead” layers.149 Dead layers are often visualized as a thin layer of non-ferroelectric 

material near electrode interfaces formed by degraded stoichiometry or crystallinity at interfaces 

due to diffusion, atomic mixing, and/or poor nucleation of the ferroelectric. The result is a series 

capacitor structure comprised of material with “bulk-like” response electrically in series with a 

layer of decreased polarizability (a dead layer). The dead layer ultimately reduces the magnitude 

of the response with film thickness. Moreover, grain boundaries with significantly reduced 
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properties from the bulk229 and domain pinning capability230 may cause thickness dependence in 

films with either spherical117,128 or columnar231 grains.   

In addition to physical defects which can form during processing, several groups have 

shown that the electronic interactions of a ferroelectric with a given electrode material can also 

contribute to measurable size effects.221,232,233 For example, while BaTiO3 lamella thinned from 

bulk single crystals with Pt electrodes exhibit very little deviation from the bulk permittivity as a 

function of temperature with respect to both magnitude and peak shape, significant property 

degradation is observed in SrTiO3 lamella.147,234 Han and coworkers identified non-switchable 

lead zirconate titanate (PZT) domains near a Nb-doped SrTiO3 (STO) electrode interface 

attributed to built-in electric fields associated with electronic band bending across the 

heterojunction, while material near the Au top electrode could be completely switched.235 

Varying the bottom electrode chemistry or structure may also influence the nucleation energy for 

given phases or compositions of a growing film. In principle, most processing-related thickness 

dependencies could be engineered out of the system with careful film growth and choice of 

electrode material. 

The substrate on which a ferroelectric film is grown can also have a significant effect on 

the polarizability. Differences in thermal expansion mismatch between the film and substrate 

place the ferroelectric in a non-zero stress state upon cooling from the crystallization 

temperature. Si substrates, for example, put PZT and PMN-PT thin films under tens to hundreds 

of MPa of tensile stress, stabilizing in-plane polarization directions. For a relaxor ferroelectric -

based composition, this stress could hinder polarization rotation. 
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Clearly, numerous factors contribute to the size effects of ferroelectric films. To support 

the integration of high strain relaxor-ferroelectrics in the aforementioned devices, this work aims 

to identify the dominant mechanisms of thickness dependence in 70PMN-30PT, especially at 

thicknesses below 400 nm where PMN-PT can be grown crack-free on Si.236–238 70PMN-30PT 

films were grown by chemical solution deposition (CSD) in a thickness series from 100-350 nm 

on two different substrates. Strongly {001} oriented polycrystalline films were grown on 

platinized Si substrates, while SrTiO3 single crystals with SrRuO3 bottom electrodes were 

employed for growth of epitaxial {001} PMN-PT. Functional properties and structure were then 

studied as a function of thickness, interface crystallinity, and electrode type.  

4.2 Experimental procedure 

Substrates of 150 nm Pt/30 nm Ti/1 μm SiO2/550 μm Si and {001}-oriented SrTiO3 

single crystals were obtained from Nova Electronic Materials (Flower Mound, TX) and Crystec 

(GmbH, Berlin, Germany), respectively. SrRuO3 bottom electrodes were grown on the SrTiO3 to 

100 nm in thickness via pulsed laser deposition with a KrF excimer 248 nm laser (Lambda 

Physik Compex Pro) at a laser energy density of 1.1 +/- 0.1 J/cm2, a laser frequency of 10 Hz, a 

target to substrate distance of 8 cm, and a substrate temperature of 680 °C.239 A rocking curve x-

ray diffraction scan of the SrRuO3 films exhibited a 002 peak full width at half maximum 

(FWHM) of ~0.1°, while the Pt electrode was {111} oriented with a FWHM of ~11°.   

  The 0.70Pb1.1(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3.1-0.30Pb1.1TiO3.1 precursor solutions were prepared with a 

2-methoxyethanol (2-MOE) solvent in a dry Ar atmosphere with precursor chemicals from 

Sigma Aldrich, Inc. (St. Louis, MO) in a process described in detail elsewhere.167 The solution 

was distilled to 0.2 M and modified with 11 vol. % acetylacetone as a chelating agent.  The final 
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solution was batched for 10% excess Pb to account for Pb loss to the atmosphere during 

crystallization. A 0.04 M PbO buffer solution for {001} texture on Pt electrodes was prepared 

separately under similar conditions. 

The solutions were dispensed through a 0.1 μm Whatman filter (GE Healthcare Life 

Sciences, Pittsburgh, PA) onto the substrate and spun at 3000 rpm for 45 seconds. The films 

were pyrolyzed in two steps on hot plates in air to remove organics; first at 300 °C for 2 minutes 

and second at 410 °C for 5 minutes. The resulting amorphous layer was crystallized in a rapid 

thermal annealing furnace (Allwin21 Co. Morgan Hill, CA) under 10 sccm flowing O2 at 740 °C 

for 1 minute. Each layer was 25±1 nm thick and the deposition process was repeated to grow 

PMN-PT films from 100 nm to 350 nm in thickness in 50 nm increments. To obtain {001} 

orientation in the polycrystalline PMN-PT films on Pt, a 0.04 M solution of PbO was spun onto 

the substrate at 4000 rpm for 45 seconds, and pyrolyzed at 400 °C for 10 minutes prior to PMN-

PT deposition.202 The as-deposited PbO buffer layer was 2-3 nm thick; ultimately the layer was 

incorporated into the PMN-PT lattice or bottom electrode.  

For electrical measurements, 50 nm thick top Pt electrodes were sputtered onto the PMN-

PT film surface and patterned by a lift-off technique.  The bottom electrode was accessed with 

alternating exposure to a buffered HF etchant and hydrochloric acid. Film thickness was verified 

by contact profilometry (KLA-Tencor P16+, Milpitas, CA). 

A Leo 1530 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (Carl Zeiss Microscopy 

GmbH, Jena, Germany) was employed to observe grain morphology. Film texture and quality 

were characterized by a PANalytical Empyrean x-ray diffractometer (PANalytical B.V., Almelo, 

The Netherlands) in the Bragg-Brentano θ-2θ arrangement. A Philips X’Pert Pro MRD high 
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resolution 4-circle diffractometer (PANalytical Inc., Tempe, AZ) was used to measure the full 

width at half maximum (FHWM) of epitaxial 002 peaks and to verify epitaxy by examining off-

axis peaks. The diffractometer was equipped with a graphite hybrid monochromator which 

selectively collimated Cu Kα1 radiation. A schematic depicting the axes of rotation in a 4-circle 

diffractometer is shown in Figure 4-1.240 The X-ray source and detector rotate along the 2θ axis. 

The sample is attached to a stage which can be rotated about φ and χ and rocked along the ω 

axis.   

 

Figure 4-1: Schematic depiction of a 4-circle diffractometer similar to the Philips X’Pert Pro MRD used in this 
work.  Figure from 240  

After determining source and detector position by aligning for maximum intensity along 

2θ, the sample was brought forward to cut the beam intensity in half. The sample surface was 

then aligned parallel to the beam path by rocking ω and finding maximum intensity. With the 

sample surface aligned, the detector and sample stage were repositioned to locate a substrate 

peak, typically the Si 400 at 69.132° 2θ, or SrTiO3 002 at 46.7° 2θ. Alignment scans were 

performed by rotating the sample about the ω, 2θ, and χ, axes and along the x, and y directions in 

an iterative fashion to hone in on the highest peak intensity. Once the intense substrate peaks 
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were located and aligned with the stage and detector axes, the tool was driven to the film peak 

locations in a similar manner. 

The degree of crystallinity was quantified with the FWHM of 002 peak rocking curves. 

Rocking about ω brought the sample in and out of the conditions for Bragg diffraction for the 

PMN-PT {002} peak. A broad peak in ω is indicative of misaligned {002} planes with respect to 

the sample surface, so that the diffraction condition was met at a wider range of ω values. A 

perfect single crystal material would ideally diffract the incident X-ray beam at one ω position. 

Therefore, the FWHM of this peak is an indication of the crystal quality. Rocking curves were 

typically acquired over a 4° range in ω with a 0.005° step size and count time of 0.5 sec. 

Verifying film epitaxy with an underlying bottom electrode and substrate was done via 360° φ 

scans after aligning θ to the off-axis 101 peak and χ to 45°.  

 Site specific cross sectional transmission electron microscope (TEM) samples including 

both top and bottom electrode interfaces with PMN-PT were prepared by focused ion beam 

(FIB) milling (FEI Helios NanoLab DualBeam 660). FIB-TEM samples were prepared via an in 

situ lift-out technique. Prior to cross-sectional milling, a protective carbon layer was deposited 

over the region of interest by electron-beam deposition. The starting FIB milling voltage was 

30 kV to create a membrane of the cross sectional sample and thin the sample to electron 

transparency. The final milling voltage was stepped down to 2 kV to further thin the samples and 

minimize sidewall damage. Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) measurement in TEM 

showed that the sample thickness was < 50nm. 

The interface structure and quality were investigated using a FEI Titan3 dual aberration 

corrected scanning/TEM (S/TEM) instrument (FEI, Hillsboro, OR) operated at 200 kV. The 
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microscope conditions for STEM imaging were 70 pA for beam current with a C2 aperture of 70 

μm. A high angle annular dark field, or HAADF, detector (E.A. Fischione Instruments, Inc., 

Export, PA) with a collection angle of 51-300 mrad for Z-contrast imaging was used for STEM. 

Elemental mapping across each interface was performed in STEM mode by a SuperX Energy 

Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) system with four Bruker Silicon Drift Detectors, which enabled 

rapid collection rates of characteristic X-rays. EDS mapping was performed with acquisition 

times of up to 5 minutes. 

Polarization-electric field (P-E) hysteresis loops were measured at 1 kHz using a 

multiferroic tester (Radiant Technology, Inc. Albuquerque, NM). Characterization of the ac-field 

and frequency dependence of the relative dielectric permittivity was performed using an HP 

4248A precision LCR meter (Agilent Technology, Palo Alto, CA) at 1 kHz. In temperature 

dependent measurements, custom data acquisition software (GADD and Vision) was used to 

control a thin film temperature stage equipped with a calibrated thermocouple adhered to the 

stage surface. An enclosure was built over the sample, enabling the flow of dry nitrogen gas 

through the system to reduce H2O condensation below 0 °C. 

The longitudinal effective piezoelectric coefficient, d33,f, was characterized by electric 

field induced shifts in the {002} d-spacing, measured at beamline 11-ID-C the Advanced Photon 

Source. The experimental setup was described by Johnson-Wilke et al.241 and included an area 

detector placed ~2250 cm from the sample. The position of the detector was calibrated using a 

National Institute of Standards and Technology standard cerium dioxide powder. The 70PMN-

30PT films were placed on a stage with translational motion in x, y, and z, as well as rotational 

motion about the stage normal (ζ) and beam path (ψ). The diffraction experiments were 
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performed in reflection and transmission with the sample tilted 1° or 1.7° for the polycrystalline 

and epitaxial films, respectively, with respect to the beam path. This geometry increased the 

irradiated area. Care was taken to ensure that the beam was confined to the electrically actuated 

material.  

 

Figure 4-2: Schematic depiction of piezoelectric characterization by X-ray diffraction 

The electrodes were contacted with probes connected to an HP 4194 (Hewlett-Packard, 

Palo Alto, CA) LCR meter to verify electrical contact and check dielectric permittivity and loss 

before and after a given voltage excursion. Electric field was supplied to the films by a Keithley 

2410c 1100 V source meter (Keithley Instruments, Cleveland, OH) connected to the contact 

probes. An X-ray pattern was recorded at 0 V, 0.25 VC, 0.5 VC, 0.75 VC, and then integer 

multiples of VC (the coercive voltage) in a stepwise manner until breakdown was reached. The 

leakage current remained below 10 μA/cm2 for the duration of the experiments. The films were 

probed with an X-ray energy of 115 keV.  

Fit2D software (European Radiation Synchrotron Facility, Grenoble, France) was 

employed to integrate the intensity of the polycrystalline Debye-Scherrer rings over a sector 

corresponding to the direction of the applied electric field and convert the data to a 1-D intensity 

vs. 2θ plot.  The integration sector over the azimuthal angle was 20° wide. The 2θ data, collected 
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as a function of electric field, were then converted to d-spacing. Table 4-1 summarized the χ2 

(the quantity which is minimized for fitting, equal to the residual sum of squares/degrees of 

freedom) and R2 values for four peak fitting functions and the 350 nm thick 002 peak at 0 

kV/cm. The Pseudo-Voigt function achieves the lowest χ2 with R2 closest to 1, indicating good 

fitting of the experimental data. Since the relevant rhombohedral 002 peaks exhibit no peak 

splitting, the fits were performed in OriginLab software. The fitting procedure for the epitaxial 

films was slightly different due to peak splitting that was observed at high fields. The data were 

integrated in Fit2D over 8° due to the smaller FWHM of the relevant peaks and the intensity vs. 

d-spacing data fit with Mathematica code, given in Appendix C. 

Table 4-1: Example fitting parameters of Lorentzian, Gaussian, Pearson VII, and Pseudo-Voigt fits to the 002 
diffraction peaks of 350 nm thick 70PMN-30PT film at 0 kV/cm; data recorded at the APS. 

 
Lorentz Gauss Pearson VII Pseudo-Voigt 

Reduced χ2 (x105) 5.53 1.62 0.618 0.265 

Adjusted R2 0.98839 0.99658 0.9987 0.99944 

 

4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Film characterization 

Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 show the X-ray diffraction patterns of the polycrystalline and 

epitaxial films respectively. It is apparent that the {001} Lotgering factor remains above 0.96 for 

the polycrystalline samples, while the {002} ω-rocking curve FWHM remains below 0.24°, 

indicating little to no thickness dependence in preferred orientation for a given film set. It is also 

noted that the FWHM of the {002} PMN-PT peak in the polycrystalline films on Pt was between 

4 and 7°, significantly narrower than the Pt FWHM.  
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Figure 4-3:  (a) θ-2θ diffraction pattern for {001} oriented 70PMN-30PT films grown on Pt for a thickness range of 
100-350 nm thick.  The FWHM of the {002} peaks ranged from 4-6° in this film series. An * denotes peaks from 
the substrate or kβ radiation. (b) The {00l} Lotgering factors of the polycrystalline 70PMN-30PT films on Pt-coated 
Si substrates as a function of thickness. 

 

 

Figure 4-4: (a) θ-2θ diffraction patterns for {001} oriented 70PMN-30PT films grown on Pt from ~100-350 nm 
thickness. (b) {002} FWHM taken from ω-rocking curves as a function of film thickness. An * denotes peaks from 
the substrate or Kβ radiation. 
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 The grain morphology of the polycrystalline films is shown in Figure 4-5 as a function of 

thickness. The diameter of the columnar grains increases with film thickness, rising from ~90 nm 

in the 100 nm thick films and saturating at ~175 nm when film thickness reaches 300 nm. 

Scanning probe microscopy has demonstrated the strong domain wall pinning potential for grain 

boundaries in PZT139,140,142 and BiFeO3.
138 Therefore, the observed thickness dependence in the 

grain boundary density may play a role in the global ferroelectric behavior of the polycrystalline 

films. 

  

Figure 4-5: Top surface grain morphology and grain diameter as determined by the linear intercept method for 
oriented PMN-PT films on Si. 

Figure 4-6 shows the high resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy images 

of the PMN-PT/SRO and PMN-PT/PbO/Pt interfaces. The epitaxial films exhibit cube-on-cube 

epitaxy. Likewise, PMN-PT films on Pt appear crystalline up to the Pt surface. Small isolated 

regions of amorphous material were observed near grain boundaries of the Pt electrode. These 

volumes were typically less than 2 nm thick and were within 4 nm of the Pt grain boundary. Both 

the surface pyrochlore seen in Figure 4-5 and the amorphous PMN-PT pockets at Pt grain 

boundaries constitute less than a percent of the top and bottom surfaces of the film, respectively, 

and are expected to have only a modest effect on the measured properties. Additionally, the films 
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exhibit no evidence of a continuous amorphous dead layer, however, energy dispersive 

spectroscopy shows a region of graded composition of ~3-6 nm in thickness near the dielectric-

electrode interface. This region of increased defect density will influence the free energy 

landscape of pinning sites in these films, introducing a means of thickness dependence. 

 

Figure 4-6: High resolution scanning transmission electron microscope images of the {001} epitaxial 70PMN-
30PT/SrRuO3 interface (left) and the {001} oriented 70PMN-30PT/Pt interface (right). 

 

 

Figure 4-7: Energy dispersive spectroscopy data showing the relative atomic composition as a function of position 
across the interfaces of {001} oriented 70PMN-30PT films on Pt (top) and epitaxial {001} 70PMN-30PT films on 
SrRuO3 (bottom). 
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At the thicknesses studied in this work, the PMN-PT films are structurally relaxed, as can 

be seen by the misalignment of the film and substrate 113 peaks in the reciprocal space map in 

Figure 4-8. Therefore, the in-plane stress state of both the epitaxial and polycrystalline films is 

dominated by mismatch in the thermal expansion coefficient of the films and substrates.242 From 

the thermal expansion coefficients of PMN-PT,92 SrTiO3,91 and Si,91 along with the modulus of 

PMN-PT89 and the respective crystallization temperatures, it was determined that films on Si are 

under ~500 MPa tensile stress while films on SrTiO3 are under ~60 MPa compressive stress. The 

tensile stress of the polycrystalline films may slightly reduce the magnitude of remanent 

polarization, while compressively stressed epitaxial films are expected to have increased out-of-

plane polarization.  

       

Figure 4-8: Reciprocal space map of the {113} peaks in (a) 100 nm thick and (b) 350 nm thick PMN-PT films on 
SrRuO3/SrTiO3 substrates. 

 

4.3.2 Electrical characterization  

The difference in stress state of the films grown on SrTiO3 and Si is apparent in the shape 

of the polarization-electric field (P-E) hysteresis loops, shown in Figure 4-9. The changes in loop 
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width and maximum (Pmax) and remanent (Pr) polarization as functions of thickness are 

summarized in Figure 4-10. Polycrystalline films exhibit clockwise rotation in P-E loops as 

thickness is reduced, which decreases both the maximum and remanent polarization. Such 

rotation has been observed as a function of PZT film thickness, and is attributed to residual stress 

levels or strain gradients through the thickness of the films.90,178 Epitaxial films, on the other 

hand, are more square in shape and exhibit no significant trend in Pr or Pmax, but do show 

increased EC upon thickness reduction, as is commonly reported in the literature.116,165,243,244 The 

increase in coercive field with decreasing film thickness has previously been attributed to a 

higher density of strong domain pinning sites at the film-electrode interfaces.116,165 The loop 

width in polycrystalline films slightly decreases with film thickness, however. This result, 

combined with the thickness dependent grain size shown in Figure 4-5, suggests the possibility 

that the grain boundaries acting as nucleation sites for polarization reversal, as has been shown in 

Pb(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3.245  

            

Figure 4-9: Polarization vs. electric field loops for (a) {001}-oriented polycrystalline and (b) epitaxial 70PMN-30PT 
films as a function of thickness.  

 
 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 4-10: Maximum polarization, remanent polarization, and P-E loop width as a function of film thickness for 
epitaxial and polycrystalline {001} 70PMN-30PT films. Stars and squares are for the epitaxial and polycrystalline 
films, respectively. 

The potential that dead layers along columnar grain boundaries contributed to the 

thickness dependence in polycrystalline films was investigated. The thickness dependence of 

grain size (Figure 4-5) was fit with the model proposed by Sinnamon et al.231 assuming that the 

grain boundaries (GB) were amorphous with 𝜀𝑟
𝐺𝐵 ≈ 30-50 and ~10 nm thickness with the bulk of 

the grain having εr ≈ 2200. The latter assumption is reasonable for fully clamped PMN-PT on Si 

substrates.108 However, TEM analysis of the polycrystalline film GBs (Figure 4-11) does not 

support the assumption of thick amorphous layers at the grain boundaries. Thus, the primary role 

of the grain boundaries is expected to be strong pinning sites for domain wall motion. 

 

Figure 4-11: Transmission electron micrograph of a polycrystalline, {001}-oriented PMN-PT grain boundary (GB) 
grown on a platinized Si substrate. 
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Figure 4-12 shows the frequency dispersion in relative permittivity and loss tangent for 

the thickest films studied in this work as a function of temperature. The overall film quality is 

reflected in the convergence of the relative permittivity above Tmax, indicating very little space 

charge. Below Tmax, the films do exhibit relaxor character in their frequency dispersion, as has 

also been reported elsewhere.192 Bulk PMN-PT of compositions near the MPB, however, exhibit 

very little frequency dispersion, and that near TC.
189 These differences could be associated with 

increased defect concentrations,192 smaller coherent diffraction region sizes,192 and/or shifts in 

the MPB198 in PMN-PT films. Despite the relaxor characteristics in the dielectric constant, the P-

E loops, and piezoelectric characteristics (to follow) demonstrate that for at least part of the film, 

ferroelectricity is retained and stable. 

 

Figure 4-12: The frequency dispersion in the relative permittivity and loss tangent for the 350 nm thick epitaxial and 
polycrystalline films as a function of temperature. 
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The degree of relaxor character, γ, in ferroelectric materials can be characterized with a 

modified Curie law expressed in terms of the relative permittivity, the maximum relative 

permittivity (εr, max ) observed at Tmax, the Curie constant (C) as written in Equation 4-1:197  

                                                                                       
1

𝜀𝑟
−

1

𝜀𝑟,𝑚𝑎𝑥
=

(𝑇−𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥)𝛾

𝐶
                                                           Equation 4-1. 

γ for free, normal ferroelectrics is about one and reaches about two for relaxors. Figure 4-13: 

Analysis of the modified Curie law to find γ in the 350 nm thick epitaxial PMN-PT film.Figure 

4-13 shows that the γ for the 350 nm thick, epitaxial 70PMN-30PT film is about two. While this 

suggests that the relaxor character of PMN is largely maintained in the films, even with 30% 

PbTiO3, and is in agreement with the observed dielectric dispersion, it must be noted that even 

proper ferroelectric films exhibit broadened peaks in permittivity and tend to deviate from the 

bulk-observed Curie-Weiss behavior due to the strain state and significance of defects and 

interfaces.153,192,196  For this reason, observation of a γ of two cannot alone indicate the length 

scale of polar regions or the nature of the ferroelectric behavior in thin films. 
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Figure 4-13: Analysis of the modified Curie law to find γ in the 350 nm thick epitaxial PMN-PT film. 

Application of a DC bias across a thin film minimizes extrinsic domain wall 

contributions to the relative permittivity and decreases polarizability of the lattice displacements 

comprising the intrinsic response. Figure 4-14 shows εr converging for both epitaxial and 

polycrystalline films as a function of thickness under DC bias. This suggests that the intrinsic 

polarizability of the films is not a strong function of thickness. Furthermore, since the high field 

value of the relative permittivity converges to ~300 ±30 for all thicknesses in both film types, 

the intrinsic contributions show a weaker dependence on crystallinity or grain boundary density 

than the extrinsic part of the response. Therefore, differences in the dielectric behavior as a 

function of thickness for the films can be largely attributed to the extrinsic domain wall 

contributions. These data also demonstrate the difference in tunability of the two film types due 

to the large difference in domain contributions to the dielectric response. 
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Figure 4-14: DC-electric field dependent relative permittivity for select thicknesses of (a) epitaxial and (b) 
polycrystalline 70PMN-30PT thin films, recorded at room temperature with an AC-signal of 30 mV at 1 kHz. 

Fitting the high field dielectric data (dc bias = 400 kV/cm) to the series capacitance 

model used to assess dead layers (described in detail elsewhere)147,227,246 would suggest no 

interfacial layer is present and all of the prepared films, epitaxial and polycrystalline, have a 

relative permittivity of 300. Because this is not the case observed under zero field bias, the 

thickness dependence observed in the low field dielectric data can be largely associated with 

domain wall motion. 

To gain further insight into the controlling mechanisms of the observed thickness 

dependence, and to decouple reversible and irreversible domain wall contributions, the dielectric 

response was measured as a function of temperature and ac-field amplitude. The temperature 

dependence of permittivity and loss for the epitaxial and polycrystalline films as a function of 

thickness are shown in Figure 4-15. There is a single maximum in εr at Tmax which occurs at 

temperatures less than the bulk Curie temperature, or TC, of 120 °C.  This is probably due to the 

combined effect of an increased defect density and stress in the films, and a convolution of TC 

with the rhombohedral to tetragonal transition temperature TR-T.192 For a given temperature, the 
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relative permittivity of the PMN-PT films increases with film thickness and the permittivity of 

the epitaxial films are higher than those of the polycrystalline films for a given thickness.  

The slope of the dielectric response as a function of temperature (𝜕𝜀𝑟

𝜕𝑇
) in polycrystalline 

films does not vary significantly as a function of thickness; rather, the εr(T) curve measured in 

100 nm thin films essentially shifts to higher values as thickness increases. 55-75 °C below their 

respective Tmax, 
𝜕𝜀𝑟

𝜕𝑇
 decreases only ~20% in scaling from 350 to nm thick polycrystalline films 

and ~85% for epitaxial films.  

Figure 4-16 summarizes the relative changes in both Tmax and maximum εr as a function 

of thickness. Polycrystalline films exhibit ~60% reduction in Tmax upon scaling thickness from 

350 nm to 100 nm, ~3.3x more relative reduction than epitaxial films exhibit. The polycrystalline 

films likely show a stronger decrease in Tmax due to the grain size reduction with film thickness 

(known to suppress TC),143–145 a change in dimensionality the epitaxial films are not subjected to. 

For the maximum εr, however, epitaxial films reduce 53 ±3% as compared to 32 ±3% in 

polycrystalline films.  
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Figure 4-15: Temperature dependence of the relative permittivity and loss tangent for (a) epitaxial and (b) 
polycrystalline PMN-PT films of varying thickness, recorded with 30 mVac at 1 kHz. 

 

Figure 4-16: Percent change in the maximum relative permittivity and Tmax as a function of thickness for 
polycrystalline, {001}-oriented 70PMN-30PT films on Si and epitaxial {001} 70PMN-30PT films on SrTiO3 
substrates. 

The Rayleigh law pertains in cases where the ac field dependence of the permittivity is 

linear, typically below ~1/3 – 1/2 EC, with the intercept value representing the reversible 

contributions (εinit) to permittivity and slope representing the irreversible contributions (α’). α’ 

also describes the hysteresis in minor polarization – electric field loops.  Reversible contributions 

include both the intrinsic response as well as reversible domain wall motion while irreversible 

domain wall motion or phase boundary motion contributes to the irreversible Rayleigh 

(

a) 

(

b) 
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coefficient.132,247,248 As aforementioned, it is believed that the thickness dependence of the 

intrinsic contributions to relative permittivity is weaker than the thickness dependence of the 

extrinsic contributions. Hence, differences in the reversible Rayleigh behavior among the 

measured films were attributed predominantly to reversible domain wall contributions. 

Figure 4-17a depicts εinit and α’ for the epitaxial and polycrystalline films from 100 nm- 

350 nm in thickness. It was found that the epitaxial films have higher Rayleigh coefficients for a 

given thickness, which is consistent with their higher permittivities.  The Rayleigh data were 

then normalized to values measured in the thickest films of each type in Figure 4-17b. It was 

found that most of the Rayleigh coefficients reduce ~40% upon thickness reduction from 350 nm 

to 100 nm; the exception is that α’ for the epitaxial films reduces ~85% over the same thickness 

range. 

      

Figure 4-17: Reversible and irreversible Rayleigh coefficients of the relative permittivity of epitaxial and 
polycrystalline PMN-PT films of varying thickness (a). The Rayleigh coefficients normallized to the value observed 
in the thicknest film are shown in plot (b). 

Table 4-2 summarizes the relative changes in the dielectric behavior upon scaling 

thickness of epitaxial and polycrystalline films from 350 nm down to 100 nm. The thickness 

dependencies of the intrinsic and reversible domain wall contributions among the film types are 

/    Epitaxial 
 /    Oriented 

 /     Oriented 
/     Epitaxial 

(a) (b) 
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modest and within 10% of one another. The irreversible Rayleigh coefficient, is much more 

thickness dependent in epitaxial films than in polycrystalline films. This result, combined with 

the temperature dependence of εr, demonstrates that the majority of enhancement in the dielectric 

properties of the epitaxial films with increasing thickness is associated with increased 

irreversible domain wall motion.  

 

Table 4-2: Summary of differences in the percent changes in various dielectric properties upon thickness scaling 
from 350 to 100 nm thick epitaxial and polycrystalline 70PMN-30PT films. 

 
Intrinsic 

contributions 
𝜕𝜀𝑟

𝜕𝑇
 (°C-1) Max. εr Tmax 

(°C) εinit α' 
(cm/kV) 

%𝒓𝒆𝒅𝒖𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 in 𝒆𝒑𝒊.  𝒇𝒊𝒍𝒎𝒔

%𝒓𝒆𝒅𝒖𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 in 𝒑𝒐𝒍𝒚. 𝒇𝒊𝒍𝒎𝒔
  

upon thickness reduction 
Modest 

difference 4.3±0.5 1.6±0.05 0.63±0.05 1.1±0.1 2±0.2 

 

Quantities associated with domain wall motion are more thickness dependent in epitaxial 

films, a result that would be consistent with a model in which interfacial domain pinning 

dominates. Lacking any large angle grain boundaries, the volumes of material within the 

epitaxial films with high defect concentrations are likely confined near the interface, where 

PMN-PT exhibits intermixing with the SrRuO3 bottom electrode (as seen in Figure 4-7). 

Supporting the high crystallinity away from the interface are the high dielectric permittivities for 

PMN-PT films in this thickness range.192,236 Given the Rayleigh data, it is believed that a classic 

dead layer model is too simplistic to describe a case where strong thickness dependence is 

exhibited only in extrinsic contributions. 
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In addition to interfacial layers, polycrystalline films have large angle grain boundaries 

which have been observed to be strong pinning sites in PZT139,140,142 and BiFeO3.138 The 

thickness-dependent grain size in the oriented films may thus introduce thickness dependence in 

the functional properties.231  Coupled with the finite degree of misoriented material present in 

polycrystalline films, the relatively high density of domain wall pinning sites is maintained 

through the film thickness, effectively reducing the small signal response and the corresponding 

thickness dependence.  

It is notable that the difference in Tmax and the bulk TC is higher in the polycrystalline 

films. These results are consistent with the polycrystalline films having higher defect 

concentrations.192 Another factor which could influence Tmax is chemical inhomogeneity which 

has been observed in several chemical solution deposited ferroelectrics.174,196,249,250 The smaller 

grain sizes in PMN rich films (shown in Figure 4-18) imply that unit cells with Mg and Nb at the 

B-site nucleate more readily on Pt than those with Ti. Development of such regions of PMN rich 

phases in deposited 70PMN-30PT is a potential factor in the lowered Tmax, as pure PMN exhibits 

a Tmax of ~0°. 49  It is noted, however, that the EDS data of Figure 4-7 does not resolve a strict 

layer-by-layer segregation of the PMN and PT phases. Therefore, if phase separation does occur, 

it likely develops on a local lateral length scale in the first deposited layer on Pt. 

                    

Figure 4-18: Top-down SEM micrographs depicting grain sizes of 20PMN-80PT and 80PMN-20PT thin films 
grown on Pt to a thickness of 200 nm grown simultaneously under identical processing conditions. 

80PMN-20PT 20PMN-80PT 

500 nm 
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A final note on the thickness dependence of εr is regarding the dielectric behavior above 

the bulk Curie temperature, where the material should be paraelectric with no domain 

contributions. Differences in εr as a function of thickness are maintained above TC is both films 

series, where domain contributions should be extinguished, despite the weaker thickness 

dependence of the intrinsic component. These differences as a function of thickness above TC 

could be related to residual ferroelectricity, as observed in Ba1-xSrxTiO3.251
  Given the finite 

degree of relaxor character of the films, this would suggest that the properties should converge 

closer to the Burns temperature (Td), which is which is ~347 °C in bulk PMN ceramics.47,48  The 

temperature dependent data from the epitaxial films project convergence about 100 °C below the 

Burns temperature of PMN. The polycrystalline films, however, maintain differences in εr up to a 

projected temperature of ~550 °C.  This may suggest a higher Burn’s temperature, the origin of 

which is unknown at present time.  

4.3.3 Piezoelectric characterization 

Examples of the Pseudo-Voigt fits to the X-ray data as a function of field are shown in 

Figure 4-19 for a 350 nm thick polycrystalline film. As summarized in Table 4-1, the residual 

between the fits and experimental data is very low and concentrated at the highest intensity of the 

peak. Also shown in Figure 4-19 are the shifts in peak position as a function of electric field for 

the 350 nm thick polycrystalline film. A significant difference was observed in comparing 

polycrystalline and epitaxial films.  For the oriented films, the 002 peak remained largely 

symmetric in shape as the field increased; the peaks shift to larger d spacing and decrease in 

intensity with electric field.  Comparable behavior was observed at lower fields for the epitaxial 

films.  However, at higher fields, the X-ray patterns of the epitaxial films showed clear evidence 

for peak splitting. 
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The recorded 002 peaks and the corresponding Pseudo-Voigt fits are presented as a 

function of electric field for all polycrystalline (up to breakdown) and epitaxial (up to fields 

where peak splitting was observed) film thicknesses in Figure 4-20 and Figure 4-21, 

respectively, as a function of d-spacing. 

 

Figure 4-19: (Left) Example of 002-peak fitting for a 350 nm thick polycrystalline film under 0, 175, and 350 kV/cm 
DC excitation. The data were fit with Pseudo-Voigt functions with the difference between the experimental data and 
fit shown at the bottom of the figure. On the right is the visualization of the peak intensity for the strain in 002 d-
spacing of the 350 nm thick PMN-PT as a function of electric field from 0 kV/cm to 350 kV/cm. 
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Figure 4-20: Experimental diffraction data taken from beamline 11-ID-C and Pseudo-Voigt fits for the 002 peaks of 
the polycrystalline 70PMN-30PT thickness series on platinized Si substrates plotted as a function of d-spacing. 

 

Figure 4-21: Experimental diffraction data taken from beamline 11-ID-C and Pseudo-Voigt fits for the 002 peaks of 
the epitaxial 70PMN-30PT thickness series on SrRuO3/SrTiO3 substrates  plotted as a function of d-spacing. 
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Figure 4-22 presents the change in 002 peak FWHM and the integrated intensity of the 

002 peaks normalized to the area of the peak under 0 kV/cm for the polycrystalline and epitaxial 

films. The integrated intensity remains constant over the measured field range, indicating that the 

broadening in FWHM is correlated to the reduction of peak intensity that is observed in Figure 

4-20 and Figure 4-21. Below ~60 kV/cm there is no significant change in the peak shape in 

either film type, with FWHM and the intensity remaining constant. As seen in Figure 4-23 for 

the epitaxial films as an example, the sub-60 kV/cm region where no significant changes in 

FWHM are observed corresponds to the areas where both polarization and the instantaneous d33,f 

coefficient exhibit the steepest dependence on electric field.  

The origin of the observed behavior in the 002 peak as a function of field is believed to 

be a function of both polarization switching and the intrinsic piezoelectric response. In the 

absence of an external electric field, a rhombohedral perovskite unit cell has 8 degenerate 

polarization directions. An external field applied along the c-axis of the unit cell, for example, 

induced domain wall motion which grows the up-pointing domains at the expense of down-

pointing domains. While such domain switching does not result in a change in the c-lattice 

parameter, it does increase the volume fraction of aligned domains which do increase in (002) d-

spacing. Therefore, the out-of-plane strain in (002) d-spacing can be mostly attributed to intrinsic 

effects, including polarization rotation, at sufficiently high fields. Above 60 kV/cm, the slope in 

P-E hysteresis loop flattens and the 002 peak FWHM broadens suggesting that the strain in the 

films during this process in inhomogeneous, potentially related to thickness effects. 
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Figure 4-22: Summary of the changes in 002 peak shape as a function of electric field for the epitaxial (a) and 
polycrystalline (b) 70PMN-30 PT thickness series.  
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Figure 4-23: The relative changes in the FWHM of the epitaxial 70PMN-30PT 002 peaks from films 100-350 nm in 
thickness along with their changes in d-spacing, instantaneous d33,f, and the polarization hysteresis loop of the 350 
nm thick film as functions of electric field. The P-E loop was recorded at 1 kHz while the changes in 002 peak shape 
were recorded under DC bias. 

 The thickness dependence of the clamped piezoelectric coefficient, d33,f, as determined by 

DC electric field induced shifts in the {002} d-spacing during XRD at fields below 300 kV/cm, 

is shown in Figure 4-24. The stronger thickness dependence of the epitaxial films, which was 

also evident in the dielectric properties, results in a ~40% reduction in the d33.f of the 350 nm 
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thick film upon scaling to 100 nm. At thicknesses of 200 nm and below, the epitaxial and 

polycrystalline films exhibit very similar d33,f values of 70 – 90 pm/V. This reduction in the 

epitaxial film response mimics the thickness dependence of the reversible contributions to 

relative permittivity.  As was also seen in the dielectric characterization, the polycrystalline films 

exhibit a smaller thickness dependence, with only ~25% reduction in the d33,f coefficient. It will 

be shown below that the observed thickness dependence in d33,f is not related to the ferroelectric 

portion of the film, but can be attributed to interfacial layers which drop the electric field which 

is applied to the ferroelectric layer.   
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Figure 4-24: Measured piezoelectric coefficient, d33,f, of epitaxial and polycrystalline PMN-PT films as a function of 
thickness as measured by shifts in {002} d-spacing under applied electric field (black symbols, solid lines) and the 
adjusted d33,f for the same films from accounting for the voltage drop across an interface layer of lower permittivity 
(fit by the series capacitor model) with thickness corresponding to the intermixed layer observed via EDS (red 
symbols, dotted lines). It should be noted that the Lefki-Dormans approximation of the d33,f a fully clamped film 
determined from the electromechanical and elastic constants of the free single crystal and Equation 2-1 is ~250 
pm/V.  

The thickness dependence of d33,f was modeled to test the validity of the series-capacitor 

model in these films. A linear fit of the 0 VDC dielectric data was plotted as film thickness/εr vs. 

film thickness, shown in Figure 4-25. The linearity of this data supports the presence of a series 
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capacitor structure in the film, stemming from the interfacial layer of intermixed composition 

observed in the EDS spectra shown in Figure 4-7. The total effective capacitance of the film is 

therefore given by 𝟏

𝑪𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍
=

𝟏

𝑪𝟏
+

𝟏

𝑪𝟐
, which can be rearranged to be 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓
=

1

𝜀𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 +

𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑡 (
1

𝜀𝑖𝑛𝑡
−

1

𝜀𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
). The measured thicknesses of the respective interfacial layers observed in EDS, 

along with the slopes and intercepts of the data in Figure 4-25, were used to extract the 

𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠/𝜀𝑟
𝑖𝑛𝑡 ratios for the two film sets which are ~0.033 nm and ~0.039 nm for the epitaxial 

and polycrystalline films, respectively. From this, the fraction of the applied voltage (Vapp) which 

drops across the interfacial layer of the film is given by: 

                                                                                 𝑉𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 = 𝑉𝑎𝑝𝑝 (
𝜀𝑟

𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑡𝑒𝑓𝑓
∗

𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝜀𝑟
𝑖𝑛𝑡)                                                   Equation 4-2 

where 𝜀𝑟
𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective measured permittivity of the capacitor stack of thickness teff, and 𝜀𝑟

𝑖𝑛𝑡 

is the relative permittivity of the interface of thickness tint. From 

                                                                                 𝑉𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 = 𝑉𝑎𝑝𝑝 (
𝜀𝑟

𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑡𝑒𝑓𝑓
∗

𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝜀𝑟
𝑖𝑛𝑡)                                                   

Equation 4-2Equation 4-2 and Figure 4-26, it is seen that Vdrop is thickness dependent.  
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Figure 4-25: PMN-PT film thickness divided by the effective permittivity of the series capacitor structure vs. film 
thickness. Linearity of the data supports the series capacitor model where the total effective capacitance is given by 

𝟏

𝑪𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍
=

𝟏

𝑪𝟏
+

𝟏
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 which can be rearranged to yield 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
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Figure 4-26: Fraction of externally applied voltage which drops across the ferroelectric portion of the film. The 
fraction departs from unity due to interfacial capacitance that is detected through relative permittivity measurements 
as a function of thickness. 

The measured d33,f coefficients shown in Figure 4-24 were re-calculated based on the 

voltage applied to the piezoelectric layer, inducing the measured d-spacing shifts, after the 

voltage drop across the low permittivity interface layer. The adjusted data are shown as red 

Polycrystalline PMN-PT on Pt 
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symbols and dotted lines in Figure 4-24. The adjusted piezoelectric responses are thickness 

independent, supporting the model of the interface having a significantly reduced εr owing to 

strongly pinned domain walls and reduced intrinsic response due to intermixing. Furthermore, 

the adjusted d33,f value for the epitaxial films approaches the predicted fully clamped 

piezoelectric value of 250 derived from the Lefki-Dormans model79 with single crystal 70PMN-

30PT materials constants.89 The polycrystalline films exhibit lower d33,f values which may be 

attributed to the high tensile stress state in the films on Si and presence of domain wall pinning 

grain boundaries.  

4.3.4 Field-induced phase transitions 

MPBs serve to reduce the energy barrier separating two or more polar phases, thereby 

making domain reorientation under a stimulus easier.  In addition to these decreased energy 

barriers, MPB compositions of relaxor-based ferroelectric crystals exhibit anomalously high 

piezoelectric properties due in part to the polarization rotation mechanism. Furthermore, 

sufficiently high stress or electric fields can induce full phase transitions in relaxor-based 

crystals.60,67 With the addition of a mechanical bias to bring rhombohedral Pb(In1/2Nb1/2)O3-

Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 (PIN-PMN-PT) crystals to the brink of an orthorhombic phase 

stability, these large strain-producing phase transitions have been leveraged for magnetoelectric 

energy harvesters which exhibit 0.5% strain under only 1 kV/cm.252,253  

Microelectromechanical systems employing ferroelectric thin films would similarly 

benefit from such high strain under low field, yet additional challenges are incurred. First, tensile 

stresses imposed by the commonly used Si substrate favor the in-plane components of a 

polarization vector, reducing the stability of domain with out-of-plane polarization (e.g 
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tetragonal c-domains in {001} oriented films). Additionally, increased defect densities stemming 

from large angle grain boundaries, misoriented material, and the relatively low thermal budget 

used for crystallization of polycrystalline films could strongly pin any phase boundary from 

traveling through the lattice. The in situ synchrotron diffraction experiments on the 

polycrystalline thickness series exhibit no such phase transition under fields exceeding 700 

kV/cm. The high film crystallinity of the epitaxial films, however, coupled with the reduced 

tensile stress from being grown on SrTiO3 rather than Si, did enable such field induced phase 

transitions, as is presented below. 

First, Figure 4-27 demonstrates the change in the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)254 

for 002 peak fitting as a function of applied voltage for the 350 nm thick epitaxial film. With DC 

fields greater than ~315 kV/cm (11 V), the BIC is significantly reduced when two peaks are used 

to fit the 002 peak. The reason for this change is attributed to a partial R→T transition occurring 

near 300 kV/cm for 350 nm, 250 nm, and 100 nm thick films. The reason why these films exhibit 

the phase transition, while the 150 and 200 nm films do not, is believed to be related to film 

quality. Figure 4-28 depicts the FWHM (in d-spacing, Å) of all epitaxial films as recorded by the 

integrated 2-D diffraction patterns. The films which exhibit peak splitting are those with FWHM 

below 0.0097 Å; the most pronounced R→T transition is observed in the 350 nm thick film 

which also shows the lowest FWHM in the epitaxial film set. As shown in Figure 4-29, the phase 

transition begins with the development of a shoulder on the 002 rhombohedral peak at higher d-

spacing. The integrated peak intensity increases and further peak splitting develops with 

increasing electric field, as shown in Figure 4-30. The summation of the integrated intensities 

from all of the apparent {002}-type peaks at a given electric field is essentially constant, as 

expected.  
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Figure 4-27: Bayesian Information Criterion, used as a model selection tool, describing the quality of fit from a one 
or two peak Pseudo-Voigt function with the experimental X-ray diffraction data. 
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Figure 4-28: 002 peak FWHM of the epitaxial 70PMN-30PT films. The FWHM of each film was taken from the 
Pseudo-Voigt fits of the 0 kV/cm data which was recorded and integrated over the 8° wide azimuthal sector from the 
2-D area detector. 
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Figure 4-29: Pseudo-Voigt peak fits for the in-situ diffraction experiments. Shown are the fit data for the zero field, 
rhombohedral crystal case, through the R→T phase transition occurring near 300 kV/cm for 350 nm, 250 nm, and 
100 nm thick epitaxial films. 
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Figure 4-30: Integrated peak intensity as a function of applied DC field for the rhombohedral 002 peak (for fields 
below 300 kV/cm), the tetragonal 002 domain peak, and the 200 tetragonal/002 rhombohedral convoluted peak at 
fields above the phase transition.   The sum of integrated intensities is approximately field independent. 

In the 350 nm thick film, the second peak develops with d-spacing that matches well with 

the expected d-spacing of a tetragonal c-domain under 0 kV/cm, as shown in Figure 4-31. The 

(002) d-spacing of the field-induced phase continues to increase under field with an effective 

piezoelectric coefficient of ~100 pm/V. It should be noted that as the tetragonal c-domain 

develops, the original rhombohedral peak position shifts to smaller d-spacing. This is because the 

film develops a-domains to reduce the spontaneous stain in the film upon an R→T transition. 

Therefore, the “rhombohedral” peak above 300 kV/cm is actually a convolution of rhombohedral 

{002} domains and tetragonal (200) domains. Similar conclusions were made by Kovacova et al. 

in PZT which developed a tetragonal phase from a monoclinic matrix.255 Figure 4-32 depicts the 

002 d-spacing as a function of electric field for all epitaxial film thicknesses studied. 
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Figure 4-31: d-spacing for the {002} family of planes for the three observed phase variants in 70PMN-30PT thin 
films under DC electric fields. 
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Figure 4-32: The high field diffraction data of all epitaxial films measured at beamline 11-ID-C. Near 300 kV/cm, 
the three studied films with the lowest 002 FWHM (350, 250, and 100 nm thick films) exhibit splitting of the 002 
peak as seen in Figure 4-29. 
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A signature of a phase transition was sought in the dielectric behavior of the 350 nm thick 

epitaxial film as a function of DC bias. Figure 4-33 shows the relative permittivity and loss 

tangent recorded from 0-525 kV/cm DC bias with a 30 mV AC-signal at 1 kHz. The data were 

also recorded with increasing temperature, up to 120 °C, to provide thermal energy to facilitate 

the phase transition. However, no anomaly in the dielectric data is observed. This suggests that 

the global response remains dominated by the rhombohedral phase. To verify this, the volume 

fraction of rhombohedral PMN-PT that switched to the tetragonal phase was estimated using 

Equation 4-3 where 𝐼𝑇ℎ𝑘𝑙 and 𝐼𝑅ℎ𝑘𝑙 are the integrated intensities of the given hkl reflection of the 

tetragonal and rhombohedral phases, respectively, and the 𝐼′quantities in the denominators are 

the corresponding reference intensities from the powder diffraction files. These normalizations 

and leading factors of three and two for the R002 and T200 peaks, respectively, account for 

differences in the structure factors and multiplicity of the symmetry related orientations among 

the relevant phases.  
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Figure 4-33: Relative permittivity and loss tangent as a function of DC bias for a 300 nm thick epitaxial 70PMN-
30PT film from 0-550 kV/cm (left) and from 225-500 kV/cm (right) where the phase transition is expected to occur. 
The data were taken as a function of temperature as a means to increase the energy in the system. 
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                                                                               𝜈𝑇002 =

𝐼𝑇002
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                                                     Equation 4-3 

Consider the data at 343 kV/cm, where the transition occurs in the 350 nm thick film and 

the newly developed tetragonal c-domains exhibit d-spacings that agree with the free, zero field 

(002) d-spacing of the c-domain. Using Equation 4-3 it is estimated that the volume fraction of 

R→T switching is ~13 vol. %. As the peak splitting develops, the rhombohedral 002 peak shifts 

to lower d-spacing. Because tetragonal a-domains have a lower 200 d-spacing than 

rhombohedral 002 d-spacing, it is possible that the reduction in R002 d-spacing that develops 

with the peak splitting is due to some of the material which did not switch to tetragonal c-

domains in fact switched to tetragonal a-domains perhaps to relieve stresses incurred by the 

transition. A modified Equation 4-3 can be used to estimate the volume fraction of material 

which switch to a-domains. Linearly extrapolating the pure R002 peak from the 315 kV/cm data 

point yields an expected R 002 d-spacing of 2.0291 Å at 343 kV/cm. From the d-spacings listed 

in the relevant PDF cards, it follows that ~8% of the material that did not transition to the 

tetragonal c-domain switched to tetragonal a-domain, yielding the observed 2.0274 Å d-spacing.  

With over 85% of the material remaining rhombohedral, it is reasonable that there is not a strong 

signature of the phase transition in the dielectric data at different dc biases.  

4.4 Conclusions 

Thin films of 70PMN-30PT ranging in thickness from 100-350 nm were grown via 

chemical solution deposition in polycrystalline, {001}-oriented and {001}-epitaxial form on 

platinized Si substrates SrRuO3/SrTiO3 substrates, respectively. Both film types exhibited similar 

intrinsic dielectric responses. EDS measurement across the interface revealed, however, ~3-6 nm 

thick regions of graded composition. The functional properties of the epitaxial films suggest that 
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pinning of domain wall motion at the interface is a significant factor in the observed thickness 

dependence. The Rayleigh behavior demonstrated that irreversible domain wall motion is 

strongly thickness dependent in the epitaxial films. It is believed that large angle grain 

boundaries may be responsible for a higher density of pinning sites though the thickness of the 

polycrystalline films, reducing the thickness dependence.  

The thickness dependence of the piezoelectric coefficient mimicked that of the dielectric 

behavior. Correcting for the presence of interfacial layers largely eliminates the thickness 

dependence of the piezoelectric properties.  High field piezoelectric characterization revealed a 

field-induced rhombohedral to tetragonal phase transition in epitaxial films with FWHM below 

0.0097 Å. With further work to determine a means of switching a larger volume fraction of the 

material, a highly scaled device may leverage the phase transition for increased functionality. 
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  Chapter 5
 

Lateral Scaling of 70/30 Lead Magnesium Niobate-Lead 
Titanate Thin Films 

 
 

Portions of this chapter are reproduced from: R. Keech, S. Shetty, M.A. Kuroda, X. Hu Liu, G.J. 

Martyna, D.M. Newns, and S. Trolier-McKinstry, "Lateral scaling of Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)TiO3-

PbTiO3 thin films for piezoelectric logic applications," J. Appl. Phys., 115, [23], 234106, (2014). 

5.1 Introduction 

The high piezoelectric coefficients of {001}-oriented relaxor-based ferroelectric materials 

near a morphotropic phase boundary composition have been shown to improve the functionality 

of sonar systems and medical ultrasound transducers.2,155,211,256 These properties are also 

attractive for applications requiring thin film piezoelectrics. However, clamping effects imposed 

on the film by the substrate reduce the functional properties by about an order of magnitude 

relative to single crystals (d33 > 2000 pm/V and εr > 8000).78,108,165,192,257,258 The property 

reductions in continuous thin films are associated with a number of factors. Stress in thin films 

grown on a substrate of a dissimilar thermal expansion coefficient, for example, can destabilize 

specific polarization directions.87,166,237,259 Additionally, piezoelectric material beneath an island 

top electrode is bonded to non-actuated material, thereby elastically constraining the ideal 

piezoelectric deformation. Finally, any out-of-plane displacement is limited by the coupled and 

frustrated lateral contraction, proportional to the d31 coefficient, due to attachment to the thick, 

passive substrate. For example, Zhang et al. demonstrated that the relative dielectric permittivity 

in {001} poled 67PMN-33PT single crystals dropped to 680 from 8200 upon imposing a strain-
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free boundary condition.260 Circumventing these property-reducing mechanisms is the focus of 

this chapter. 

Several studies have shown that the functional response in ferroelectric thin films can be 

at least partially declamped from the substrate so that a larger fraction of the bulk properties can 

be recovered. Removal or thinning of a Si substrate in the microfabrication of cantilevers and 

diaphragms, for example, can increase the functionality and figures of merit for numerous 

MEMS devices including vibrational energy harvesting,261,262 biological sensors,263,264 and 

transducers.265,266 Rayleigh measurement of the relative permittivity32 and X-ray diffraction 

experiments30 demonstrate that the property enhancement is linked to increases in both intrinsic 

and extrinsic contributions to the ferroelectric behavior upon substrate undercut.  

Other MEMS devices, such as ferroelectric random access memory (FeRAM) and the 

piezoelectronic transistor25,163 would similarly benefit from declamping, but require the structural 

integrity offered by continuous thin films on rigid substrates. In these cases, lateral subdivision 

of a blanket film, generating free sidewalls, can also declamp the dielectric, piezoelectric, and 

ferroelectric response of thin films.94,108  

Experimental results on declamping through lateral subdivision of blanket piezoelectric 

thin films have been reported for films patterned via reactive ion etching or focused ion beam 

milling.35,36,93,108,267–270 In both cases, care must be taken to limit patterning damage which can 

reduce piezoelectric response through domain wall pinning defects and redeposition of sputtered 

material.106,267,271–275 It has been widely reported that plasma-based etching processes can induce 

significant damage in ferroelectric thin films.40,105,274 Especially in PMN-PT films, the complex 

chemistry, with four cations, all of which have different bond strengths with oxygen, can cause 
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difficulty in stoichiometric removal of the material.106 Property degradation in etched 

ferroelectric and piezoelectric films stems from the fact that piezoelectric properties depend 

critically on stoichiometry, grain morphology, impurities and defect concentrations, all of which 

are altered in a finite volume near etched sidewalls.25, 27 These defects, as well as any formation 

of reactant residue, can increase the number of domain wall pinning sites and increase the energy 

barriers for domain wall motion.32,84,277  Finely patterned features, in particular, are more 

susceptible to property degradation from a given process since the proportion of etch-damaged 

material to the undamaged volume increases.276 The degradation of properties can be observed in 

pinching of the polarization-electric field hysteresis loops,274,278 clockwise rotation of P-E 

loops,40,273,279,280 reduction in crystallinity,40 and reduced lifetime, reliability,281,282 and dielectric 

and piezoelectric constants.84,275,283 

Once patterning damage is reduced, it was shown that stresses imposed on a thin film 

from the mismatch in thermal expansion coefficient with the substrate can be partially relieved 

by lateral patterning.36,108 Bühlmann et al. proposed that the relaxed stress state in 70-100 nm 

wide features dry etched in 200 nm thick tetragonal PZT films grown on SrTiO3 increased the 

achievable c-domain density, as tensile stresses which stabilized a-domain formation was 

removed.36 In addition to changes in the stress state with lateral scaling, Nagarajan et al. report a 

significant increase in 90° domain wall motion in 1 m thick 20/80 PZT island-capacitors with a 

1:1 aspect ratio fabricated by ion beam milling. The patterned films exhibited a doubling in the 

remanent polarization and tripling of the d33, eff.94 A 120 nm thick PZT film of the same 

composition exhibited a 2-fold increase in d33,f upon scaling to a 0.25 μm x 0.25 μm island 

structure. 268  Similar observation of increased domain wall motion were made from the Rayleigh 

response of the dielectric permittivity in systematically scaled PMN-PT films; a tripling of the 
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irreversible domain wall motion was reported on scaling to aspect ratios approaching 1:1.108 

Missing from the literature are data on the local declamping of patterned structures as a function 

of position. This is partially due to the difficulty in reporting quantitative piezoelectric response 

with submicron lateral resolution. A detailed description of local d33,eff characterization 

techniques can be found in the article by Shetty et al.284 

The excellent lateral resolution of PFM stems from the fine tip radius, making it well 

suited for local declamping characterization. However, the cantilever tip geometry may also 

introduce error in d33,eff characterization associated with inhomogeneous and often poorly 

quantified electric fields285,286 stemming from tip-film contact mechanics.287–289 This limits the 

vertical resolution of PFM to ~1pm, generating upwards of 40% error in detecting displacements 

from piezoelectric strains in thin films.284,285,290  Vertical resolution can be improved two orders 

of magnitude by employing laser interferometery.291 Until recently,284 however, the lateral 

resolution of laser interferometry was typically greater than 50 μm due to laser spot sizes and 

difficulty in aligning the two incident lasers needed for double beam interferometry. Imperfect 

alignment can produce  large error associated with actuation-induced substrate bending.269,291,292  

X-ray diffraction is another technique by which strain may be determined with excellent 

resolution. Depending on crystal quality, high resolution synchrotron diffraction experiments, for 

example, can determine field induced changes in d-spacing with precision to 10-5Å.293 For local 

characterization of lattice plane spacing, focused X-ray beams, such as those available at the 

nanoprobe beamline (2-ID-D) at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National 

Laboratory, can be employed. This beamline can achieve a focused X-ray spot size of 240 nm (as 
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defined as the FWHM of the beam intensity). Furthermore, the beam can be translated across a 

patterned structure in sub-micron steps with excellent control and repeatability.293  

In an effort to further develop the roadmap for ferroelectric thin film scaling, this chapter 

presents the systematic characterization of the low and high field dielectric properties 

(polarization-electric field loops, Rayleigh analysis, and Preisach models). Additionally, the local 

mapping of the partially declamped d33, eff along patterned {001}-oriented 70PMN-30PT “arm” 

structures by two experimental characterization techniques (piezoresponse force microscroscopy 

and synchrotron X-ray diffraction experiments) is presented and compared to predictions made 

by finite element modeling. 

5.2 Experimental procedure 

5.2.1 Finite element modeling 

As can be gleaned from experiments reported throughout the literature, the degree of 

declamping which a patterned piezoelectric capacitor exhibits is related to the structure’s 

width:thickness aspect ratio (AR), with lower aspect ratios yielding higher functional properties. 

This outcome is predicted by finite element models based on the description of clamping of 

piezoelectric films by Lefki and Dormans79 using the materials properties of {001}-oriented 

single crystals and ceramics.89,294 In these models, prepared by Marcelo Kuroda of Auburn 

University in work performed in collaboration with Xiao-Hu Liu, Glenn Martyna and Dennis 

Newns, the piezoelectric features were placed on top of a thick Si substrate (thickness of Si >> 

thickness of the piezoelectric). Local modeling of the d33, eff coefficient (Figure 5-2 b-d) shows 

that the material near the sidewalls is more declamped than material towards the feature center. 

In aspect ratio’s greater than 1, the peak d33, eff is effectively constant, along with the rate of 

decay in d33,eff upon moving towards the feature center from the sidewall. This demonstrates that 
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the mechanism of property enhancement with reducing aspect ratio of Figure 5-2a is an increase 

in volume fraction of material within ~500 nm of the free sidewall (in 300 nm thick films) where 

the majority of declamping occurs. 

 

Figure 5-1: The finite element modeled longitudinal effective piezoelectric coefficient, d33, eff, (a) and the relative 
permittivity (b) in laterally scaled 300 nm thick PMN-PT and PZT films of various compositions on platinized 550 
μm thick Si for pillar and arm structures. Note single crystal d33 ≈ 2800 pm/V and d33,f from Lefki-Dormans is ~250 
pm/V. 
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Figure 5-2: (a) The finite element modeled vertical displacement profile for pillar structures with under 100 kV/cm 
for the cases of 70° (left) and 90° (right) sidewall angles of 70PMN-30PT pillar structures on 550 μm Si. Parts (b) 
and (c) depict the d33,f coefficient as a function of position across pillar structures of various radii with 70° and 90° 
sidewalls, respectively. 

There are several other noteworthy features of the modeled local declamping behavior. 

First, features with 70° sidewalls exhibit a maximum d33,eff about 15% lower than that of features 

with 90° sidewalls due to the lower effective electric field experienced in the sidewall regime.  

Additionally, pillar structures declamp more efficiently, producing larger piezoelectric responses 

than arm structures which are continuous in one dimension (and presumably partially clamped in 

this dimension).  Finally, the maximum declamped d33,eff coefficient occurs ~100 nm from the 

sidewall; this is believed to be related to both the bending rigidity of the top metal layer (100 nm 

of Pt in these models) limiting strain at the free edge and inward curvature of the sidewall, 

visible in Figure 5-2: (a) The finite element modeled vertical displacement profile for pillar 

structures with under 100 kV/cm for the cases of 70° (left) and 90° (right) sidewall angles of 
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70PMN-30PT pillar structures on 550 μm Si. Parts (b) and (c) depict the d33,f coefficient as a 

function of position across pillar structures of various radii with 70° and 90° sidewalls, 

respectively. attributed to Poisson’s ratio. Further experiments are necessary to determine 

relative significance of these hypothesized mechanisms. 

5.2.2 Microstructural characterization 

To realize the enhancements explained in the finite element models in a real material 

system, 300 and 350 nm thick {001} oriented 70PMN-30PT films (Lotgering factor > 0.99, see 

section 3.3  were grown via chemical solution deposition on commercial Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si substrates 

(Nova Electronic Materials, Flower Mound, TX) by methods described in Chapter 3.295 The 

microstructure of the 300 nm thick {001}-oriented polycrystalline 70PMN-30PT thin film was 

observed using a Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (Leo 1530 or Merlin, Carl Zeiss 

Microscopy GmbH, Jena, Germany). Both film surface and cross-sectional images were 

recorded. The crystal structure and orientation of the PMN-PT films was characterized using a 

PANalytical Empyrean x-ray diffractometer (PANalytical B.V., Almelo, The Netherlands) in the 

Bragg-Brentano θ-2θ arrangement with Cu Kα radiation. Lotgering factors were used to 

approximate the degree of orientation of the grown films.186  

The local crystallinity following the patterning process was characterized by site specific 

cross sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Samples were prepared by Ke Wang 

(Materials Characterization Laboratory, Materials Research Institute, The Pennsylvania State 

University) via focused ion beam (FIB) milling (FEI Helios NanoLab DualBeam 660. FIB-TEM 

samples were prepared using via an in situ lift-out technique. Prior to cross-sectional milling, a 

protective carbon layer was deposited over the region of interest by electron-beam deposition. 
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The starting FIB milling voltage was 30 kV to create a membrane of the cross sectional sample 

and thin the sample to electron transparency. The final milling voltage was stepped down to 2 kV 

to further thin the samples and minimize sidewall damage. EELS measurement in TEM showed 

the sample thickness was < 50nm.  

The patterned sidewall structure and crystal quality were investigated using a FEI Titan3 

dual aberration corrected scanning/TEM (S/TEM) instrument (FEI, Hillsboro, OR) operated at 

200 kV. The microscope conditions for STEM imaging were 70 pA for beam current with a C2 

aperture of 70 μm. A high angle annular dark field (HAADF, Fischione) detector with a 

collection angle of 51-300 mrad for Z-contrast imaging was used for STEM. The elemental 

mapping across each interface was performed in STEM mode by a SuperX Energy Dispersive 

Spectroscopy (EDS) system with four Bruker Silicon Drift Detectors (SDD), which enabled 

rapid collection rates of characteristic X-rays. EDS mapping was performed with acquisition 

times of up to 5 minutes. This work was also performed by Ke Wang in the Materials 

Characterization Laboratory, Materials Research Institute, The Pennsylvania State University. 

5.2.3 Film patterning 

 In order to assess the relative importance of declamping and etch damage on the 

evolution of the film properties with lateral scaling, a series of features with equal surface areas 

but varying perimeter were patterned in 320-370 nm thick 70PMN-30PT films. The feature 

geometries were either relatively large clamped circular shapes or antennae-like shapes. The 

antennae structures were comprised of a small contact pad (50x70 μm2), and a bus bar with many 

thin “arms” jutting out from it. For a given structure, these arms varied in width from 10 μm 

down to 200 nm, for aspect ratios from approximately 33:1 to 2:3, respectively, to offer a 
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variation in the degree of declamping. The most finely patterned structures, with the smallest 

width/thickness aspect ratio, have the highest degree of declamping as well as the most sidewall 

surface area exposed to etching damage. 

Prior to the etching step, a 50 nm thick blanket Pt layer was sputtered onto the PMN-PT 

using a CMS-18 deposition system (Kurt J. Lesker Co., Clairton, PA) at room temperature with a 

chamber pressure of 2.5 mTorr. Antennae structures with arm widths ≥1 μm were 

lithographically defined by SPR 3012 photoresist (Dow Electronic Materials, Malborough, MA) 

using a GCA 8500 i-line Stepper. The patterned resist was developed in MF-CD-26 (Rohm and 

Haas Electronic Materials LLC, Marlborough, MA) for 1 minute to expose the underlying Pt top 

electrode layer. Antennae structures with arm widths <1 μm were patterned into ZEP 520A 

(Zeon Chemical Corporation, Louisville, KY) resist using a Vistec EBPG5200 electron beam 

lithography system (Vistec Electron Beam GmbH, Jena, Germany) with a dose of 200 μC/cm2. 

These features were developed by submersion in N-amyl acetate (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) 

for 3 minutes, a 1:3 methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) to isopropyl alcohol (IPA) (Sigma Aldrich, 

St. Louis, MO) solution for 30 seconds and finally in an IPA (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) 

bath for 30 seconds.  

A Ni hard mask was then electroplated onto the exposed Pt areas defined by the 

photoresist mold using a Dynatronix MicroStart Pulse Precise programmable power supply 

(Dynatronix, Amery, WI) and Ni sulfamate plating solution (Transene CO Inc. Danvers, MA). 

The sample was submereged in the plating solution and electrically contacted with an alligator 

clip connected to the power supply. An aluminum plate, 4” x 4” in size, was positioned across 

the bath and contacted in a similar manner, as depicted in Figure 5-3. The growth parameters 
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required for Ni electroplating are very sensitive to sample size, feature density, the pH of the Ni 

sulfamate solution, and the voltage supply parameters. It was found that the Transene Ni 

sulfamate solution should be maintained at 3.7 < pH < 4.2 to ensure low stress Ni layers. 

Additionally, a low plating rate reduced the stress of the electroplated Ni, with <20 nm Ni/min 

being the target for Ni growth in this work. It should be noted that the stress within the Ni was 

not measured quantitatively. Rather, it was categorized by a “low” or “high” stress state. The 

threshold for a plating process to be categorized as high stress was if the plated Ni buckled or 

peeled off during growth, which often resulted in delamination of the top Pt and/or PMN-PT 

layers from the substrate as well.  

The Dynatronix power supply can be set to maintain a steady voltage or current during a 

given plating step. This work employed the constant current configuration, which allowed the 

system to vary voltage as necessary to maintain the programmed forward and reverse current 

setpoints, as shown in Figure 5-4. Higher feature density enabled lower voltages to be used to 

achieve a given current setting, which was found to be necessary to avoid high stresses in the 

grown Ni. The forward current was set to 0.04 A, while the reverse current was set to 0.015 A, 

which combined with the pulse timing parameters (listed in Table 5-1) yielded an effective 

current within the system of 0.012 A. These parameters plated Ni at rate of 15 nm/min for part 

pieces with an exposed plating area of ~2.4 cm2, correlating to an effective current density of ~5 

mA/cm2.  The Ni mask was grown to be 150-200 nm thick (verified via contact profilometry 

from photoresist surface to Ni surface) before the photoresist mold was removed with Remover 

PG solvent (Microchem Corp, Newton, MA) and O2 plasma ashing.  
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Figure 5-3: Schematic of electroplating experimental set up. 

Table 5-1: Nickel plating parameters used with the Dynatronix power supply and a 3” separation distance between 
sample and Al plate. Colors are correlated to Figure 5-4 labels. 

 

Forward bias 
on time (ms) 

Forward bias 
off time (ms) 

Forward bias 
duration (ms) 

Reverse bias 
duration (ms) 

Reverse bias 
on time (ms) 

Reverse bias 
off time (ms) 

1.14 2.76 17.62 0.85 0.35 0.4 

 

Figure 5-4: Electroplating current waveform used for Ni electroplating. 
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The Pt/PMN-PT/Pt structures were patterned in either a capacitively coupled plasma 

(CCP) reactive ion etching tool, the Tegal 6572 (Tegal Corporation, Petaluma, CA), or an 

inductively coupled plasma RIE tool, the Ulvac NE-550 (Ulvac Technologies, Inc., Methuen, 

MA), using the Ni hard mask to define features. The choice of etch tool was based on 

availability; etch recipes were developed and calibrated to yield similar results. The RIE plasma 

gas in both cases was composed of a 50/50 mixture of Cl2 and CF4. In the CCP tool, that plasma 

was excited using 700 W bias power at 13.56 MHz with 100 W applied in the kHz frequency and 

the chamber pressure was maintained at 2 mTorr. The ICP tool used 600 W bias at 13.56 MHz. 

Etching steps of 60 s in duration were repeated cyclically with off-times between 1 and 3 

minutes until the bottom electrode Pt was reached.  These etching conditions were found to yield 

sidewall angles as high as 70-80° with a ~1.7-2.5 nm/s etch rate of the PMN-PT and a selectivity 

to the Ni mask of ~3:1. 
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Figure 5-5: PMN-PT film patterning process flow from film deposition to removal of Ni hard mask after reactive ion 
etching. Steps (a) to (b) represents the PMN-PT film deposition with step (c) showing the deposition of a blanket Pt 
layer. Steps (d) and (e) show the lithographically defined photoresist mold for the Ni hard mask plating done in step 
(f). The sample is prepared for reactive ion etching by removal of the photoresist, as shown in step (g). Step (h) 
schematically shows the end result of reactive ion etching and step (i) is the sample structure following Ni mask 
removal.  

 

Figure 5-6: Scanning electron micrographs of an electrode surface after etching and mask removal for a film etched 
with a Ni hard mask (left) and a photoresist hardmask (right) which exhibited residue and fencing at sidewalls. The 
bottom schematic depicts the difference in sidewall angle achieved in both cases. 
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Following the patterning process, the Ni hard mask was removed via submersion in Ni 

etchant TFB (Transene CO Inc. Danvers, MA) at 40 °C for ~2 min. Electrical measurements at 

this phase of the processing typically showed degraded dielectric responses with high loss 

tangents and high frequency of electrical shorting through the films. To recover the structures, 

the patterned films were placed on a hot plate at 420 °C in air for 1 hr to anneal etch-induced 

damage. Following the heat treatment, large area patterned structures (dominated by the clamped 

response) exhibited dielectric properties matching those of the unpatterned films (within 

measurement error) and loss returned to <2%. In some cases, features comprised of highly scaled 

structures exhibited maintained unphysical loss tangents >1 and resistance through the capacitor 

in the tens of Ohms signifying an electrical short after annealing. To recover these features, the 

structures were electrically connected to two D batteries in series using point probes, vaporizing 

conductive pathways and returning the features to an insulating state with low loss tangents 

matching the larger area structures. Figure 5-7 depicts schematics of the patterned structure for 

dielectric, ferroelectric, and piezoelectric characterization. Figure 5-8 shows the FESEM 

micrographs of patterned antennae structures in the 300 nm thick PMN-PT films before and after 

the Ni hardmask was removed.  
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Figure 5-7: Schematic of antennae structures for (a) dielectric and ferroelectric and piezoelectric (b) characterization 
as a function of lateral scaling. A given antennae structure was comprised of a contact pad, a bus bar, and “arms” 
jutting out from the contact pad. The width of the arm structures was varied to vary the degree of declamping from 
one antenna to another. 

 

 

Figure 5-8: (a) FESEM micrograph of a patterned PMN-PT sidewall with the Ni hard mask. Patterned 7 μm (b), 750 
nm (c), and 300 nm (d) wide “arms” of the antennae structures in 350 nm thick PMN-PT.  
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Because electrode area is an important parameter in these data sets (appearing in the 

calculation of relative permittivity and polarization), the final arm widths were measured via top 

down FESEM and used to calculate the final achieved electrode dimension. Additionally, all data 

were corrected to subtract out the contribution from the contact pad and the central electrical 

connection.   

5.2.4 Electrical characterization 

Dielectric characterization of structures with varying degrees of declamping was 

completed by measuring polarization-electric field (P-E) hysteresis loops, the Rayleigh behavior 

of the relative permittivity, and first order reversal curves (FORC) coupled with a Preisach 

analysis. P-E hysteresis loops and the dielectric behavior were measured using the experimental 

procedures described in Chapter 3 using a multiferroic tester (Radiant Technology, Inc. 

Albuquerque, NM) and a HP 4248A precision LCR meter (Agilent Technology, Palo Alto, CA), 

respectively.  

The Rayleigh law was used to decouple patterning-induced changes in the reversible and 

irreversible contributions to the relative permittivity.247,296 Within the Rayleigh regime, typically 

limited below 1/3-1/2 the coercive field, the relative permittivity exhibits a linear dependence on 

the amplitude of the AC-signal. Expressed mathematically, the Rayleigh law for relative 

permittivity is,132,247,248 

                                                      𝜀′ = 𝜀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡
′ + 𝛼′𝐸𝑎𝑐                                       Equation 5-1 

where 𝜀′ is relative permittivity 𝜀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡
′  represents reversible contributions to relative permittivity 

including reversible domain wall motion and the intrinsic response, 𝛼′ is the irreversible domain 
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wall contribution to permittivity, and EAC is the applied AC field. Therefore, the equation for the 

linear fit of the relative permittivity vs. EAC amplitude contains the y-axis intercept, or 𝜀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡
′ , and 

the slope, α’, parameters. 

 In order to study changes in dielectric behavior of the patterned structures above the 

coercive field, first-order reversal curves (FORCs) and the Preisach model were employed.297 

The Preisach model assumes that a P-E loop can be described using a distribution of rectangular 

hysteresis loops, referred to as hysterons. The hysterons have up and down switching coercive 

fields of α and β, respectively, and can be reversible (α = β) or irreversible (α ≠ β) in nature. 

FORC measurements were done by sweeping from a negative electric field, -Einitial, to –

Einitial+∆E, where ∆E =Einitial/40. By performing 40 consecutive cycles of this nature, the 

switching characteristics of the hysterons comprising the total P-E loop were recorded from        

–Einitial to +Einitial.298 The FORC loops were used to calculate the Preisach distribution describing 

the concentration of reversible and irreversible hysterons, as is discussed in more detail 

elsewhere.150,297,299,300 

5.2.5 Piezoelectric characterization 

The piezoelectric response of the blanket PMN-PT films was measured using an 

aixACCT double-beam leaser interferometer (AixACCT Systems, Aachen, Germany). Large 

signal piezoelectric strain measurements were made at 1 kHz on unpoled 600 μm wide circular 

electrodes with diameters, close to 1.2 times the substrate thickness to minimize measurement 

artifacts in accordance with the findings of Sivaramakrishnan et al.187 The relatively large 

electrode area implies that the patterned structures measured for piezoelectric response remain in 

the clamped state.  
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For characterization of the partially declamped d33,eff  behavior, the patterned PMN-PT 

structures were wire bonded to a Si carrier wafer with isolated electrodes for a given patterned 

feature, depicted schematically in Figure 5-9. Additionally, the patterned antennae structures 

were slightly modified to include various arm widths, from 0.75 μm to 9 μm all share a common 

bus bar. This simplified the measurement procedure and ensured the arm structures being 

compared had the same field exposure. 

 

Figure 5-9: Schematic of patterned film with underlying substrate, and wire bonded contact bars which would be 
electrically accessed with alligator clips. Not drawn to scale. 

X-ray diffraction experiments can offer high resolution in-situ characterization of DC 

field-induced lattice displacements, and, with sufficient experimental design, can record such 

data on a relatively local lateral scale. Beamline 2-ID-D at the APS of Argonne National 

Laboratory, equipped with a “nanoprobe” X-ray beam (240 nm wide beam at FWHM), was 

employed for local mapping of electric field induced changes in {002} d-spacing.  In these 

measurements, a beam energy of 10.1 keV and an X-ray wavelength of 1.2276 Å were used. The 

experimental setup included the incident beam, directed though a zone plate, aperture, and a 2.7 

μm pinhole, a 2-D area detector (Mar165 CCD, marXperts GmbH, Norderstedt, Germany) with 

an 11° window to capture the diffracted beam, cables for electrical contact, and an X-ray 

fluorescence detector to determine the beam location on the sample and structures. With the X-
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ray focused beam on a patterned PMN-PT arm, the Ti fluorescence was detected. The sample 

was scanned in x-, y-, and z-directions to locate known features on the surface and navigate from 

one arm to another due to known separation distances. The sample was aligned with the length of 

the arms parallel with the beam path and then rotated 17.6°, near the expected {002} PMN-PT 

diffraction angle. The experimental set up is shown schematically in Figure 5-10. 

 

Figure 5-10: Schematic of experimental setup with beam path, optics, and feature geometry. The actual patterned 
structure was comprised of 0.75 μm 1 μm, 2 μm, 3 μm, …, 9 μm wide arms. 

To begin a measurement, electrical connectivity was verified with the HP 4248A 

precision LCR meter (Agilent Technology, Palo Alto, CA). With the desired DC-voltage applied 

and the beam on, the sample was moved along “x” in a stepwise manner. For structure widths of 

4 μm and below, the step size was 0.4 μm, while wider arm structures were characterized using a 

1.25 μm step size. At each step position, a diffraction image was recorded. Once the diffraction 

pattern was recorded across each of the arm structures, the voltage was changed and the 

experiment repeated. The voltage steps used in this study were from 0 V, 0.25 VC, 0.5 VC, 0.75 

VC, and then in steps of integer increments of the coercive field (VC) until 300 kV/cm was 

reached (9 V).  
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The peak positions of the diffraction patterns were calibrated using diffraction pattern of 

a National Institute of Standards and Technology standard cerium dioxide powder with known d-

spacing. After this, the diffraction images from the PMN-PT diffraction were integrated using 

DataSqueeze software.301 The PMN-PT {002} and Pt {111} peaks were fit using a Pseudo-Voigt 

function. The peak positions across each arm structure and at each voltage step were determined 

from the center of the peak fits. The piezoelectric coefficient, d33,eff, was determined from the 

linear fit of strain in d-spacing of the PMN-PT {002} peak position vs. electric field at each 

spatial position on an arm structure. 

Increased spatial resolution was achieved via piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) 

performed by Linhan Ye and James Bosse at the University of Connecticut in the Huey Group 

AFM Laboratory. The patterned, wire bonded features were studied in ambient conditions in an 

Asylum Research Cypher (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA). Operating in contact mode, 

setpoint forces of 286 nN were applied by a grounded doped diamond conducting probe 

(Nanosensors CDT-FMR). The patterned top electrode was electrically grounded while the 

bottom electrode was accessed for ferroelectric poling and/or small signal piezoactuation. An 

Agilent 33220A function generator was used to induce piezoelectric actuation which was 

detected by analyzing the cantilever displacements with a lock-in amplifier (Zurich Instruments 

HF2LI) with an average per image pixel time constant of 600 µs. The signal was calibrated by a 

quartz crystal specimen. 

Due to limits in PFM scan distances, 2 µm, 1 µm and 0.75 µm PMN-PT microfabricated 

arms were studied. Characterization began with poling at +5 Volts (DC) for 15 minutes, followed 

by 40 minutes of room temperature aging. Because PMN-PT films on Si exhibit low coercive 
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voltages, domain back-switching during the measurement was avoided with application of a DC 

bias offset, ranging from 0.4 to 1.5 V, coupled with an AC sinusoidal signal of 0.8 Vpeak-to-peak 

with a frequency near the probe-sample contact resonance of ~500 kHz. Leveraging multi-

parametric concepts reported elsewhere,302 the DC bias was incremented by 100 mV for 

consecutive image frames of the same imaged area. Total spatial drift during the 12 continuously 

acquired images was less than 35 nm. This was corrected in post-processing by simple pixel 

shifts (at most a total of 3 pixels in the x and y directions) necessary to align topographic features 

in the image sequence according to standard image processing routines (ImageJ, Labview). 

Ultimately, this provided the image-independent topography and the piezoresponse maps for all 

three PMN-PT arm widths tested.  

5.3 Results and discussion 

5.3.1 Crystallinity and microstructure 

Figure 5-11 depicts the θ-2θ x-ray diffraction pattern of 70PMN-30PT thin films grown 

by chemical solution deposition on platinized silicon substrates on the PbO seed layer. The film 

is highly {001} oriented (Lotgering factors of the {h00} orientation exceeding 98%) and 

perovskite phase pure (within X-ray diffraction detection limits). Figure 5-12 depicts the dense 

microstructure of the films via a top-down FESEM micrograph. 
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Figure 5-11: X-ray diffraction pattern of chemical solution deposited 70PMN-30PT thin film on Pt-coated Si. 

 

Figure 5-12: Surface morphology of 350 nm thick {001} oriented PMN-PT film.  

5.3.2 Electrical characterization of the PMN-PT thin films 

The relative permittivity of the blanket PMN-PT film was 1510 ±20 with ~1% loss when 

measured at 1 kHz with a small signal amplitude of 30 mVac, in good agreement with previously 

published data on PMN-PT films on Si199,303 and data presented in previous sections of this 

dissertation (Chapter 3). Electromechanical properties of the blanket films were measured via 

double beam interferometry.  The piezoelectric coefficient, d33,f, was 80-90 pm/V, taken from the 

slope of the displacement-electric field curve at small fields. The clamped films exhibited a high 

300 nm 
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breakdown strength (>1500 kV/cm) with a maximum strain of nearly 1%, as shown in Figure 

3-10.  

After patterning, differences in the dielectric properties among the PMN-PT antennae 

varying in their respective degrees of declamping, were characterized. Figure 5-13a shows the P-

E hysteresis behavior for the partially declamped antennae structures with aspect ratios ranging 

from over 380 (strongly clamped) to less than1. It was found that as the aspect ratio was reduced, 

the P-E hysteresis loop rotated counterclockwise. The rotation in the loop serves to increase both 

remanent and maximum polarization observed for a given electric field excursion, depicted in 

Figure 5-13b. The squarer shape of the highly scaled hysteresis loops is indicative of reduced 

tensile stresses upon patterning, which otherwise yield slim loops on Si with rapid backswitching 

and less stable out-of-plane polarizations.90,165,199 

             

Figure 5-13: (a) The P-E field hysteresis loops measured at 1 kHz on antennae structures with varying degrees of 
substrate clamping. Counterclockwise rotation in the P-E loops is observed upon patterning. (b) Changes in 
remanent and maximum polarization upon patterning of the PMN-PT film to laterally finer feature sizes. 

The P-E loop rotation can be attributed to the net changes in domain wall motion and an 

increased intrinsic response.  These changes could be a result of some combination of 

declamping from the underlying substrate, reduction in net in-plane stress, or the change in the 

(

a) 

(

b) 
(a) (b

) 
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aspect ratio of the feature.  Supporting this geometry dependence, McQuaid et al. reported that 

switching occurs more readily in unclamped BaTiO3 single crystals patterned in rod-shaped parts 

rather than plate-shaped.304 It should also be noted that although the loops widen (that is, EC 

increases) on patterning, there is no observable pinching in the loops, suggesting that the etching 

process did not induce a significant concentration of randomly oriented defect dipoles.305 

 Figure 5-14a shows the reversible and irreversible Rayleigh coefficients for the patterned 

PMN-PT film as a function of feature aspect ratio. Figure 5-14b shows the total permittivity with 

the models for laterally scaled PMN-PT films of equivalent thickness near the MPB. Both the 

reversible and irreversible Rayleigh coefficients increase upon scaling to structures of smaller 

lateral dimension. The size dependence of the irreversible Rayleigh coefficient is strong evidence 

for an increase in irreversible domain wall motion. Relative to the clamped state, the antenna 

structures with a 1:1 aspect ratio show a doubling of the reversible contribution to permittivity. 

Even more enhancement upon patterning is observed in the irreversible Rayleigh constant which 

increased ~3.1x from the clamped to the features with 1:1 aspect ratio. The reduction in the 

Rayleigh coefficients at the 0.7 aspect ratio dimension may have been caused by an increased 

significance of the sidewall damage and point defects acting as pinning sites for irreversible 

domain wall motion, as described below. Despite this, the total relative permittivity increases 

continuously with lateral patterning and nearly doubled from the clamped state upon patterning 

to sub 1:1 aspect ratios. Figure 5-14 shows the good agreement between the experimentally 

obtained result of lateral scaling and the finite element modeling. The experimental data begins 

to stray from the models at small features sizes with aspect ratios less than one. These results 

indicate that lateral scaling of piezoelectric thin films serves to increase both reversible and 

irreversible domain wall motion as well as to change in the intrinsic dielectric response of the 
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material. The intrinsic change may be attributed to a reduction of stress in the thin film built up 

during growth on the Si substrate. More on this matter is discussed later in the chapter. 

       

Figure 5-14: (a) Reversible and irreversible Rayleigh coefficients and (b) total permittivity for patterned antennae 
structures as a function of both aspect ratio compared to finite element modeling obtained from single crystal PMN-
PT data. 

In order to study changes in dielectric behavior of the patterned structures above the 

coercive field, first-order reversal curves (FORCs) and the Preisach model were employed.150 

The FORC distributions provide information on domain wall motion and the intrinsic response 

of the material outside the Rayleigh regime. Figure 5-15 depicts the FORC distribution for 

clamped features and a patterned feature with an aspect ratio of 3:1. The plots have α and β on 

the axes with the color gradient showing the relative concentrations of a given hysteron with the 

corresponding α and β values. Because the P-E loop of the clamped PMN-PT film on a silicon 

substrate is slim, the concentration of reversible hysterons is high, and the irreversible hysterons 

are concentrated near the α = β line. It is also apparent that there is a higher concentration of 

irreversible hysterons in the finely patterned antennae than in the clamped electrode. The highest 

hysteron concentration is observed at fields near and less than the coercive field of the material. 

The increased concentration of irreversible hysterons in the patterned film can be attributed to 

(a) (b

) 
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the increased remanent and saturation polarization of the patterned P-E loops shown in Figure 

5-13. 

 

Figure 5-15: (a) Irreversible Preisach behavior for clamped electrode of 0.25 mm2 area. (b) Irreversible Preisach 
behavior for a patterned antennae structure comprised of 1 μm arms, a 3:1 width to thickness aspect ratio. 

The reversible FORC distributions, as shown in Figure 5-16, also indicate that the 

ferroelectric response increases for more finely patterned features. For structures with a 3:1 

width:thickness aspect ratio, the measured reversible Preisach response is 43% larger than in 

clamped structures, reaching ~0.10 μC/kV/cm. Note also that there is no significant shift in the 

peak position of the reversible Preisach response. If etching the PMN-PT film induced a large 

concentration of defect dipoles which generated an internal bias in the material, the more highly 

patterned structures would exhibit some finite level of electrical imprint.  Likewise, randomly 

oriented defects would be expected to split the maximum. Because neither of these factors were 

observed up to aspect ratios of 3:1, it is believed that the etch process combined with the 400 °C 

anneal step was sufficient to avoid high defect dipole concentrations. 

(

a) 

(

b) 
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Figure 5-16: Reversible Preisach behavior for various antennae structures and a large circular electrode. 

Temperature dependent dielectric characterization revealed that lateral scaling of 

70PMN-30PT thin films also served to sharpen the peak shape in permittivity near Tmax from the 

clamped response, as depicted in Figure 5-17. The relative permittivity for the structures of 

varying degrees of declamping does not converge above Tmax, further indicating an increase in 

the intrinsic response of the PMN-PT film upon declamping.  This behavior is perhaps achieved 

in part by moving the material closer to the stress-free state by reducing the average stress in the 

features and by reducing the volume fraction of the probe material affected by substrate 

clamping. The shift in Tmax towards higher temperatures, as is measured in bulk ceramics,63 for 

more finely patterned structures also corroborates this understanding. 
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Figure 5-17: Temperature dependence of the relative permittivity for a laterally scaled 70PMN-30PT film 

The observed increases in both polarization and dielectric permittivity suggest that 

significant increases in the piezoelectric response will also be observed upon declamping. 

𝑑33 = 2𝜀0𝜀𝑟𝑄𝑃𝑠                                         Equation 5-2 5-2 defines the intrinsic piezoelectric 

coefficient, d33, in terms of the spontaneous polarization (Ps) the dielectric constant (εr), and the 

electrostrictive constant (Q). In this case, for oriented polycrystalline films, the remanent 

polarization can be used as a stand-in for Ps. The polarization and permittivity increase 

substantially upon scaling from large, clamped structures to the partially declamped antennae 

structures with a 0.7 aspect ratio. The electrostrictive constant should also rise on declamping.205  

Thus, it is anticipated that the d33 constant should rise substantially in the laterally patterned 

structures.   

                                                                  𝑑33 = 2𝜀0𝜀𝑟𝑄𝑃𝑠                                         Equation 5-2 
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5.3.3 Piezoelectric properties in patterned films 

Figure 5-18 displays the topography (top row) and deflection (second row) of the three 

arm widths probed via PFM, along with piezoresponse maps for 3 of the 12 DC bias conditions 

as labelled (remaining rows). The common contrast scale for all PFM images highlights the clear 

overall voltage dependence of the response. Individual grains are clearly resolved, as well as 

signal enhancements as the probe falls off the edges of the mesa-like arms due to changes in the 

contact area and/or applied load. These PFM images clearly demonstrate the reduction in 

piezoelectric response around grain boundaries, similar to what has been observed in 

PZT139,140,142 and BiFeO3.138 
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Figure 5-18: Topography, deflection and unipolar piezoresponse (PFM amplitude) maps, with DC biasing of 0.5, 
1.0, and 1.5 V. 

The PFM displacement data were divided by the AC amplitude (0.4 V) and the remanent 

d33, eff coefficients were calculated pixel by pixel by extrapolating the d33,eff signal as a function 

of DC offset back to 0 V. Over the DC bias range of 0.4 V to +1.5 V, the response is linear with 

a mean fitting parameter (R2) of 0.99. Figure 5-19 depicts the piezoresponse maps taken from 

~60,000 data points per microfabricated feature, per voltage step (slightly less than the 256x256 

initial image resolution due to drift correction of the original datasets). The top row displays the 

resolved d33 coefficient for 3 arms studied, while standard deviation error maps for d33 are 
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presented in the bottom row. All images are again depicted using the same contrast scale. Spatial 

variation in the piezoelectric properties develops as a function of position on a given arm and 

from distinct grains within the arms. 

 

Figure 5-19: Maps of the extracted zero bias d33,f coefficients (top row), and the essentially negligible standard 
deviation of error for d33,f (displayed with a 5x enhancement in the contrast scale), for microfabricated 2 μm, 1 μm, 
and 0.75 μm arms. 

The spatial variations in Figure 5-19, which couple to grain size, suggest that eventual 

devices leveraging the declamping effect would benefit from epitaxial films, for greater spatial 

uniformity and reduced domain wall pinning centers.230 To assess the performance that might be 

achieved in such a film, the integrated mean and the peak (optimized) remanent d33,eff 

coefficients determined along the lateral axis of the images in Figure 5-19 are displayed in 

Figure 5-20 for all three microstructured arms. 
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Figure 5-20: (a) Mean and (b) peak intrinsic d33,eff coefficient and topography as a function of position for 
microfabricated 0.75 μm, 1 μm, and 2 μm arms of 300 nm thick 70PMN-30PT with 100 nm top Pt. 

The 2 µm wide arm structure exhibits a remanent d33,eff coefficient of ~35 pm/V in the 

feature center, in agreement with the small signal clamped response for PMN-PT films of this 

thickness.165,306 The piezoelectric response at the sidewalls increases up to values of 80-90 pm/V, 

consistent with declamping.35,108 The sidewalls show enhanced response to a width of ~600 nm, 

suggesting that arms narrower than 1.2 µm should benefit from at least partial declamping 

throughout their widths. This is confirmed by nearly uniform mean and peak d33,eff values across 

the 1 µm and especially 0.75 µm arms. Mean peak small signal d33,eff coefficients for these 

features are approximately 80 pm/V and 90 pm/V, respectively, yielding a 3x increase from the 

mean clamped response. 

Figure 5-21 depicts the recorded field-induced shifts in {002} d-spacing along with the 

calculated intrinsic d33,eff. At zero field, the out-of-plane lattice parameter near the free sidewalls 

is large as compared to the center of the features, indicating that patterning does relieve local 

stresses imposed by the substrate, in agreement with Bühl ann et al. Using the single crystal 

compliance of 70PMN-30PT, this relaxation correlates to a reduction in stress of ~50 MPa, about 

10% of the total expected thermal stress accumulated during cooling from the PMN-PT 
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crystallization temperature (740 °C) to the Curie temperature (120 °C).91,92 The high field 

intrinsic d33,eff coefficient was extracted from the linear fit of strain vs. field for each position of 

the X-ray beam; an example of this is shown in Figure 5-22. The R2 values of the linear fits for 

the strain vs. DC-field data were between 0.84-0.99, which is reflected in the error bars of the 

data in Figure 5-23. 

 

Figure 5-21: 70PMN-30PT {002)PC d-spacing under increasing DC-electric field as a function of lateral position 
across arm structures varying in width/thickness aspect ratio from 2.5 to 30. 
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Figure 5-22: Strain as a function of DC electric field across a 5 μm wide feature with an X-ray step size of 1.25 μm. 
Position of the beam in relation to sidewall is confirmed with Ti fluorescence. Slope of the strain vs. field 
dependence yields the intrinsic d33,eff piezoelectric coefficient. 
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Figure 5-23: Intrinsic d33,eff coefficient of a 300 nm thick 70PMN-30PT film as a function of position across 
microfabricated arm structures. X-ray probed volumes nearest free sidewalls exhibit piezoelectric enhancement of 
~2.7 times the clamped response. 
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As discussed in section 4.3.3 the presence of in interfacial layer would drop the externally 

applied voltage by a factor related to the interfacial capacitance. The effects of this layer are 

approximated in Figure 5-24 assuming similar interfacial properties are present in the 300 nm 

thick film used in local d33,eff characterization as was present in the thickness series experiments. 

The effects of the voltage reduction are more pronounced in areas where the d33,eff is relatively 

higher since voltage and d33 are inversely proportional. 

 

Figure 5-24: Adjusted d33,eff as a function of position across patterned arm structures after adjustment for interfacial 
layer which reduces the voltage applied across the ferroelectric as discussed in section 4.3.3 The lighter-shade 
symbols represent the as-measured data, while the color saturated symbols represent the d33,eff after accounting for 
the interfacial layer. 

The data shown in Figure 5-23 correspond to the intrinsic d33,eff coefficient, including 

polarization rotation enabled by the {001} texture, since the DC biased measurement minimizes 

contributions from domain wall motion. The data show that the more clamped regions near the 

middle of a patterned structure exhibit d33,f of ~50-60 pm/V (slightly higher than observed in 
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PFM due to the higher excitation fields) which increases by ~2.5-3.2 times at the sidewall where 

the piezoelectric coefficient is 160 ±15 pm/V.  

The quantitative difference of the X-ray data and the PFM data is likely a function of the 

field dependence of the piezoelectric coefficient.223 The d33,eff as a function of position exhibits 

more pronounced declamping in the large signal XRD measurement than the mean remanent 

d33,eff recorded via PFM, suggesting that the changes in domain wall contributions and intrinsic 

response upon declamping108 also increase with field. This may also be correlated to pinning 

sites incurred during etching of the sidewall. 

The finite element models predict d33,eff coefficients of ~200 pm/V in clamped films, 

closer to the maximum saturated piezoresponse of PMN-PT films with thickness > 1 μm165,175 

where the significance of any interfacial layers of lower ferroelectric character is reduced.227 

Furthermore, the finite element models were constructed from the single crystal, engineered 

domain state bulk materials properties of PMN-PT at the MPB composition. In the oriented 

polycrystalline films on Si substrates, there are additional factors that may also reduce the 

functional properties. These include reduced domain wall motion from grain boundary 

pinning,230 thermally induced stresses,87,166,237,259 defects near interfaces and grain boundaries, 

165,231,307 pores/voids,193 misoriented material,308 and strain-induced shifts in the %PT 

composition of the morphotropic phase boundary.198 Furthermore, the local piezoelectric 

response is averaged over the finite probing volumes, potentially leading to an underestimate of 

declamping at the sidewall. Finally, the non-vertical sidewalls could reduce the voltage applied 

to the functional piezoelectric volume of the capacitor.  
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Figure 5-25 depicts the d33,eff piezoelectric coefficient across a 2 μm wide 70PMN-30PT 

structure normalized to the observed value at the feature center from the three declamping 

characterization tools employed.  Good agreement in the d33,eff curves as a function of position 

confirms the predicted influence of free sidewalls and the mechanisms which yields increased 

functional properties with reduced width:thickness aspect ratio. Futhermore, the normalized peak 

PFM response matches quite well with the FEM data, suggesting that patterned epitaxial films, 

lacking the property limiting factors present in polycrystalline films, may declamp more strongly 

than the films studied in this work.  

   

 Figure 5-25: Normalized piezoelectric response from finite element modeling, piezoresponse force microscopy, and 
X-ray diffraction. The mean PFM response is depicted in (a) while the maximum PFM response is depicted in (b). 

5.3.4 Sidewall structure 

The finite probing volumes of the declamped d33,eff characterization techniques introduce 

difficulty in resolving small volumes of material which may be damaged from the patterning 

process. The dielectric data of Figure 5-14b, for example, suggests that such damage may persist 

following the hot plate annealing procedure. Antennae structures with arm widths less than ~300 

nm show decreased Rayleigh coefficients and stronger deviation from the finite element models 
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for relative permittivity as a function of aspect ratio. Since the structures were patterned to have 

identical areas, finer patterning is linked to increased perimeter/area ratios, thereby increasing the 

effects of defect-rich sidewalls (if present).  

Transmission electron microscopy was employed as a means to characterize the local 

structure of the patterned features as a function of position to identify any non-crystalline 

material. Figure 5-26 displays a transmission electron micrograph of the cross-section of a 

patterned PMN-PT sidewall, etched under the conditions provided above. Crystalline planes are 

visible in the bulk of the patterned feature and extend up to about 5-10 nm from the sidewall 

where the PMN-PT turns amorphous. An energy dispersive spectroscopy scan taken parallel to 

the film surface from the sidewall toward the feature center, shown in Figure 5-27, provides 

information on the stoichiometry of this amorphous region.  

 

Figure 5-26: Transmission electron micrograph of a patterned PMN-PT sidewall. 

 

 

 
5 
nm 
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Figure 5-27: Energy dispersive spectroscopy scan recorded in a transmission electron microscope of a patterned arm 
structure, recorded parallel to the film surface from the sidewall towards the center of a patterned feature. 

While the TEM image suggests that the crystallinity of the PMN-PT is maintained up to 

~5 nm away from the sidewall, the EDS data shows that the Pb composition reduces ~5-10 

atomic percent within 100 nm of the free sidewall. Of the cations in PMN-PT, Pb is typically 

cited as the most volatile,179,188,309 and deficiencies of only a few atomic percent can have 

significant influence on the functional response.188 These regions may be culpable for the 

property reductions observed in the features of smallest lateral dimension prepared and studied in 

this work. Annealing in a PbO atmosphere (discussed in Chapter 6) or improvement to the 

patterning process may ameliorate these effects. 

The three TEM images in Figure 5-28 show that the lateral distance to which the 

amorphous region extends into an arm structure from a sidewall is a function of film thickness, 

with the material near the top surface having the thinnest amorphous region. To explain this 

observation, consider the initial ion bombardment and chemical reaction of the etching process 

resulting in an amorphous layer of a given thickness, “x”. It is possible that prolonged ion 
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bombardment sputters away this amorphous region, yielding thinner amorphous regions at the 

top surface, where more time for such sputtering was afforded. At the base of the patterned film 

structure, the amorphous region thickness would be very close to “x” since the etch process was 

stopped before significant sputtering of that layer could occur. In this model, thinner films, 

which were etched for less time, would have larger volume fractions of amorphous material than 

thicker films, which would limit the rate of declamping as a function of aspect ratio. Figure 5-29 

shows the thickness dependence in the rate of declamping which agrees with this model of 

amorphous layer formation and subsequent removal via continued etching. Other thickness 

effects, discussed in more detail in Chapter 4, may also contribute to the behavior depicted in 

Figure 5-29. 
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Figure 5-28: Three transmission electron micrographs of a patterned 350 nm thick 70PMN-30PT sidewall showing 
the change in the depth of the amorphous layer into the arm structure as a function of film thickness. The position in 
film thickness where the images were recorded was not precisely noted. 
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Figure 5-29: Enhancement in the relative permittivity of patterned {001}-oriented, polycrystalline 70PMN-30PT 
films on Si substrates as a function of film thickness.  

 

5.4 Conclusions 

On laterally patterning to reduce substrate clamping of 70Pb(1/3Nb2/3)O3-30PbTiO3 films 

with strong{001} orientation, both the reversible and irreversible Rayleigh constants and Pr 

increased considerably, due to enhanced domain wall motion and increased intrinsic response. 

The relative permittivity of the 350nm thick 70PMN-30PT films was measured to be nearly 

3000, doubled from the clamped state. It is observed that the effects of declamping dominated 

over etch-induced damage in structures with lateral features sizes of 250 nm (0.7 thickness to 

width aspect ratio. 
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Characterization of d33, eff as a function of local position across the arms by piezoresponse 

force microscopy and nanoprobe X-ray diffraction revealed the mechanism of the observed 

property enhancement. The d33,f increased ~3 times from the clamped value to the free sidewall 

under 200 kV/cm excitation and the free sidewalls enabled partial declamping 500-600 nm into 

the patterned structure. The spatial influence of declamping raised the average piezoelectric 

response significantly for features with lateral dimension less than 1 μm (3:1 width to aspect 

ratio). Finally, the observed enhancement in d33,f upon patterning to width:thickness aspect ratio 

features of ~3:1 was in good agreement with the finite element models.  These models also 

predict significantly more declamping upon further lateral reduction, especially below aspect 

ratios of 1:1.  
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  Chapter 6
 

Conclusions and Recommended Future Work 
 

This section describes both applied and fundamental studies in PMN-PT films which are 

motivated by the conclusions of this dissertation, also discussed here. The proposed experiments 

are framed by both aforementioned results and new results not previously presented in the thesis.  

6.1  Conclusions 

It was found that rhombohedral 70/30 Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 (70PMN-30PT) thin 

films could be grown on platinized Si substrates via chemical solution deposition with essentially 

perfect {001}-orientation as detectable by lab source X-ray diffraction without a perovskite 

orienting layer. The mechanism of the textured growth is proper accommodation for Pb loss to 

the bottom electrode by deposition of a 2-3 nm thin PbO buffer layer prior to PMN-PT spin 

casting. It was observed that at least 10% of the local Pb content can diffuse to the bottom 

electrode, changing the grain morphology and crystallinity of the film significantly. The benefit 

of employing a Pb reservoir for {001} orientation as opposed to a second perovskite seed layer is 

to avoid the parasitic capacitance and voltage drop that occurs across seed layers with smaller 

dielectric permittivities. This method also avoids pyrochlore formation and can allow for reduced 

excess Pb batching in the PMN-PT film, which would otherwise cause pore and void formation 

within the perovskite grains and at triple points. 

The 300 nm {001}-oriented blanket films had dielectric permittivities of ~1650 with loss 

tangents < 1%, and high breakdown strengths enabling ~1% strain.  The large signal d33,f was 
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~90 pm/V in clamped films. The P-E characteristics were heavily influenced by the tensile stress 

imposed by the Si substrate, as expected from elastic constants, and were rotated clockwise and 

slim in nature.  The thickness dependence of these and of compressively stressed epitaxial films 

on SrRuO3/SrTiO3 substrates was also studied. Both film types exhibited similar intrinsic 

dielectric responses. EDS measurement across the interface revealed, however, ~3-6 nm thick 

regions of graded composition. The functional properties of the epitaxial films suggest that 

pinning of domain wall motion at the interface is a significant factor in the observed thickness 

dependence. The Rayleigh behavior demonstrated that irreversible domain wall motion is 

strongly thickness dependent in the epitaxial films. It is believed that large angle grain 

boundaries may be responsible for a higher density of pinning sites though the thickness of the 

polycrystalline films, reducing the thickness dependence.  

The thickness dependence of the piezoelectric coefficient mimicked that of the dielectric 

behavior. However, correcting for the presence of the observed interfacial layers, with dielectric 

properties fit via the series-capacitor model, largely eliminates the thickness dependence of the 

piezoelectric properties.  In the epitaxial films with {002} FWHM less than ~0.01°, a field-

induced rhombohedral to tetragonal phase transition initiated at DC bias fields of ~300 kV/cm. It 

is anticipated that additional phase switching would be enabled on laterally patterning to finer 

feature sizes.  Thus, highly scaled devices may leverage the phase transition for increased 

functionality. 

The dielectric and piezoelectric properties of blanket {001}-oriented 70PMN-30PT films 

with only 100 nm thickness were similar to those of Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3 (52/48 PZT) films with 

thicknesses an order of magnitude higher. This result makes 70PMN-30PT films quite attractive 
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for various ferroelectric microelectromechanical systems. However, there are significant gains to 

be made in the functional behavior of the films when compared to the ferroelectric and 

piezoelectric response of free bulk materials of the same composition. An effort to regain this 

functionality from the substrate-constrained films was done by lateral subdivision of blanket 

films to partially declamp the response.  

On laterally patterning of 300 and 350 nm thick {001}-oriented 70PMN-30PT 

polycrystalline films, and subsequent annealing to recover etch induced damage, both the 

reversible and irreversible Rayleigh constants and Pr increased considerably, due to enhanced 

domain wall motion and increased intrinsic response. The relative permittivity of the 350 nm 

thick 70PMN-30PT films was nearly 3000, doubled from the clamped state and nearing that of 

the epitaxial blanket films under compressive stress. It is observed that the effects of declamping 

dominated over etch-induced damage in structures with lateral features sizes of 250nm (0.7 

thickness to width aspect ratio). 

Characterization of the longitudinal effective piezoelectric coefficient, d33,f, as a function 

of local position across the patterned arm structures by piezoresponse force microscopy and 

nanoprobe X-ray diffraction revealed the mechanism of the property enhancement. The d33,f 

increased ~3 times from the clamped value to the free sidewall under 200 kV/cm excitation and 

the free sidewalls enabled partial declamping 500-600 nm into the patterned structure. By 

reducing the width:thickness aspect ratio of patterned structure, the volume fraction of material 

within the highly declamped regions of the structures increases, thereby increasing the globally 

measured dielectric and ferroelectric response. The spatial influence of declamping raised the 

average piezoelectric response significantly for features with lateral dimension less than 1 μm 
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(1:3 width to aspect ratio). Finally, the smallest width:thickness aspect ratio studied 

experimentally was only ~3:1 and the observed enhancement in d33,f was in strong agreement 

with the finite element models which also predict significantly more declamping upon further 

lateral reduction, especially below aspect ratios of 1:1. 

 

6.2  Continued aspect ratio scaling and characterization 

This dissertation studied the enhancement of dielectric and ferroelectric properties upon 

lateral scaling to width:thickness aspect ratios of ~0.5 and of piezoelectric properties to an aspect 

ratio of ~2.5. These aspect ratios were a function of several constraints. First, the smallest width 

of the patterned structures brought to the nanoprobe X-ray beam line was 750 nm so that three 

diffraction patterns could be collected with the 240 nm wide beam: two near the sidewalls and 

one at the feature center. The dimension of the features for dielectric and ferroelectric 

characterization was limited by the geometry of the patterned structure and erosion of Ni hard 

mask during the patterning process. For example, in the smallest width:thickness aspect ratio 

structure studied, electron beam lithography defined 2474 arm structures, each 546 μm long and 

150 nm in width. This amounts to more than 2.7 meters of perimeter with little tolerance for 

defects in the lithography which could pinch off electrical contact to significant fractions of the 

declamped regions of the feature.  

Property enhancement from lateral subdivision is predicted to continue with further 

reduced width:thickness aspect ratio (see Figure 5-2) and to do so at an increasing rate. In order 

to support the pursuit of truly bulk-like piezoelectric response from thin films for devices such as 
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the piezoelectronic transistor, one aspect of the future work could include the characterization of 

further scaled structures achievable by the following methods. First, the minimum feature width 

could be further reduced by reducing the total feature size (i.e. feature perimeter) to reduce the 

potential for lithography errors. Secondly, the sidewall angle would need to be increased closer 

to 90° so that the top metal would not be pinched off with basal dimensions below 130 nm 

(shown schematically in Figure 6-1). This will require optimizing the etch procedure to yield 

more vertical sidewalls.   

 

Figure 6-1: Schematic depiction of the geometry limited feature size due to the 70° sidewall angles achieved using 
the etching procedure developed in this thesis. 

A third means of reducing the aspect ratio would be to increase the PMN-PT film 

thickness. While chemical solution deposition (CSD) of 70PMN-30PT films in this work to 

thicknesses greater than 350-400 nm on Si results in film cracking, other growth techniques such 

as sputtering199,310 and pulsed laser deposition185 have been employed to grow crack-free PMN-

PT to thicknesses exceeding 1 μm on Si.   
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6.2.1  Declamping of epitaxial PMN-PT films 

Figure 6-2 depicts the locally mapped piezoresponse force microscopy images showing 

significantly smaller responses near grain boundaries. This reduces the mean piezoresponse as 

compared to both the peak response and to finite element model predictions for enhancement 

near the sidewalls (see Figure 5-20). Similar reductions in the piezoresponse at the grain 

boundaries have been observed in PZT139,140,142 and BiFeO3
138 films.  

 

Figure 6-2: Film surface grain morphology (top) and piezoresponse amplitude (bottom) by piezoresponse force 
microscopy of a 350 nm thick {001}-oriented 70PMN-30PT thin film on Pt/TiOx/SiO2/Si. 

To avoid this, and to better probe the limits of achievable piezoelectric response, it is 

suggested that lateral patterning of epitaxial films be explored, with concomitant piezoelectric 

measurements.  Epitaxial films were grown by CSD on SrRuO3 bottom electrodes on 1 cm2 

SrTiO3 substrates for thickness dependent measurements. A declamping study on similar films is 

recommended.  In addition, epitaxial films should be grown on SrTiO3 buffered Si wafers and 

patterned to better assess the limiting properties for future piezoelectronic transistor applications.  

The relatively small substrate size will limit the number of patterned features to about four per 

A
m

plitude 

850 nm 
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sample, with fewer being preferred in order to avoid edges of the film where reduced 

crystallinity and thickness variations are more likely. The local piezoelectric response on the 

patterned epitaxial structures could be studied via band excitation PFM311 and synchrotron XRD 

at the nanoprobe beamline, 2-ID-D, at Argonne National Laboratory. Slight modifications to the 

feature geometry to avoid significant substrate bending effects near an actuated arm would 

enable characterization by single beam laser interferometry as well, as described by Shetty et 

al.284 

To minimize challenges associated with spatial uniformity of epitaxial SrRuO3 growth by 

pulsed laser deposition (PLD) at Penn State University, epitaxial patterning studies are 

recommended to be performed on SrTiO3 buffered Si wafers with LaNiO3 (LNO) electrodes 

which can be grown via CSD on larger area substrates.90  

6.3  Clamping via top electrodes  

This dissertation addressed the partial declamping of PMN-PT from the underlying 

substrate. However, the top electrode may impose some clamping as well. Finite element 

modeling, performed by Marcelo Kuroda of Auburn University, shows that the rigidity of the top 

metal layer may reduce the out-of-plane strain of the ferroelectric film. These effects are most 

pronounced where the strain of the piezoelectric is highest. For example, Figure 5-2 depicts the 

reduction in d33,f at the edges of the patterned features stemming from the bending rigidity of the 

Pt electrode. Predicted improvement in the piezoelectronic transistor performance was recently 

reported by Magdau et al. by employing a more compliant Au bottom electrode as compared to 

the stiffer Ir metal.163 
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To assess the importance of the top electrode stiffness, different top electrodes should be 

deposited with varying thicknesses on pieces of the same blanket PMN-PT film. Patterning could 

be conducted using the methodology described in section 5.2.3 to define antennae structures 

comprised of various arm widths. Then, piezoresponse force microscopy may be employed to 

record differences in local out-of-plane strain as a function of electrode material and thickness. 

The patterning should be performed to ensure constant sidewall angles to maintain similar field 

concentrations across the various samples. 

The bending rigidity, D, of a top electrode in plate geometry with thickness h can be 

calculated from the elastic moduli (E) and the Poisson’s ratio, ν, as shown in Equation 6-1: 

                                                                                             𝐷 =
𝐸ℎ3

12(1−𝜈2)
                                                                      Equation 6-1 

Salvadori et al. reported ~12% change in the elastic modulus from bulk form in Pt and 

Au thin films with grain sizes of 35 and 20 nm, respectively, measuring ~69 GPa and ~140 GPa, 

respectively; it is possible that the lower moduli were due to a reduced density, although 

densities were not reported.312 Since the Poisson’s ratio of the two metals is similar (around 0.4), 

it is expected that patterned PMN-PT structures with thinner Au top electrodes will exhibit the 

most enhancement upon declamping due to lower clamping effects from the bending mechanics 

of the top electrode. 

6.4  Characterization of sidewall defects 

Subtractive patterning processes are known to be potentially damaging to the crystallinity 

and functional response of the material. Using the etching procedures described in section 5.2.3 

amorphous regions were observed at the PMN-PT sidewalls with Pb loss extending over 100 nm 
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into the bulk.  This could affect the rate of declamping as a function of aspect ratio compared to 

predicted behavior from finite element modeling. Further investigation of the defects, their 

relative concentrations, and influence on the lifetime characteristics are thus warranted.  

As a means to ameliorate the Pb loss near the sidewalls, patterned films may be annealed 

in a PbO furnace which has been built at Penn State University.313,314 The Pb furnace is plumbed 

with nitrogen gas to dilute and carry a tetraethyl lead (TEL) precursor into a furnace providing 

the desired Pb partial pressure. Oxygen is introduced into the atmosphere to disassociate the Pb 

from the ethyl groups and to provide an oxidizing atmosphere. The gas flows through a diffuser 

into the “hot zone” of the furnace where the crystallization temperature of the desired perovskite 

phase is maintained. With the increased surface area and short diffusion lengths in patterned 

structures, this furnace should be an effective means of correcting the A-site stoichiometry.  

Annealing profiles can vary in time and temperature with subsequent anneals in air or a dip in 

acetic acid to any remove excess PbO. Improvement in dielectric permittivity would suggest 

reincorporation of Pb atoms into the lattice, which can be confirmed with EDS in a TEM.  

In addition to the Pb furnace anneals, highly accelerated lifetime testing (HALT) may be 

performed on patterned PMN-PT films before annealing, after annealing (in air and Pb 

atmosphere), and after sidewall passivation. HALT can be performed by the procedure described 

by Minford315 and Polcawich et al.316 with the 30 nm thick HfO2 sidewall passivation procedure 

developed by J.-I. Yang et al. for patterned PZT films.282 

6.5  Strain tuning of PMN-PT phase stability 
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Being a soft piezoelectric, the functional properties of PMN-PT near the MPB are highly 

dependent on stress state. Cao et al. demonstrated that the clamped relative permittivity of 

67PMN-33PT crystals increased more than 12x upon removal of a zero strain condition. For 

comparison, 58PMN-42PT (a tetragonal composition of PMN-PT, further from the MPB) 

exhibited only a ~2.5x increase under the same conditions.89 This is one of the factors that leads 

to PMN-PT properties being highly sensitive to declamping upon patterning of thin films. It must 

also be considered, however, that this sensitivity to stress state may result in changes in phase 

stability in the PMN-PT system from film growth on substrates with dissimilar thermal 

expansion coefficients. Several studies have suggested that stresses and electric fields can induce 

shifts in the composition of the MPB,317 including the stresses developed when PZT318–320 or 

PMN-PT321 are grown as thin films. In efforts to maximize the d33,f, the free energy landscape 

and phase stability should be well understood in PMN-PT films grown on Si.  

6.5.1  MPB composition in strained PMN-PT films 

It is proposed that PMN-PT films varying in PT composition be grown on various 

substrates which differ in thermal expansion coefficient, thereby imparting different stress states. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, thermal strain, ξ, is accumulated in a film upon cooling from 

Tcrystallization to TC where domain formation occurs and partially relieves stress in the film. 

Coefficient of thermal expansion data are shown in Figure 6-3 for PMN-PT 92 and Si, SrTiO3,91 

MgO,91 and (LaAlO3)0.3(Sr2AlTa6)0.7 (LSAT)322 substrates. Each substrate would put PMN-PT 

films in a different in-plane strain state due to the CTE mismatch and the thermal excursion of 

Tcrystallization-TC. Although the CTE is not a strong function of PT content in PMN-PT films, 

changes in TC as a function of PT composition result in different room temperature strain states 

for different x in (1-x)PMN-xPT films, as shown in Figure 6-4.  
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Figure 6-3: Thermal expansion coefficient for PMN-PT films and MgO, Si, LSAT, and SrTiO3 substrates in the 

temperature range of TC to Tcrystallization.91,92,322 

 

Figure 6-4: Calculated in-plane strain values due to thermal expansion mismatch for PMN-PT grown on various 

substrates as a function of PbTiO3 content, which vary in TC and the T regime over which strain is accumulated. 

PMN-PT films can be grown over a compositional range of 20-60% PT in 5% PT 

increments on Si, SrTiO3, MgO, and LSAT substrates while maintaining {001} orientation. The 

phase and lattice parameters of the films should be characterized via XRD. Top Pt electrodes 
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should be sputtered onto the blanket films for dielectric, ferroelectric, and piezoelectric 

characterization. The piezoelectric coefficients should be plotted against composition to 

determine maxima for each substrate-induced strain state. If differences from bulk materials 

appear, the films can be patterned and measured again in order to determine any MPB shifts 

upon reduction of in plane stress via lateral scaling. Preliminary results on the composition 

dependence of PMN-PT thin films on Si are presented in Appendix A. 

6.5.2  Stabilization of relaxor character 

Since various ferroelectric phases can be strain tuned,77 it is reasonable to suspect that the 

stability of relaxor phases may be influenced by the strain state of a system. Additionally, Figure 

4-12 shows the 70PMN-30PT films exhibit frequency dispersion in εr below TC, suggesting 

relaxor characteristics. This behavior differs from the bulk response which has little dispersion in 

relative permittivity over a 10 °C range near TC. 189  Furthermore, several curiosities were 

observed via piezoresponse force microscopy of the epitaxial and polycrystalline films from this 

thesis. As seen in Figure 6-5, no large, distinct 71°, 109°, or 180° domains were visible as one 

would expect in a rhombohedral ferroelectric of {001} orientation. Additionally, many grains 

within the films appeared to be of zero response, potentially linked to grains of slightly differing 

crystallographic orientation,308 although no large volume fraction of material was observed to be 

misoriented by XRD. Additional PFM data on these films are presented in Appendix B. 
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Figure 6-5: Topography and piezoresponse maps of 350 nm thick polycrystalline, {001}-oriented 70PMN-30PT film 
on platinized Si substrate recorded with 1.5 Vac. 

Another data set which suggests interesting phenomena relating to domain size and 

stability in the PMN-PT films on Si substrates is presented in Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-7. The 

Rayleigh coefficients of proper ferroelectric films reduce under DC-bias as domain wall motion 

is suppressed and the intrinsic polarizability decreases as the B-site cation is displaced further 

from the unit cell center.223 This is observed in the reversible Rayleigh parameter, εinit, of the 
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70PMN-30PT films. The irreversible coefficient, α, also decreases under DC-field, but becomes 

negative in the field range of ~30-75 kV/cm and exhibits a minimum between 50 and 115 kV/cm 

(depending on film thickness) before converging to zero. The meaning of a negative α coefficient 

is that the relative permittivity decreases with increasing AC signal amplitude. This is an 

atypical occurence for ferroelectrics. One potential expanation for this is that small, possibly 

nanometer sized, polar regions are growing to larger, micro, polar regions under electric field, 

reducing the number of domain walls present in the systen, thereby reducing the irreverisble 

domain wall contribution. Further investigation is needed to assess this hypothesis.  In particular,  

details on the domain structure in relaxor-based ferroelectric films should be probed as a function 

of the applied field. 

 The asymmetric response in field for both Pt/PMN-PT/SRO and Pt/PMN-PT/Pt 

capacitors (shown in Figure 6-7) may provide insight into the differences of the crystallinity and 

electronic structure at top and bottom electrode interfaces.  This should be further explored as a 

function of the processing conditions and may be related to a crossover in piezoelectric and 

electrostrictive dominated strain. 
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Figure 6-6: Rayleigh parameters for the relative permittivity of epitaxial and polycrystalline {001} oriented 70PMN-
30PT films of thicknesses ranging from ~120-420 nm as a function of DC-bias. 

 

 

Figure 6-7: The dielectric non-linearity for both polarities of the DC-field applied to the bottom electrodes of 
epitaxial and polycrystalline 70PMN-30PT films of 150 nm and 200 nm thickness, respectively.  
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6.6  Fabrication of the piezoelectronic transistor device  

The piezoelectronic transistor has been experimentally demonstrated to be a feasible 

technology;202 a monolithically integrated device was recently demonstrated.323 A major goal of 

the novel device fabrication effort was to demonstrate that the complex processing procedure 

was achievable while avoiding excessive or catastrophic damage to the functional components of 

the device.  In this thesis, good scaling was shown down to films with lateral dimensions of 150 

nm.  This is sufficient for RF switch and large area low voltage applications.163 Ultimately, to 

reach very-large-scale integration applications, further scaling is required.  Thus, to continue the 

development of the device roadmap, it is essential to further the understanding of the 

mechanisms influencing the functional aspects of scaled devices, while simplifying the 

integration. 

6.6.1  Piezoresistive switching as a function of d33,f  

The normally off piezoelectronic transistor device is turned on by the electrical 

conductivity changing several orders of magnitude with applied pressure from the piezoelectric. 

With the local piezoelectric response of patterned 70PMN-30PT beam structures characterized 

(section 5.3.3 it is proposed that a linear array of piezoresistive dots (~100 nm in diameter) be 

grown on a sapphire plate, spaced 50 nm apart, and changes in electrical resistivity be 

characterized as a function of d33,f from the patterned piezoelectric beam structure. The 

experiment shown schematically in Figure 6-8 would provide information on the change in 

resistivity which may be expected from lateral scaling of piezoelectric films.  
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Figure 6-8: Schematic for the proposed experimental setup for measuring the change in electrical resistivity through 
a piezoresistor nanodot as a function of applied stress from a patterned PMN-PT beam with known local d33,f. 

The experimental setup for electrical characterization could mimic that of the first 

piezoelectric switching device described by Solomon et al.202 IrO2 electrodes, offering increased 

hardness as compared to Pt, are recommended on all parts of the piezoelectric and piezoresistor 

which will be exposed to stress to avoid deformation of the electrodes and maximize stress 

transfer to the PR from the piezoelectric. A sapphire plate can serve as the substrate for the PR 

dots; electron beam lithography will be required to define the metal traces for the PR. The 

sapphire plate and micro-indenter ball will serve as the high yield strength yoke material required 

for stress concentration in the PR.25  

Piezoelectric PMN-PT for this study can be grown via chemical solution deposition on Si 

(since local declamping behavior for this film stack is already characterized) and also by PLD on 

SrRuO3/SrTiO3 substrates. PLD has been employed to grow crack-free epitaxial 70PMN-30PT 

films exceeding 1 μm in thickness which exhibit clamped d33,f of ~140 pm/V.185 These films 

would offer the highest piezoelectric strain to switch the device. 
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It should also be noted that with this experimental setup, various PR materials can be 

tested. While rare-earth monochalcogenides have been selected in the publications on the 

piezoelectronic transistor to date, other potential insulator-to-metal transition materials could be 

employed. Potential candidates include semiconductors,324 conductor-filled polymer 

composites,325,326 aromatic organometallics and pressure-sensitive electron tunneling 

materials.327 In regard to the monochalcogenide films, however, crystalline growth has been 

demonstrated via cosputtering,29 beam epitaxy,328 and horizontal tube furnaces.329 

6.6.2  Clamping from rigid boundary conditions 

Implementation of patterned piezoelectric films in a piezoelectronic switching device will 

include passivating sidewall layers (such as HfO2 or Al2O3) and a high yield strength yoke 

material. The declamping phenomena of PMN-PT films should therefore be studied as a function 

of sidewall coating thickness and material as well as out-of-plane strain condition. 

Patterned PMN-PT films can be coated with atomic layer deposited Al2O3 or HfO2 to 

varying thicknesses, ranging from 5-20 nm. As an additional parameter in the study, the PMN-

PT films may be grown to different thicknesses to change the contact area of the film/ALD 

coating and effective clamping of the sidewall layers. Following sidewall passivation, band 

excitation piezoresponse force microscopy can be employed to monitor any changes in resonance 

frequency and out-of-plane strain as a function of sidewall passivation material and thickness.  

The influence of the sapphire plate on the 33-mode materials properties of the patterned 

PMN-PT can be studied using the experimental setup outlined in Figure 6-8. The study should 

focus on stress depoling of the ferroelectric state by the rigid out-of-plane boundary constraint 
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and an externally applied load.  Changes in the partially declamped functional properties, such as 

relative permittivity, should be monitored in situ.  

6.6.3  Dynamics of GHz-range switching in patterned thin films 

A final recommendation for the future work of this dissertation is to characterize the high 

frequency behavior of patterned PMN-PT films. By finite element modeling, the piezoelectronic 

device can afford ~100x power savings from a CMOS transistor switching at comparable clock 

speeds in the low GHz. The models, however, assume fairly idealized materials properties which 

are yet to be thoroughly characterized upon patterning and fabrication in a stiff system. While 

contributions to permittivity from domain wall motion have been observed to roll-off at 

frequencies lower than 1 GHz,330–332 well poled 70PMN-30PT may remain a high εr material in 

higher GHz regimes due to significant contributions from intrinsic effects and polarization 

rotation. The frequency dispersion observed in the PMN-PT films should be investigated to 

higher frequencies before and after patterning. Model structures will need to be utilized to make 

the high frequency measurements on such high permittivity materials. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A   
Compositional dependence 

Figure 2-7 shows the predicted magnitude and sign of strain within the films as a function 

of PT content as calculated from the thermal expansion data given by Wongmaneerung et al.92 

and Touloukian et al.91 with the strain calculated using Equation 2-2 and elastic properties of 

PMN-PT at various compositions by Zhang et al.89 The crystallinity (Figure A- 1), 

microstructure (Figure A- 3), and functional properties (Figure A- 4 through Figure A- 7) of 185 

±5 nm thick (1-x)PMN-xPT films grown on platinized Si wafers (Nova Electronics Materials, 

Flower Mound, TX) were characterized as a function of PT content by the methods described in 

Chapter 3. As can be seen from free bulk systems,89 changing the relative PT content influences 

the functional properties. In addition to this, variation of the film strain state develops as a 

function of PT content due to the PT dependence in thermal expansion coefficient92 which may 

also influence the properties.294  
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Figure A- 1: Diffraction patterns recorded in the Bragg-Brentano geometry using Cu-Kα radiation of PMN-PT thin 
films on platinized Si substrates from Nova Electronics  (Flower Mound, TX) as a function of PT composition. 
Strong {001} orientation was achieved in all cases using a thin PbO buffer layer by the methods described in 
Chapter 3. 

 

 

Figure A- 2: Top surface grain morphology of 185 nm thick PMN-PT films grown by chemical solution deposition 
as a function of PT composition. 
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Figure A- 3: Average grain size of (1-x)PMN-xPT thin films on platinized Si substrates as calculated by the linear 
intercept method. 
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Figure A- 4: Relative permittivity and loss tangent of ~185 nm thick (1-x)PMN-xPT films for 0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.8 
recorded at 1 kHz and 30 mVac. 
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Figure A- 5: Polarization-electric field hysteresis loops recorded at 100 Hz of ~185 nm thick PMN-PT films of 
varying PT composition. 
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Figure A- 6: The piezoelectric coefficient, d33,f, of blanket 185 nm thick PMN-PT films  with {001}-orientation on 
platinized Si substrates. The data were recorded and averaged 10 times on an aixACCT double beam laser 
interferometer (aixACCT Systems, Aachen, Germany) on 600 μm diameter electrodes after wafer backside 
polishing to 0.6 μm diamond slurry. The excitation signal was a unipolar triangular function to 400 kV/cm at 0.5 Hz 
and 1 Vac at 1 kHz after 15 minutes of room temperature poling with 2 times the coercive field. 
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Figure A- 7: The out-of-plane strain (averaged from 10 field excursions) exhibited by blanket 185 nm thick PMN-
PT films with {001}-orientation on platinized Si substrates. The data were recorded on an aixACCT double beam 
laser interferometer (aixACCT Systems, Aachen, Germany) on 600 um wide electrodes after wafer backside 
polishing to 0.6 μm diamond slurry. The excitation signal was a bipolar triangular function to 550 kV/cm at 1 k Hz. 
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Appendix B  
Piezoresponse force microscopy 
 

The local piezoresponse was recorded in polycrystalline and epitaxial 70PMN-30PT 

films as a function of thickness at the Center for Nanophase Materials Science at Oak Ridge 

National Laboratory. The band excitation measurements333 were recorded on an Asylum 

Research Cypher with platinum-coated silicon tips (Nanosensors PPP-EFM-50) as described in detail 

elsewhere.32 The piezoresponse of the films was excited with an AC voltage applied to the bottom 

electrode while the top electrode and tip were grounded.  

Because of the low remanence of the functional properties, challenges were encountered 

in imaging domain structures below the coercive field. The study shifted to focus on 

characterizing the regions of non-responsive grains and regions in the polycrystalline and 

epitaxial films, respectively. Some groups have attributed similarly observed regions to 

polarization relaxation due to crystallographic orientation, lattice tilt, and related local strain 

gradients within thin films.308 The recorded piezoresponse amplitude, phase, resonant frequency, 

and deflection for the 70PMN-30PT films are summarized below. Future work could include 

further characterization of the domain structures or stability of ferroelectricity in the films as a 

function of PT content.  
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B.1  Polycrystalline films: 

 
Figure B- 1: 100 nm thick polycrystalline {001}-oriented 70PMN-30PT film, measured with 1.2 Vac. 

 

 

Figure B- 2: 150 nm thick polycrystalline {001}-oriented 70PMN-30PT film, measured with 1.2 Vac. 
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Figure B- 3: 200 nm thick polycrystalline {001}-oriented 70PMN-30PT film, measured with 1.2 Vac. 

 

 

Figure B- 4: 250 nm thick polycrystalline {001}-oriented 70PMN-30PT film, measured with 1.2 Vac. 
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Figure B- 5: 350 nm thick polycrystalline {001}-oriented 70PMN-30PT film, measured with 1.2 Vac. 
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B.2  Epitaxial films: 

 

Figure B- 6: 100 nm thick epitaxial {001}-oriented 70PMN-30PT film, measured with 1.6 Vac. 

 

Figure B- 7: 150 nm thick epitaxial {001}-oriented 70PMN-30PT film, measured with 1.6 Vac. 
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Figure B- 8: 200 nm thick epitaxial {001}-oriented 70PMN-30PT film, measured with 1.6 Vac. 

 

Figure B- 9: 250 nm thick epitaxial {001}-oriented 70PMN-30PT film, measured with 1.6 Vac. 
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Figure B- 10: 300 nm thick epitaxial {001}-oriented 70PMN-30PT film, measured with 2 Vac. 
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Appendix C  
Peak fitting code 
 

C.1 Mathematica code for peak fitting data from Advanced Photon Source Beamline 11-
ID-C 
 

The Mathematica code below was adapted from code written by Tim Fister (APS), Dan 

Tinberg (PSU), Derek Wilke (PSU) Raegan Johnson-Wilke (PSU), Zach Merritt (Grinnell 

University), and Margeaux Wallace (PSU) for fitting of diffraction peaks from similar 

experiments. It was used here to fit the epitaxial {002} PMN-PT Bragg peaks from the 11-ID-C 

beamline for the characterization of the d33,f coefficient as a function of thickness in epitaxial 

films. Conversion from the .tiff files obtained at APS to intensity vs. 2θ text files was performed 

first using Fit2D software (European Radiation Synchrotron Facility, Grenoble, France). 

 

Thickness Dependence 

Code used for Epitaxial PMN-PT 002 Peak Fitting 

 

Define Options 
 Needs["PlotLegends`"] 

<<PlotLegends` 

 

Needs["ErrorBarPlots`"] 

Needs["HypothesisTesting`"] 

(*$TextStyle={FontFamily-  

<<TXRFtools`*) 

 plotoptionsLegend=Sequence[Frame->True,BaseStyle->{FontFamily->" Arial ",FontSize->30},Frame-

>True,FrameTicksStyle->{FontSize->25,FontSize->25},ImageSize->700,FrameTicksStyle-

>Directive[Thick],LegendShadow->None]; 

 plotoptions=Sequence[Frame->True,BaseStyle->{FontFamily->" Arial ",FontSize->30},Frame-

>True,FrameTicksStyle->{FontSize->25,FontSize->25},ImageSize->500,FrameTicksStyle-

>Directive[Thick]]; 

 

 

File Import 
Zak’s Importing Method 
 SetDirectory[NotebookDirectory[]]; 

files=FileNames[]; 

Grid[Table[{i,files[[i]]},{i,1,Position[files,Last[files]][[1]][[1]]}],Frame->All] 

 

 

Making steps 
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(*define number of steps dont forget to add 1/2 if successful*) 
 tablenum = Position[files,Last[files]][[1]][[1]] -1 

 25 

 dataD= Table[Drop[Import[NotebookDirectory[]<>files[[i]],"Table"],4], {i,1,tablenum}]; 

dataD[[1]][[500]]; 

(*converting to d spacing*) 

data=Table[{(0.117978/(2*Sin[((dataD[[i]][[j]][[1]])*(π/180))/2])),dataD[[i]][[j]][[2]]},{i,1,tab

lenum},{j,1,500}]; 

test=data[[2]]; 

ListLogPlot[test,PlotMarkers->Automatic,Joined->True,PlotMarkers->{Automatic,10},PlotRange->All] 

(*datadone=Table[dataD[[i]][[j]],data[[i]][[j]][[2]]];*) 

 

 

Truncation Method 

 
 (*Find the peak position first*) 

(*001 peaks 

regular-- 60 to 9 

cut -- 32 to -5 

background subtraction -- 47 to 3*) 

 (*note: search parameter is second parameter in Nearest[...]*) 

PeakPosition001= Position[data[[1]][[All,1]],Nearest[data[[1]][[All,1]], 4.02][[1]]][[1]][[1]]; 

PeakPosition002= Position[data[[1]][[All,1]],Nearest[data[[1]][[All,1]], 2.01][[1]]][[1]][[1]]; 

 

 Manipulate[ListPlot[ Trunc002 = Table[Take[data[[i]], {PeakPosition002 - range + shift, 

PeakPosition002 +range+shift}], {i,1,tablenum }], PlotRange -> Full], {range, 5, 60, 1}, 

{{shift,-15}, -30, 80,1}] 

(*range = 12, shift = -6*) 

 

Fitting Functions 

 pV2=amp1(mu1*2/π*fwhm1/(4(x-cen1)
2
+fwhm1

2
)+(1-mu1) /( fwhm1) Exp[-((4Log[2])/fwhm1

2
) 

(x-cen1)
2
])+amp2(mu2*2/π*fwhm2/(4(x-cen2)

2
+fwhm2

2
)+(1-mu2) /( fwhm2) Exp[-

((4Log[2])/fwhm2
2
) (x-cen2)

2
])+amp3*x+const; 

pV2CON=amp1(mu1*2/π*fwhm1/(4(x-cen1)
2
+fwhm1

2
)+(1-mu1) /( fwhm1) Exp[-

((4Log[2])/fwhm1
2
) (x-cen1)

2
])+amp2(mu2*2/π*fwhm1/(4(x-cen2)

2
+fwhm1

2
)+(1-mu2) /( fwhm1) 

Exp[-((4Log[2])/fwhm1
2
) (x-cen2)

2
])+amp3*x+const; 

pV3CON=amp1(mu1*2/π*fwhm1/(4(x-cen1)
2
+fwhm1

2
)+(1-mu1) /( fwhm1) Exp[-

((4Log[2])/fwhm1
2
) (x-cen1)

2
])+ 

   amp2(mu2*2/π*fwhm1/(4(x-cen2)
2
+fwhm1

2
)+(1-mu2) /( fwhm1) Exp[-((4Log[2])/fwhm1

2
) 

(x-cen2)
2
])+amp3(mu3*2/π*fwhm1/(4(x-cen3)

2
+fwhm1

2
)+(1-mu3) /( fwhm1) Exp[-

((4Log[2])/fwhm1
2
) (x-cen3)

2
])+const; 

pV2x=amp1(mu1*2/π*fwhm1/(4(x-cen1)
2
+fwhm1

2
)+(1-mu1) /( fwhm1) Exp[-((4Log[2])/fwhm1

2
) 

(x-cen1)
2
])+amp2(mu2*2/π*fwhm2/(4(x-cen2)

2
+fwhm2

2
)+(1-mu2) /( fwhm2) Exp[-

((4Log[2])/fwhm2
2
) (x-cen2)

2
])+amp4*x+const; 

pV3a=amp1(mu1*2/π*fwhm1/(4(x-cen1)
2
+fwhm1

2
)+(1-mu1) /( fwhm1) Exp[-((4Log[2])/fwhm1

2
) 

(x-cen1)
2
])+amp3*x+const; 

pV3b=amp2(mu2*2/π*fwhm2/(4(x-cen2)
2
+fwhm2

2
)+(1-mu2) /( fwhm2) Exp[-((4Log[2])/fwhm2

2
) 

(x-cen2)
2
])+amp3*x+const; 

pV3c=amp3(mu3*2/π*fwhm3/(4(x-cen3)
2
+fwhm3

2
)+(1-mu3) /( fwhm3) Exp[-((4Log[2])/fwhm3

2
) 

(x-cen3)
2
])+amp3*x+const; 

pV1=amp0(mu0*2/π*fwhm0/(4(x-cen0)
2
+fwhm0

2
)+(1-mu0) /( fwhm0) Exp[-((4Log[2])/fwhm0

2
) 

(x-cen0)
2
])+amp2*x+const; 

pV1x=amp1(mu1*2/π*fwhm1/(4(x-cen1)
2
+fwhm1

2
)+(1-mu1) /( fwhm1) Exp[-((4Log[2])/fwhm1

2
) 

(x-cen1)
2
])+amp2*x+const; 

pV1a=amp0(mu0*2/π*fwhm0/(4(x-cen0)
2
+fwhm0

2
)+(1-mu0) /( fwhm0) Exp[-((4Log[2])/fwhm0

2
) 

(x-cen0)
2
])+const; 

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2
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pV1b=amp1(mu1*2/π*fwhm1/(4(x-cen1)
2
+fwhm1

2
)+(1-mu1) /( fwhm1) Exp[-((4Log[2])/fwhm1

2
) 

(x-cen1)
2
])+const; 

 

pvl=amp1(mu1*2/π*fwhm1/(4(x-cen1)
2
+fwhm1

2
)+(1-mu1) /( fwhm1) Exp[-((4Log[2])/fwhm1

2
) 

(x-cen1)
2
])+ 

   amp2(2/π*fwhm2/(4(x-cen2)
2
+fwhm2

2
))+amp3(mu3*2/π*fwhm3/(4(x-cen3)

2
+fwhm3

2
)+(1-mu3) /(

fwhm3) Exp[-((4Log[2])/fwhm3
2
) (x-cen3)

2
])+const; 

PearVIIasym2=Piecewise[{{amp1*(1+(x-cen1)^2/fwhm1L^2)
-mu1L

,x<cen1},{amp1*(1+(x-cen1)^2/fwhm1R^2)
-

mu1R
,x>=cen1}}]+Piecewise[{{amp2*(1+(x-cen2)^2/fwhm2L^2)

-mu2L
,x<cen2},{amp2*(1+(x-cen2)^2/fwhm2R^2)

-

mu2R
,x>=cen2}}]+const; 

PearVIIasym2a=Piecewise[{{amp1*(1+(x-cen1)^2/fwhm1L^2)
-mu1L

,x<cen1},{amp1*(1+(x-cen1)^2/fwhm1R^2)
-

mu1R
,x>=cen1}}]+const; 

PearVIIasym2b=Piecewise[{{amp2*(1+(x-cen2)^2/fwhm2L^2)
-mu2L

,x<cen2},{amp2*(1+(x-cen2)^2/fwhm2R^2)
-

mu2R
,x>=cen2}}]+const; 

 

Peak Constraints/Initial Guesses 
PZT 002 constraints/initial guesses 

PZT 002 - 2 peaks - Pseudo-Voight  

 amp1minpv3002=0; 

amp1guesspv3002=3880; 

 

fwhm1minpv3002=0.008; 

fwhm1maxpv3002=0.02; 

fwhm1guesspv3002=0.013; 

 

mu1minpv3002=0; 

mu1maxpv3002=1; 

mu1guesspv3002=.5; 

 

cen1minpv3002=2.035; 

cen1maxpv3002=2.05; 

cen1guesspv3002=2.04; 

 

amp2minpv3002=0; 

amp2guesspv3002=5250; 

 

fwhm2minpv3002=0.008; 

fwhm2maxpv3002=0.025; 

fwhm2guesspv3002=.014; 

 

mu2minpv3002=0; 

mu2maxpv3002=1; 

mu2guesspv3002=.4; 

 

cen2minpv3002=2.02; 

cen2maxpv3002=2.04; 

cen2guesspv3002=2.027; 

 

amp3minpv3002=0; 

amp3guesspv3002=-100000; 

 

constminpv3002=0; 

constguesspv3002=143550; 

 

PZT 002 peaks (2 peaks)  

PZT 002 - High Field Test - Fitting - Pseudo-Voigt  
(*When changing from 2 peak fit to just one, need to change pv2 to pV3b 

wherever it is. Also comment out anything having to do with amp1 or any term 

“1”. *) 

25 V - Epi {002} peak 

 epi002PMNT350nm25V=NonlinearModelFit[Trunc002[[25]],{pV2, 

    

{amp1>amp1minpv3002,fwhm1minpv3002<fwhm1<fwhm1maxpv3002,mu1minpv3002<mu1<mu1maxpv3002,cen1minpv30

02<cen1<cen1maxpv3002, 

     

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2
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amp2>amp2minpv3002,fwhm2minpv3002<fwhm2<fwhm2maxpv3002,mu2minpv3002<mu2<mu2maxpv3002,cen2minpv300

2<cen2<cen2maxpv3002, 

     amp3<amp3minpv3002,const>constminpv3002}}, 

   {{amp1,amp1guesspv3002},{fwhm1,fwhm1guesspv3002},{mu1,mu1guesspv3002},{cen1,cen1guesspv3002}, 

    {amp2,amp2guesspv3002},{fwhm2,fwhm2guesspv3002},{mu2,mu2guesspv3002},{cen2,cen2guesspv3002}, 

    {amp3,amp3guesspv3002},{const,constguesspv3002}},x,Weights->(1/#
0
 &),MaxIterations->150]; 

epi002PMNT350nm25VFitspv=epi002PMNT350nm25V["BestFitParameters"] 

epi002PMNT350nm25VErrorpv=epi002PMNT350nm25V["ParameterErrors"] 

epi002PMNT350nm25VConfIntpv=epi002PMNT350nm25V["ParameterConfidenceIntervals"] 

epi002PMNT350nm25VBICpv=epi002PMNT350nm25V["BIC"] 

Show[ListPlot[Trunc002[[25]],PlotRange->All,plotoptions,FrameLabel->{"d-

spacing(Å)","Intensity"},AspectRatio->1,PlotMarkers->{Automatic,8},PlotStyle->Black], 
 Plot[pV2/.epi002PMNT350nm25VFitspv,{x,1.96,2.12},PlotRange->All, PlotStyle-

>{Red,Thick}],Plot[pV3a/.{amp1->epi002PMNT350nm25VFitspv[[1,2]],fwhm1-

>epi002PMNT350nm25VFitspv[[2,2]],mu1->epi002PMNT350nm25VFitspv[[3,2]], cen1-

>epi002PMNT350nm25VFitspv[[4,2]] ,amp3-> 0 ,const->0},{x,1.96,2.12},PlotRange->All,PlotStyle-

>{Darker[Cyan],Thick}],Plot[pV3b/.{amp2->epi002PMNT350nm25VFitspv[[5,2]],fwhm2-

>epi002PMNT350nm25VFitspv[[6,2]], mu2->epi002PMNT350nm25VFitspv[[7,2]],cen2-

>epi002PMNT350nm25VFitspv[[8,2]] , amp3-> 0 ,const->0},{x,1.96,2.12},PlotStyle->{Purple,Thick}], 

 plotoptions, FrameLabel->{"d-spacing {002} (Å)","Intensity"},LabelStyle->22] 
points25V14L=Table[{x,pV2/.epi002PMNT350nm25VFitspv,pV3a/.{amp1-

>epi002PMNT350nm25VFitspv[[1,2]],fwhm1->epi002PMNT350nm25VFitspv[[2,2]],mu1-

>epi002PMNT350nm25VFitspv[[3,2]], cen1->epi002PMNT350nm25VFitspv[[4,2]] ,amp3-> 0 ,const-

>0},pV3b/.{amp2->epi002PMNT350nm25VFitspv[[5,2]],fwhm2->epi002PMNT350nm25VFitspv[[6,2]], mu2-

>epi002PMNT350nm25VFitspv[[7,2]],cen2->epi002PMNT350nm25VFitspv[[8,2]] , amp3-> 0 ,const-

>0}},{x,Range[1.98,2.07, 0.001]}]; 

Export["points25V14L.dat", points25V14L]  

 

0 V - Epi {002} peak - 00232-500 bins 
 epi002PMNT350nm0V=NonlinearModelFit[Trunc002[[1]],{pV3b, 

    

{(*amp1>amp1minpv3002,fwhm1minpv3002<fwhm1<fwhm1maxpv3002,mu1minpv3002<mu1<mu1maxpv3002,cen1minpv

3002<cen1<cen1maxpv3002,*) 

     

amp2>amp2minpv3002,fwhm2minpv3002<fwhm2<fwhm2maxpv3002,mu2minpv3002<mu2<mu2maxpv3002,cen2minpv300

2<cen2<cen2maxpv3002, 

     amp3<amp3minpv3002,const>constminpv3002}}, 

   

{(*amp1,amp1guesspv3002},{fwhm1,fwhm1guesspv3002},{mu1,mu1guesspv3002},{cen1,cen1guesspv3002},*) 

    {amp2,amp2guesspv3002},{fwhm2,fwhm2guesspv3002},{mu2,mu2guesspv3002},{cen2,cen2guesspv3002}, 

    {amp3,amp3guesspv3002},{const,constguesspv3002}},x,Weights->(1/#
0
 &),MaxIterations->150]; 

epi002PMNT350nm0VFits=epi002PMNT350nm0V["BestFitParameters"] 

epi002PMNT350nm0VErrorpv=epi002PMNT350nm0V["ParameterErrors"] 

epi002PMNT350nm0VConfIntpv=epi002PMNT350nm0V["ParameterConfidenceIntervals"] 

epi002PMNT350nm0VBICpv=epi002PMNT350nm0V["BIC"] 

Show[ListPlot[Trunc002[[1]],PlotRange->All,plotoptions,FrameLabel->{"d-

spacing(Å)","Intensity"},AspectRatio->1,PlotMarkers->{Automatic,8},PlotStyle->Black], 
 Plot[pV3b/.epi002PMNT350nm0VFits,{x,1.96,2.12},PlotRange->All, PlotStyle-

02PMNT3

-

>epi002PMNT350nm0V[[5,2]],fwhm2->epi002PMNT350nm0V[[6,2]], mu2->epi002PMNT350nm0V[[7,2]],cen2-

>epi002PMNT350nm0V[[8,2]] , const->0},{x,1.96,2.12},PlotStyle->{Purple,Thick}], 

 plotoptions, FrameLabel->{"d-spacing {002} (Å)","Intensity"},LabelStyle->22] 
 

points0V14L=Table[{x,pV3b/.epi002PMNT350nm0VFits},{x,Range[1.98,2.07, 0.001]}]; 
Export["points0V14L.dat", points0V14L] 

 

(*make more of the above for each voltage run*) 
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C.2   Process for peak fitting data from Advanced Photon Source Beamline 2-ID-D 
 

The process for peak fitting the diffraction data from beamline 2-ID-D differs from that 

of 11-ID-C because of the different detector which is used; the detector in this beamline only 

gathers diffraction data over an 11° window. First, the diffraction .tiff files were sorted into 

separate folders for each voltage excursion. The “generateCommand” and “OnBeamSorting” 

Python codes were placed in each folder as well. Secondly, the DataSqueeze software was 

calibrated with the CeO2 diffraction pattern. Then, the “generateCommand” Python code was 

used to generate a “DataSqueezeBatch” that converted the diffraction patterns in .tiff format to 

intensity vs. 2θ text using the DataSqueeze batch function.  Then, the “OnBeamSorting” Python 

file was run to convert the intensity vs. 2θ files to intensity vs. d-spacing files. Assuming a given 

lateral scan of the stage at a given voltage at the beamline captured diffraction patterns with the 

X-ray beam on and off of the PMN-PT features, the “OnBeamSorting” file also sorted the 

intensity vs. d-spacing files into separate folders based on whether the data contains a 

statistically significant PMN-PT 002 peak. It is recommended that the data files be sorted into 

folders for each arm width based on file name/number. In each of these folders, the Mathematica 

code (with original authors listed in Appendix section C.1) below can be used for fitting and 

outputting the peak fitting parameters (such as peak center, FWHM, etc.). The Python code 

“GetFitParameters” can be used to prepare files with those output parameters organized for 

importing to plotting software. 
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generateCommand: 

 

import os # Written by Chris Fancher and Giovanni Esteves, Department of 

Materials Science and Engineering, North Carolina State University, 2014 

 

#import Tkinter 

 

#def main(): 

        #import tkFileDialog 

        #import re 

        #ff = tkFileDialog.askopenfilenames() 

        #filez = re.findall('{(.*?)}', ff) 

        #import tkFileDialog 

        #root = Tkinter.Tk() 

       # filez = tkFileDialog.askopenfilenames(parent=root,title='Choose a 

file') 

         

      #  lst = list(filez) 

         

# Integration Parameters to Edit 

Min2T=30 

Max2T=38 

IntStep2T=0.023 

MinCHI=-10.5 

MaxCHI=10.5 

IntStepCHI=0.338 

 

 

#Chris 

 

paramaterFile = 'param_S2_Dec_2015.txt' # edit the parameter file name (this 

should be in the same directory as the actual data) 

 

outFile = open('DataSqueezeBatch.txt','w') 

for name in os.listdir('.'): 

    if '.tif' in name: 

        outFile.write('>READIN 0 true false "' +  os.getcwd() + '\\' + name + 

'" "MAR_CCD" 0 1 -1 \n') 

        outFile.write('>DEZING\n>RECALCIMAGE \n') 

        outFile.write('>RETRIEVEINSTRUMENTPARAMETERS ' + '"' +  os.getcwd() + 

'\\' + paramaterFile + '"\n') 

        outFile.write('>PLOT false false false TTHETA ' + str(Min2T) + ' '+ 

str(Max2T)+ ' ' + str(IntStep2T) + ' CHI ' + str(MinCHI)+ ' ' + str(MaxCHI)+ 

' ' + str(IntStepCHI) + ' 0\n') 

        outFile.write('>EXPORTPLOT "'+ os.getcwd() + '\\' + 

name.replace('.tif','.xy') + '" ASCIITAB\n') 

outFile.close() 
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OnBeamSorting: 

 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Mon Dec 07 11:07:04 2015 

 

@author: Jared 

""" 

 

import numpy as np # efficient arrays 

import glob # getting filenames 

import os # making folders 

 

# Make folder if one doesn't exist 

 

if not os.path.exists(os.getcwd()+'\\dsp\\onPMNT'): 

    os.makedirs(os.getcwd()+'\\dsp\\onPMNT') 

  

if not os.path.exists(os.getcwd()+'\\dsp\\nothing'): 

    os.makedirs(os.getcwd()+'\\dsp\\nothing') 

  

# Grab all .xy files in the folder 

rawfiles = glob.glob('.\*.xy') 

# Clean up filenames 

xyfiles = [x[2:] for x in rawfiles] 

wavelength = 1.2276 #Angstroms 

for filename in xyfiles: 

    # Load data 

    data = np.loadtxt(filename) 

    # Calculate d spacing 

    dsp = wavelength/(2.0*np.sin(data[:,0]*np.pi/360.0)) 

    # Make a new array with data we want to export 

    outdata = np.column_stack((dsp, data[:,1])) 

    # Save the file 

    if 

outdata[233,1]+outdata[235,1]+outdata[237,1]+outdata[239,1]+outdata[241,1]+ou

tdata[243,1]+outdata[244,1]+outdata[246,1]+outdata[249,1]>151: 

        np.savetxt(os.getcwd()+'\\dsp\\onPMNT\\{}_dsp.xy'.format(filename[:-

3]),outdata, fmt='%6f', delimiter=' ') 

    else: 

np.savetxt(os.getcwd()+'\\dsp\\nothing\\{}_dsp.xy'.format(filename[:-

3]),outdata, fmt='%6f', delimiter=' ') 
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GetFitParameters (for PMN-PT 002 peaks): 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

"""Created on Mon Dec 07 11:07:04 2015    @author: Jared""" 

import numpy as np # efficient arrays 

import glob # getting filenames 

import os # making folders 

  

# Grab all .dat files in the folder 

rawfiles = glob.glob('.\*.dat') 

# Clean up filenames 

xyfiles = [x[2:] for x in rawfiles] 

 

for filename in xyfiles: 

    with open(filename) as f: 

        amp2 = [] 

        fwhm2 = [] 

        mu2 = [] 

        cen2 = [] 

        for line in f: 

            line.replace("*^", "e") 

            splitline = line.split("\t") 

            if splitline[0].startswith("amp2"): 

                amp2.append(splitline[0][8:]) 

                fwhm2.append(splitline[1][9:]) 

                mu2.append(splitline[2][7:]) 

                cen2.append(splitline[3][8:]) 

 

        for i,value in enumerate(mu2): 

            try: 

                mu2[i] = float(value) 

            except ValueError: 

                mu2[i] = 0.0 

 

        with open(filename[:-4]+"_pretty.txt","w") as d: 

            d.write("amp2\tfwhm2\tmu2\tcen2\n") 

            for i in range(len(amp2)): 

                

d.write("{0}\t{1}\t{2}\t{3}\n".format(amp2[i],fwhm2[i],mu2[i],cen2[i])) 

                 

# Grab all .dat files in the folder 

paramfiles = glob.glob('.\*.txt') 

# Clean up filenames 

txtfiles = [x[2:] for x in paramfiles]             

 

AllFits = np.array([0,0,0,0]) 

emptyrow = np.array([np.nan, np.nan, np.nan, np.nan]) 

 

for filename2 in txtfiles: 

    combine = np.loadtxt(filename2, skiprows = 1) 

    AllFits = np.vstack((AllFits, combine)) 

    AllFits = np.vstack((AllFits, emptyrow)) 

np.savetxt("AllFits.txt", AllFits, delimiter = "\t", header = 

"amp2\tfwhm2\tmu2\tcen2") 
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GetFitParameters-PLAT (for Pt 111 peaks): 
 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

"""Created on Mon Dec 07 11:07:04 2015     @author: Jared""" 
 

import numpy as np # efficient arrays 

import glob # getting filenames 

import os # making folders 

 

# Grab all .dat files in the folder 

rawfiles = glob.glob('.\*.dat') 

# Clean up filenames 

xyfiles = [x[2:] for x in rawfiles] 

 

for filename in xyfiles: 

    with open(filename) as f: 

        amp2 = [] 

        fwhm2 = [] 

        mu2 = [] 

        cen2 = [] 

        for line in f: 

            line.replace("*^", "e") 

            splitline = line.split("\t") 

            if splitline[0].startswith("amp2"): 

                amp2.append(splitline[0][10:]) 

                fwhm2.append(splitline[1][11:]) 

                mu2.append(splitline[2][9:]) 

                cen2.append(splitline[3][10:]) 

 

        for i,value in enumerate(mu2): 

            try: 

                mu2[i] = float(value) 

            except ValueError: 

                mu2[i] = 0.0 

 

        with open(filename[:-4]+"_pretty.txt","w") as d: 

            d.write("amp2\tfwhm2\tmu2\tcen2\n") 

            for i in range(len(amp2)): 

                

d.write("{0}\t{1}\t{2}\t{3}\n".format(amp2[i],fwhm2[i],mu2[i],cen2[i])) 

                 

# Grab all .dat files in the folder 

paramfiles = glob.glob('.\*.txt') 

# Clean up filenames 

txtfiles = [x[2:] for x in paramfiles]             

 

AllFits = np.array([0,0,0,0]) 

emptyrow = np.array([np.nan, np.nan, np.nan, np.nan]) 

 

for filename2 in txtfiles: 

    combine = np.loadtxt(filename2, skiprows = 1) 

    AllFits = np.vstack((AllFits, combine)) 

    AllFits = np.vstack((AllFits, emptyrow)) 

np.savetxt("AllFits.txt", AllFits, delimiter = "\t", header = 

"amp2\tfwhm2\tmu2\tcen2") 
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Mathematica Code: 

2-ID-D Nanobeam line 

PMN-PT 002 and Pt 111 Peak Fitting 
 

Define Options 
Needs["PlotLegends`"] 

<<PlotLegends` 

 

Needs["ErrorBarPlots`"] 

Needs["HypothesisTesting`"] 

(*$TextStyle={FontFamily->"Arial",FontSize→26}; 

<<TXRFtools`*) 

plotoptionsLegend=Sequence[Frame->True,BaseStyle->{FontFamily->" Arial ",FontSize-

>30},Frame->True,FrameTicksStyle->{FontSize->25,FontSize->25},ImageSize-

>700,FrameTicksStyle->Directive[Thick],LegendShadow->None]; 

plotoptions=Sequence[Frame->True,BaseStyle->{FontFamily->" Arial ",FontSize-

>30},Frame->True,FrameTicksStyle->{FontSize->25,FontSize->25},ImageSize-

>500,FrameTicksStyle->Directive[Thick]]; 

File Import 
Importing Method 

SetDirectory[NotebookDirectory[]]; 

files=FileNames[]; 

Grid[Table[{i,files[[i]]},{i,1,Position[files,Last[files]][[1]][[1]]}],Frame->All] 

{ 

 {1, 9_5_um_arms_Vdown_structure2_01012_dsp.xy}, 

 {2, 9_5_um_arms_Vdown_structure2_01013_dsp.xy}, 

 {3, 9_5_um_arms_Vdown_structure2_01014_dsp.xy}, 

 {4, 9_5_um_arms_Vdown_structure2_01015_dsp.xy}, 

 {5, 9_5_um_arms_Vdown_structure2_01016_dsp.xy}, 

 {6, 9_5_um_arms_Vdown_structure2_01017_dsp.xy}, 

 {7, twoIDD_6_um_1_0Vdown.nb} 

} 

Making steps 

(*define number of steps dont forget to add 1/2 if successful*) 

tablenum = Position[files,Last[files]][[1]][[1]] -1 

6 

data= Table[Drop[Import[NotebookDirectory[]<>files[[i]],"Table"],4], {i,1,tablenum}]; 

data[[1]][[348]]; 

test=data[[2]]; 

ListLogPlot[test,PlotMarkers->Automatic,Joined->True,PlotMarkers-

>{Automatic,10},PlotRange->All] 

(*datadone=Table[dataD[[i]][[j]],data[[i]][[j]][[2]]];*) 

Truncation Method 
 (*Find the peak position first*) 

(*002 peaks 

regular-- 60 to 9 

cut -- 32 to -5 

background subtraction -- 47 to 3*) 

(*note: search parameter is second parameter in Nearest[...]*) 

PeakPosition002= Position[data[[1]][[All,1]],Nearest[data[[1]][[All,1]], 

2.006][[1]]][[1]][[1]]; 

 

Manipulate[ListPlot[ Trunc002 = Table[Take[data[[i]], {PeakPosition002 - range + 

shift, PeakPosition002 +range+shift}], {i,1,tablenum }], PlotRange -> Full], {{range, 

18},11, 20, 1}, {{shift, 1}, -4, 5,1}] 

(*range = 24, shift = 3*) 

 

 

Fitting Functions 
(*defining the various fitting functions*) 
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pV2=amp1(mu1*2/π*fwhm1/(4(x-cen1)
2
+fwhm1

2
)+(1-mu1) /( fwhm1) Exp[-

((4Log[2])/fwhm1
2
) (x-cen1)

2
])+amp2(mu2*2/π*fwhm2/(4(x-cen2)

2
+fwhm2

2
)+(1-mu2) 

/( fwhm2) Exp[-((4Log[2])/fwhm2
2
) (x-cen2)

2
])+amp3*x+const; 

pV2CON=amp1(mu1*2/π*fwhm1/(4(x-cen1)
2
+fwhm1

2
)+(1-mu1) /( fwhm1) Exp[-

((4Log[2])/fwhm1
2
) (x-cen1)

2
])+amp2(mu2*2/π*fwhm1/(4(x-cen2)

2
+fwhm1

2
)+(1-mu2) 

/( fwhm1) Exp[-((4Log[2])/fwhm1
2
) (x-cen2)

2
])+amp3*x+const; 

pV3CON=amp1(mu1*2/π*fwhm1/(4(x-cen1)
2
+fwhm1

2
)+(1-mu1) /( fwhm1) Exp[-

((4Log[2])/fwhm1
2
) (x-cen1)

2
])+ 

   amp2(mu2*2/π*fwhm1/(4(x-cen2)
2
+fwhm1

2
)+(1-mu2) /( fwhm1) Exp[-

((4Log[2])/fwhm1
2
) (x-cen2)

2
])+amp3(mu3*2/π*fwhm1/(4(x-cen3)

2
+fwhm1

2
)+(1-mu3) 

/( fwhm1) Exp[-((4Log[2])/fwhm1
2
) (x-cen3)

2
])+const; 

pV2x=amp1(mu1*2/π*fwhm1/(4(x-cen1)
2
+fwhm1

2
)+(1-mu1) /( fwhm1) Exp[-

((4Log[2])/fwhm1
2
) (x-cen1)

2
])+amp2(mu2*2/π*fwhm2/(4(x-cen2)

2
+fwhm2

2
)+(1-mu2) 

/( fwhm2) Exp[-((4Log[2])/fwhm2
2
) (x-cen2)

2
])+amp4*x+const; 

pV3a=amp1(mu1*2/π*fwhm1/(4(x-cen1)
2
+fwhm1

2
)+(1-mu1) /( fwhm1) Exp[-

((4Log[2])/fwhm1
2
) (x-cen1)

2
])+amp3*x+const; 

pV3b=amp2(mu2*2/π*fwhm2/(4(x-cen2)
2
+fwhm2

2
)+(1-mu2) /( fwhm2) Exp[-

((4Log[2])/fwhm2
2
) (x-cen2)

2
])+amp3*x+const; 

pV3c=amp3(mu3*2/π*fwhm3/(4(x-cen3)
2
+fwhm3

2
)+(1-mu3) /( fwhm3) Exp[-

((4Log[2])/fwhm3
2
) (x-cen3)

2
])+amp3*x+const; 

pV1=amp0(mu0*2/π*fwhm0/(4(x-cen0)
2
+fwhm0

2
)+(1-mu0) /( fwhm0) Exp[-

((4Log[2])/fwhm0
2
) (x-cen0)

2
])+amp2*x+const; 

 

 

Peak Constraints/Initial Guesses 
 002 constraints/initial guesses 

PMNT 002 - 2 peaks - Pseudo-Voight  

(*amp1minpv3002=0; 

amp1guesspv3002=3880; 

 

fwhm1minpv3002=0.008; 

fwhm1maxpv3002=0.02; 

fwhm1guesspv3002=0.013; 

 

mu1minpv3002=0; 

mu1maxpv3002=1; 

mu1guesspv3002=.5; 

 

cen1minpv3002=2.035; 

cen1maxpv3002=2.05; 

cen1guesspv3002=2.04;*) 

 

amp2minpv3002=0; 

amp2guesspv3002=.8; 

 

fwhm2minpv3002=0.001; 

fwhm2maxpv3002=0.02; 

fwhm2guesspv3002=.006; 

 

mu2minpv3002=0; 

mu2maxpv3002=1; 

mu2guesspv3002=.7; 

 

cen2minpv3002=2; 

cen2maxpv3002=2.01; 

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2

4 Log 2
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cen2guesspv3002=2.006; 

 

amp3minpv3002=0; 

amp3guesspv3002=0; 

 

constminpv3002=0; 

constguesspv3002=12; 

 

 002 - 2 peaks - Pearson VII 
amp1minpVII3002=0; 

amp1guesspVII3002=500; 

 

fwhm1minpVII3002=0.006; 

fwhm1maxpVII3002=0.02; 

fwhm1guesspVII3002=0.011; 

 

mu1minpVII3002=0; 

mu1maxpVII3002=1; 

mu1guesspVII3002=.1; 

 

cen1minpVII3002=1.97; 

cen1maxpVII3002=2.02; 

cen1guesspVII3002=1.98; 

 

amp2minpVII3002=0; 

amp2guesspVII3002=200; 

 

fwhm2minpVII3002=0.001; 

fwhm2maxpVII3002=0.06; 

fwhm2guesspVII3002=.003; 

 

mu2minpVII3002=0; 

mu2maxpVII3002=1; 

mu2guesspVII3002=.1; 

 

cen2minpVII3002=2.03; 

cen2maxpVII3002=2.1; 

cen2guesspVII3002=2.33; 

 

amp3minpVII3002=0; 

amp3guesspVII3002=100; 

 

constminpVII3002=0; 

constguesspVII3002=500; 

 

 

 

 002 peaks (2 peaks)  

PMNT 002 - High Field Test - Fitting - Pseudo-Voigt  

(*When changing from 2 peak fit to just one, need to change pv2 to 

pV3b. Also comment out anything having to do with amp1 or any term 

“1”. *) 
 

File 1 - 9 to 5 umwide 

file1pmntpeak=NonlinearModelFit[Trunc002[[1]],{pV3b, 

    

{(*amp1>amp1minpv3002,fwhm1minpv3002<fwhm1<fwhm1maxpv3002,mu1minpv3002<mu1<mu1maxpv300

2,cen1minpv3002<cen1<cen1maxpv3002,*) 

     

amp2>amp2minpv3002,fwhm2minpv3002<fwhm2<fwhm2maxpv3002,mu2minpv3002<mu2<mu2maxpv3002,c

en2minpv3002<cen2<cen2maxpv3002, 
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     amp3<amp3minpv3002,const>constminpv3002}}, 

   

{(*amp1,amp1guesspv3002},{fwhm1,fwhm1guesspv3002},{mu1,mu1guesspv3002},{cen1,cen1guess

pv3002},*) 

    

{amp2,amp2guesspv3002},{fwhm2,fwhm2guesspv3002},{mu2,mu2guesspv3002},{cen2,cen2guesspv

3002}, 

    {amp3,amp3guesspv3002},{const,constguesspv3002}},x,Weights->(1/#
0
 

&),MaxIterations->150]; 

file1pmntpeakFits=file1pmntpeak["BestFitParameters"] 

file1pmntpeakErrorpv=file1pmntpeak["ParameterErrors"] 

file1pmntpeakConfIntpv=file1pmntpeak["ParameterConfidenceIntervals"] 

file1pmntpeakBICpv=file1pmntpeak["BIC"] 

Show[ListPlot[Trunc002[[1]],PlotRange->All,plotoptions,FrameLabel->{"d-

spacing(Å)","Intensity"},AspectRatio->1,PlotMarkers->{Automatic,8},PlotStyle->Black], 
 Plot[pV3b/.file1pmntpeakFits,{x,1.97,2.3},PlotRange->All, PlotStyle-

ile1pmntpeak[[3,2]], ce

2->file1pmntpeak[[5,2]],fwhm2->file1pmntpeak[[6,2]], mu2->file1pmntpeak[[7,2]],cen2-

>file1pmntpeak[[8,2]] , const->0},{x,1.97,2.33},PlotStyle->{Purple,Thick}], 

 plotoptions, FrameLabel->{"d-spacing {002} (Å)","Intensity"},LabelStyle->22] 
 

(*Repeat the above fitting script for as many steps as there are 

make a new mathematica book in another folder for all voltage steps*) 

 

File Outputs 

points6umfile1=Table[{x,pV3b/.file1pmntpeakFits},{x,Range[1.97,2.05, 0.001]}]; 

Export["points6umfile1.dat", points6umfile1] 

 

 

 

parameterOutputs=List[  

   file1pmntpeakFits,file1pmntpeakErrorpv,file1pmntpeakConfIntpv,file1pmntpeakBICpv, 

"end", 

   ]; 

Export["parameterOutputs_6um_1.dat",parameterOutputs] 

 

 

Pt Peak Positions 
 

(*Find the peak position first*) 

 

(*note: search parameter is second parameter in Nearest[...]*) 

PeakPositionPt= Position[data[[1]][[All,1]],Nearest[data[[1]][[All,1]], 

2.256][[1]]][[1]][[1]]; 

 

Manipulate[ListPlot[ TruncPt = Table[Take[data[[i]], {PeakPositionPt - range + shift, 

PeakPositionPt +range+shift}], {i,1,tablenum }], PlotRange -> Full], {{range, 12}, 8, 

20, 1}, {{shift, 0}, -10, 10,1}] 

(*range = 12, shift = 0*) 

pV3bPt=amp2Pt(mu2Pt*2/π*fwhm2Pt/(4(x-cen2Pt)
2
+fwhm2Pt

2
)+(1-mu2Pt) /(

fwhm2Pt) Exp[-((4Log[2])/fwhm2Pt
2
) (x-cen2Pt)

2
])+amp3Pt*x+constPt; 

 

 

amp2minpv3Pt=0; 

amp2guesspv3Pt=12; 

 

fwhm2minpv3Pt=0.001; 

fwhm2maxpv3Pt=0.02; 

fwhm2guesspv3Pt=.008; 

 

4 Log 2
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mu2minpv3Pt=0; 

mu2maxpv3Pt=1; 

mu2guesspv3Pt=.7; 

 

cen2minpv3Pt=2.22; 

cen2maxpv3Pt=2.3; 

cen2guesspv3Pt=2.256; 

 

amp3minpv3Pt=0; 

amp3guesspv3Pt=0; 

 

constminpv3Pt=0;= 

constguesspv3Pt=4; 

 

 

Pt 111 - High Field Test - Fitting - Pseudo-Voigt  

(*When changing from 2 peak fit to just one, need to change pv2 to 

pV3b wherever it is. Also comment out anything having to do with amp1 

or any term “1”. *) 
File 1 - 9 to 5 umwide - Pt 

file1Ptpeak=NonlinearModelFit[TruncPt[[1]],{pV3bPt, 

    

{amp2Pt>amp2minpv3Pt,fwhm2minpv3Pt<fwhm2Pt<fwhm2maxpv3Pt,mu2minpv3Pt<mu2Pt<mu2maxpv3Pt

,cen2minpv3Pt<cen2Pt<cen2maxpv3Pt, 

     amp3Pt<amp3minpv3Pt,constPt>constminpv3Pt}}, 

   

{{amp2Pt,amp2guesspv3Pt},{fwhm2Pt,fwhm2guesspv3Pt},{mu2Pt,mu2guesspv3Pt},{cen2Pt,cen2g

uesspv3Pt}, 

    {amp3Pt,amp3guesspv3Pt},{constPt,constguesspv3Pt}},x,Weights->(1/#
0
 

&),MaxIterations->150]; 

file1PtpeakFits=file1Ptpeak["BestFitParameters"] 

file1PtpeakError=file1Ptpeak["ParameterErrors"] 

file1PtpeakConfInt=file1Ptpeak["ParameterConfidenceIntervals"] 

file1PtpeakBIC=file1Ptpeak["BIC"] 

Show[ListPlot[TruncPt[[1]],PlotRange->All,plotoptions,FrameLabel->{"d-

spacing(Å)","Intensity"},AspectRatio->1,PlotMarkers->{Automatic,8},PlotStyle->Black], 
 Plot[pV3bPt/.file1PtpeakFits,{x,2.2,2.33},PlotRange->All, PlotStyle-

>{Red,Thick}],Plot[pV3bPt/.{amp2Pt->file1Ptpeak[[5,2]],fwhm2Pt->file1Ptpeak[[6,2]], 

mu2Pt->file1Ptpeak[[7,2]],cen2Pt->file1Ptpeak[[8,2]] , constPt-

>0},{x,1.97,2.33},PlotStyle->{Purple,Thick}], 

 plotoptions, FrameLabel->{"d-spacing {Pt} (Å)","Intensity"},LabelStyle->22] 
 

(*Repeat the above fitting script for as many steps as there are 

make a new mathematica book in another folder for all voltage steps*) 
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